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PETITION FORWRIT OF CERTIORARI

Petitioner Adnan Syed petitions this Court to issue a writ of certiorai'i to the

Appellate Court ofMaryland to review that court's opinion in Lee v. State, et (11.,

No. 1291, September Temi, 2022 (filed March 28, 2023), reversing the order of the

Circuit Court for Baltimore City vacating Mr. Syed's convictions.

On September l4. 2022, the State, after a year-long investigation, filed a

motion to vacate Mr. Syed's convictions under Criminal Procedure Article § 8-

301.1. Following a hearing on September l9 at which the victim's representative,

Young Lee, appeared remotely, the circuit court granted the motion, vacated Mr.

Syed's convictions, and directed the State to schedule a date for a new trial or enter

a nolle prosequi within 30 days. On October ll, afiei' DNA results excluded Mr.

Syed as a contributor to DNA found on the victim's shoes, the State entered a nolle

prosequi.

On September 28, 2022, Mr. Lee noted an appeal. In his brief and at oral

argument, he alleged that 11c had a right to appear in-person at, and participate as a

party in, the vacatur hearing. A divided panel of the Appellate Court reversed. The
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Appellate Court held that the appeal was not moot despite the entry of a nolle

prosequi by the State. Tuming to the merits, the court held that thatMr. Lee had the

right to appear in�person at the hearing and that the circuit court committed

reversible error by denyingMr. Lee that right. However, the court held thatMr. Lee

had no right to participate. On May 2, 2023, the Appellate Court deniedMr. Syed's

motion for reconsideration in which Mr. Syed argued that the Appellate Court

should have required Mr. Lee to show prejudice prior to reversing.

Mr. Syed has filed a motion to stay the Appellate Court's mandate, which is

due to be issued on May 30, 2023.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED

1. Does a lawfully entered nolle prosequi render moot an appeal alleging
procedural violations at a hearing occun'ing prior to the nolle prosequi?

2. Does a victim's representative, a non-party to a case, have the right to
attend a vacatur hearing in�person or does remote attendance satisfy the right?

3. Was notice to the victim's representative of the vacatur hearing sufficient
where the State complied with all statutory and rules-based notice requirements?

4. Must a victim's representative seeking reversal show prejudice on appeal?

PERTINENT AUTHORITY

Md. Code, Crim. Proc. Art. § 8-301.l

Md. Rule 4-333

STATEMENT 0F FACTS

The history of this case predating the motion to vacate is set forth by the

Appellate Court on review of the order granting Mr. Syed's petition for post
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conviction relief. See State v. Syed, 236 Md. App. 183, 193-209 (2018), rev 'd. 463

Md. 6o (2019).
'

In October of 2021, the Office of the State's Attorney for Baltimore City

began a review of the integrity ofMr. Syed's convictions. Based on that review and

additional investigation, the State and Mr. Syed jointly petitioned for DNA testing

of the victim's clothing on March 10, 2022. Before filing the petition, the State

notified Mr. Lee and offered to answer any questions he might have.

On September 12, 2022, two days before it moved to vacate Mr. Syed's

convictions, the State contacted Mr. Lee again to provide him with advance notice

of the filing. The State also discussed the motion by telephone with Mr. Lee, who

lived in California, on September 13. The State's representative advised him that

there would be a hearing on the motion and provided him with her contact

information. Before filing, the State emailed a copy of the motion to Mr. Lee, who

replied the same day, expressing his disagreement with the decision to seek vacatur

but stating that he understood the State's position.

Almost immediately following a scheduling conference on September 16,

the State emailedMr. Lee to notify him that the hearing would be held on September

19. Because the hearing would be in�person, the State informed Mr. Lee that he

would be provided a Zoom link so that he and his family would have the option of

attending remotely. When she had not heard back from him two days later, the

State's representative reached out to him by text message to confirm that he had

received her email and was aware of the hearing. Mr. Lee acknowledged receipt of



the email and stated that he would be joining by Zoom.

On September 19, Mr. Lee, through counsel, filed a motion to postpone the

vacatur hearing. After hearing argument from his attorney, the circuit court denied

his motion. Mr. Lee thenjoined the hearing via Zoom and was permitted to make a

statement to the court. The court next heard from the State and Mr. Syed's attorney

before finding that the State had met the requirements under the vacatur statute and

granting the State's motion to vacate Mr. Syed's convictions.' In accordance with

Maryland Rule 4-333(i), the court ordered the State to schedule a date for a new trial

or enter a nolle prosequi within 3O days. On October ll, the State entered a nolle

prosequi after it received results from DNA testing which confinned that Mr. Syed

had been wrongfully convicted.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE WRIT

A. Introduction

This case presents multiple issues offirst impression. The Appellate Court's

resolution of those issues, if lett to stand, will result in the reinstatement ofMr.

Syed's convictions and sentences when Mr. Syed, the State. and the circuit court

agreed that his convictions lack integrity and should be vacated. However, how the

issues are resolved will impact a much broader category of cases. As discussed

below, the Appellate Court held, for the first time, that: (l) a court can nullify the

' Specifically, the court vacated Mr. Syed's convictions fot' first degree
mtu'der (Case No. 199103042), kidnapping (Case No. 199103043), robbery (Case
No. 199103045), and false imprisonment (Case No. 199103046).
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lawful and independent exercise of discretion by a State's Attorney to no] pros

charges prior to final judgment; (2) a victim's representative, though not a party,

has the right to appear in-person at a hearing at which the representative has no right

to participate; (3) notice of the hearing to a victim's representative is deficient as a

matter of law even when the representative does not express a wish to attend in-

person until the day of the hearing; and (4) a victim's representative is entitled to

reversal "for a violation of the rights to notice and to appear in-person without having

to show any possibility that the result of the proceeding might have been different.

This Court is urged to grant certiorari to review the Appellate Court's resolution of

each of these issues.

B. A lawfully entered nolle prosequi renders moot an appeal alleging
procedural violations prior to the nolle prosequi.

Upon granting the motion to vacate Mr. Syed's convictions, the circuit court,

in accordance with applicable law, instructed the State that it had up to 30 days to

decide whether to retry him or dismiss the charges against him. Md. Rule 4-333(i)

("Within 30 days after the court enters an order vacating a judgment of conviction

or probation before judgment as to any count, the State's Attorney shall either enter

a nolle prosequi of the vacated count or take other appropriate action as to that

count") (emphasis added). The State's Attorney announced publicly her intention

to nol pros if the results of DNA testing were exculpatory to Mr. Syed. Upon

receiving exculpatory results, the State, with barely a week remaining in the 30-day

period, entered a nolle prosequi. Thereafter, the Appellate Court sua spom'e directed
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Respondent to show cause why his appeal should not be dismissed as moot. The

Court subsequently permitted the parties to address the issue ofmootness in their

merits briefs and, ultimately, held that the nolle prosequi did not render the appeal

moot.

To reach the conclusion that the appeal is not moot, the Appellate Court

engaged in a series of contortions to make inapposite case law fit what it called "the

unique circumstances of this case." Slip op. at 34, 42. The court's reasoning is

flawed for several reasons. Appropriating language fi'om Carley v. State, 299 Md.

449 (1984), the court held that "the nol pros was entered with the purpose or

'necessary effect' ofpreventingMr. Lee fiom obtaining a ruling on appeal regarding

whether his rights as a victim's representative were violated" Slip op. at 41. Carley

did not involve an appeal by the victim, however. At issue in Curley was how to

calculate the l80-day period for trial under the predecessors to Rule 4-271 and

Criminal Procedure Article § 6-103 when the State nol prosses charges against a

defendant and then re-charges the defendant with the same offenses. While the

ordinary rule is that the 180-day period begins anew with the new charging

document, the Court explained, a different rule applies if the nol pros had the

"purpose" or "necessary effect" of circumventing the requirements of the 180-day

rule. 299Md. at 462. According to the Court, in that limited circumstance, "the 180-

day period will commence to run with the arraignment or first appearance ofcounsel

under the first prosecution." Id.

Subsequent opinions have limited the Curley exception even fiirther. As the
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Court explained in State v. Huntley, 411 Md. 288 (2009), "a n01 pros has the

necessary effect of an attempt to circumvent the requirements of § 6-103(a) and

Rule 4�271(a)(1) only 'when the alternative to the nol pros would be a dismissal of

the case for failure to commence trial within 180 days.'" Id. at 293 n. 9 (quoting

State v. Brown, 341 Md. 609, 618 (1996)). At the same time, the State acts with the

purpose of evading the ISO-day rule only if the nol pros "circumvent[ed] a ruling

by an administrative judge (or his or her designee) which exercises control over the

court's calendar, thus implicating the requirement ofgood cause for an extension of

the 180-day requirement." Id. (citing Jules v. State, 171 Md. App. 458, 475-78

(2006)).

Far from announcing a rule that applies only to the "unique circumstances"

of this case, application of the Curley exception would eliminate the State's

authority to dismiss charges by moving to vacate convictions to correct an injustice.

This is because no] prossing the charges following vacatur of a defendant's

convictions will always have the effect ofmooting an appeal by the victim. A victim

alleging a violation of their rights has 30 days to note an appeal from the date the

circuit court grants the motion to vacate. Md. Code, Crim. Proc. Art. § 11-103(b);

Md. Rule 8-202(a). But the State also must act within 30 days to dismiss the charges

if that is its intention. Md. Rule 4�333(i). Even ifthe victim notes an appeal the same

day the court grants the vacatur motion and the State waits 30 days to enter a noile

prosequi, the appeal will not be briefed, argued, and decided in time to prevent it

from becoming moot.



For different reasons, the "purpose" prong of the Carley exception does not

apply to this case. The nolle prosequi here did not "circumventfl a ruling" by a court,

for example the denial ofa request for a continuance or to exclude certain evidence.

Huntley. 411 Md. at 293 n. 9. Rather. it was the circuit court, acting in accordance

with Rule 4-333(i), that instructed the State that it had to decide whether to n01 pros

the charges within 30 days. Moreover, the State was transparent that it would

dismiss the charges if DNA testing was exculpatory. That it entered the nolle

prosequi on Day 22 rather than waiting until Day 30 provides no evidence of

nefarious intent, as the Attorney General acknowledged at argument.

Finally, the Appellate Court's co-optation of the Curley exception reflects a

basic misunderstanding of how the exception operates. The Appellate Court

recognized that an entry of nolle prosequi renders an appeal moot unless it can be

declared "void, and therefore a nullity." Slip op. at 34. But when a court applies

the Curley exception, it does not nullify a nolle prosequi. Rather, the court conducts

its assessment of the State's time to try the defendant without reference to the nol

pros. If the court grants relief to the defendant, it does so by dismissing the new:

charges, not the original charges which the Court does not need to dismiss since, by

virtue of the nol pros, they no longer exist.

In his dissenting opinion, Judge Berger dismantles the majority's reliance on

two other cases, State v. Simms, 456 Md. 551 (2017), and Hook v. State, 315 Md.

25 (1989). As Judge Berger explains, Sirnms holds that the State may not enter a

nolle prosequi afier final judgment (i. e. alter a defendant has been convicted and



sentenced). Here. however, the State nol pressed the charges before final judgment,

so Simms does not apply.Meanwhile, Hook bars the State from nol pressing a lesser

included offense under circumstances where it would be fundamentally unfair to the

defendant because it forces the factfindel' to convict the defendant of the greater

offense or nothing at all. While a victim's representative should be treated with

dignity and respect, Md. Declaration ofRights Art. 47, they have no corresponding

right to a faii' trial since it is the defendant and not the victim's representative who

is the subject ofprosecution}

Assuming arguendo that the circuit court violated a right of the victim's

representative to notice or to appear in-person, this at most made the order vacating

Mr. Syed's convictions subject to reversal on appeal ifnot moot. It did notmake the

order "void ab initio" just as similar errors at a trial do not render the verdict a

nullity. Cottman v. State, 395 Md. 729, 742 (2006). Once Mr. Syed's convictions

were vacated, the State had unfettered discretion to dismiss the charges and an

obligation to decide whether to exercise that discretion within 30 days. Under these

circumstances, the Appellate Court's holding that a nolle prosequi was a nullity is

unprecedented and unjustified.

C. Zoom attendance satisfies a victim's representative's right to attend
a vacatur hearing.

Whether a victim's representative's right ofattendance may only be satisfied

2 Antoine v. State. 245 Md. App. 521 (2020) is also not to the contrary.
Mootness was not an issue in Antoine.
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by in-person attendance, if requested, is an issue offirst impression as the Appellate

Court acknowledges. Slip 0p. at 55. In reaching its conclusion that attendance by

Zoom satisfied Mr. Lee's right of attendance, the circuit court noted that remote

proceedings are commonplace, that the court frequently received victim impact via

Zoom, and that "Zoom was a practical and serviceable method that couits had been

using to allow rernote participation in court proceedings." Slip op. at 13 (Berger, J.,

dissenting). Despite finding that Mr. Lee did not have the right to participate in the

hearing, and despite legislative silence on the issue, the Appellate Court held that

remote attendance did not satisfy his right ofattendance because the parties attended

in�person.

Unless its holding is limited, arbitrarily, to victims" representatives, the

Appellate Court has announced a new rule of law that anytime a court requires a

party or, as here, a non-party, to appear remotely when other participants are in-

person, the error is per se reversible. The number of cases impacted by such a rule

in just the past few years when our courts conducted hybrid hearings is likely quite

high. But even post-pandemic, the impact is staggering. The court's holding

conflicts with post-pandemic practice and the newly approved rules recognizing

courts' authority to require remote participation in certain proceedings over the

objection of the parties. Supreme Court ofMaryland, 214th Rules Order, at 396-400

(April 21, 2023). Additionally, the holding ignores the distinction between parties

and non-parties and unnecessarily restricts the discretion of trial judges. Tellingly,

even when consent of the parties is required for remote participation, the new rules
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make no provision for objections by non-parties, including victims' representatives.

This distinction is sound because it hinges on if the parties are offering evidence

which the factfinder must assess, a practice aided by physical presence. In contrast,

the law limits the victim's representative's role to observer and not participant in a

vacatur proceeding. Under the Appellate Court's opinion, compliance with the rules

will invariably lead to reversible error.

In his dissent, Judge Berger began his analysis of the victim's

representative's right of attendance from the premise that § 8-301.1 of the Criminal

Procedure Article provides the representative with the right to attend but not

participate, a point on which the Majority and Dissent agree. Because the

representative may not participate as a party, neither his interests nor the factfinding

process are compromised by his attendance via Zoom. By contrast, the Majority

found that there was "value" for the victim to attend in�person, Slip op. at 56,

without explaining that value or even the harm that befell the victim by attending

remotely.

In finding that there was no showing that it was necessary to hold the hearing

that day and the related conclusion that there was no compelling reason to require

the victim to appear remotely, the Appellate Court also failed to weigh Mr. Syed's

liberty interests in the extraordinary circumstance where the State and defense

agreed that he had been wrongfully incarcerated for over 23 years. Prison is a

dangerous environment that poses myriad risks to its residents. Where the State and

defense agree that an individual has beenwrongfully deprived ofhis liberty formore
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than two decades, urgency is appropriate and is, at aminimum, an appropriate factor

to consider in the balancing of interests.

Victims' representatives are entitled to dignity and respect and remote

attendance can be consistent with those rights. The Appellate Court's per se rule

that no court may require remote participation by a party or nonparty will have

disastrous consequences for the orderly administration of justice in Maryland's

courts.

D. Notice to a victim's representative is sufficient where the State
complied with all statutory and rules-based notice requirements.

For the first time, the Appellate Court concluded that notice to a victim's

representative was not sufficient despite the State's compliance with all statutory

and rules-based notice requirements. Mr. Lee received the notice to which he was

entitled. Criminal Procedure Article § 8-301.1(d)(1) references §§ 11-104 and 1]-

503 and requires the State to notify the victim's representative before a hearing.

Section 11-104(t)(1) requires prior notice ofeach proceeding. Section 11-503(a)(7)

likewise requires notice of postsentencing proceedings. Rule 4-333(g)(2).

meanwhile, requires the State to provide the victim's representative with written

notice of the vacatur hearing that "contain[s] a brief description of the proceeding

and inform[s] the victim or victim's representative of the date, time, and location of

the hearing and the right to attend the hearing." The State complied with these

requirements by calling, emailing, and texting Mr. Lee to notify him of the date,

time, and location ofthe hearing and facilitating his attendance by providing a Zoom
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option.

The Appellate Court's holding that Mr. Lee did not receive sufficient notice

is predicated on its determination that he had a right to attend the hearing in-person.

Even thoughMr. Lee informed the circuit court, for the first time, that he wanted to

attend in-person 30 minutes before the afternoon hearing was scheduled to begin,

the Appellate Court reasoned that he did not receive enough notice for him to

arrange to fly from Los Angeles to Baltimore. By contrast, in his dissent, Judge

Berger concluded that the notice provided to Mr. Lee was sufficient based on a fact-

specific analysis that considered the limited guidance provided by the applicable

statute and rules, the scope of the representative's rights, and the actions taken by

the State to facilitate his attendance. The Appellate Court's holding to the contrary

depends on providing the victim's representative with greatei' rights than have been

provided by the General Assembly and this Court and will have far-reaching

implications beyond this case.

E. Like other litigants, a victim's representative must show prejudice
on appeal.

"It is the policy of this Court not to reverse for harmless error and the burden

is on the appellant in all cases to show prejudice as well as error." Crane v. Dunn,

382 Md. 83, 91 (2004). So f'u'mly established is this principle that the Maryland

Rules provide that this Court "may consider whether the errorwas harmless or non-

prejudicial even though the matter ofhami or prejudice was not raised in the petition

or in a cross-petition." Md. Rule 8-l3l(b)(l). Here, however, the Appellate Court
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reversed and reinstated Mr. Syed's convictions without requiring Respondent to

show any possibility that the results ofthe vacatur hearing would have been different

had Respondent appeared in-person. This is so notwithstanding that "a violation of

a criminal defendant's right to be present is [subject to] harmless error analysis."

State v. Hart, 449 Md. 246, 262 (2016). And it is so even though other courts

considering the issue have held that improperly requiring a criminal defendant to

appear remotely is not reversible error if the defendant was not prejudiced. See

Hager v. United States, 79 A.3d 296, 302 (D.C. 2013); GibSOII v. Commonwealth,

2021 WL 3828558, *4 (Ky. Aug. 26, 2021); People v. Anderson, __ N.W.2d _,

2022WL 981299, *7 (Mich. Ct. App. March 31, 2022); State v. Taylor, 198 N.E.3d

9S6, 966-67 (Ohio Ct. App. 2022); State v. Byers, 875 S.E.2d 306, 318-19 (W.Va.

2022)

The Appellate Court's omission is consequential. In line with the court's

reported opinion, victims' representatives can argue that violations of their rights �

unlike those ofeven criminal defendants - are not subject to harmless error analysis.

At the same time, any party or non-party participant may now argue that they have

an absolute right to be present in-person for a proceeding. Not only would this

undermine the rules for remote participation that this Court recently adopted as part

of the 214'" Rules Order, but it would also call into question countless remote

proceedings conducted during the pandemic. In reviewing the Appellate Court's

opinion, this Court should take up as well the question of whether the victim's

representative must show prejudice.
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l. This petition contains 3,711 words.

2. This petition complies with the font, spacing, and type size requirements stated
in Rule 8-112.

/s/%/%
Erica J. Suter

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

l HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 24'" day of May, 2023, a copy of the

foregoing in the captioned case was sent via U.S. mail and/or courier service to:

David W. Sanford
Steven J. Kelly
Ari B. Rubin
Sanford Heisler' Sharplll S. Calvert St, Ste 1950
Baltimore, MD 21202

Daniel J. Jawor
ChiefCounsel
Office of the Attorney General
Criminal Appeals Division
200 Saint Paul Place, 17th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202

/s/@W/W
Erica J. Suter
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1Jam, D.5. .542car "313's mom 10 mm 1113 339333333 cg c. 980153331329:33 81mm" 33350 1439 331.3 sun-coma mm: c0032 5 DECISION -car LETTER REC-W910)! 130 3150mm M $51133 5111133332 m'sca 1mm sun's 53223314319231. 335964153men 011 STA'L'E'S DIS-sea cmsuas's mama 3'! 353 5321 5388309331 10man can! an: 33356.1 cu m sun's

1401103"
to 33591333157 3:: mm or mazes,"8397 3393383 5'03 11333180180

5'31 19333931: arm's-'5 513mm.- FDsea 5553531111 0? 44. 33:31:33 6351331432,?n8937 non-Ion 503 may mmsrmz 0E" 1'82 83330 9113! 13321103!scam 532 533351: 1133335033 135 53,335 5531;353:35115c: 13141459391111" 2899:3397 7/9/9329cssmsmmczmnmmn. mumm-ass 33:16:: :03 3mm: 'ngscmsm a: 1812 GRAND 3031 15511�585m1nun rm: 5353313 3833135» 336033 132 6333:: 803! m'583 211:09301230 :aEJw 11831.- :mwcnzu. 3.3, .842393 51313'sWe» 20 141800311131. 9: 6617133331 38 DEFENSE

COMM 072193
emu 072199
cum 0121.99
COMM 072199

012299
072299

PIN- 9398 094



even/qr para,
com 972399'
4:05;: uaozsscow qaozas'
com 081793'm 081199
com 932399
com 090399
cum nausea.
com 1190399,
coma 090799
cow 090799aw 090399:
com 09039.9
com 090959?
coun- 09139:)"cm

0314::can, '0 26 .

diam 092599'
09m 092499

1113321550:

.§42;§:591-Weqngsday, ham: 39.' 2.02%

11/30/22 92mm. noun» orm2 5199103042 s: 'c Vanni, manque»
7

case may 2.2:;24
'

. 923334 con N mm 6136033902511 my mgr.- noon aw~ /; svm Wspa mama's-x. mvm omen ,ass mum srus's' nxscxn'sm m
can must: sun'swmscmsm £11.80

_ass Emma. am~sm'$ W m mwz'g was runass PMECTIVE'.ORDSB' gn-
sea, moan' smut-s arscmsm up
ass moan Emma's nrscmsm'rp
r585mammurals DISCLOSURE um»
33'; mom srma's 019mm amn-ass I'm-N's. 11359916335," sms's.mm n! mums up
oaflsmatzwznxouowno'com cc 1183 mmwzkzcz a -mounm«rsCH1. 3271093O;406 N! 1 am; "mamas, Hummus
csm' 035735 mxox'nzzanzsoovsn! imam man man nam-mrr MIA ~ 1N'BE SE"? oénnw'uzv)'car man 'SI'M'EfS arscmstms- no5% woman OPIEION man 9mm.
ces mmn' Sara's pzmnm»m4

,_as mm. m mason snowmen ton-mm or no 3511.mess:ass ,mus man on? ensues Dr c3,
'

I'll pass. 00?



11/30/22 0mm COOK! OE WHORECASE 139103042 51' c SYSD: W-uvm mm
coma092199:
com 092799.
00199 100199.
coma 100199
com 100699
c0141: 100099
com: 101299,
00104 1012"'
00m 101299
00104 101299
00194 1012991
COIN 191399
0cm; 101.399
HGAL 101399;
0010: 101499
00104 101599
com 101.599
'COW 103.399
c0101 102193

WM'

41222;"!!! (Wedneifiéyr minimum-30. 2022:-

0032 100013! 12524
929334 000 a 0m 0 060399"RPM TIMEROOM WWW3805 {msea 0003910905020 m was0201',0120'smamas 5031411700 00009.SBA SEAL ON 09/24/93 SHALL H SEALSD PER, 00060 W

5841 STATB'S REQUEST FORMISSION 05' 38833915 0? VICTIH DIARY PDCU? AMENDED SIATR'S DISCLOSURE FLO
CJP AMENDED STATE'S DISCLOSURE FLO000mm sm'cs's DISCLOSURE m
00'? MICK NR CONTINUE" FLO
~CGS AMENDED STMS'S 01561103083
COSSTATE'S OPPOSITIOH TO THE DEH'S. MOTION EURmime:car AMENDED WE'S DISCLOSURE FL}!
003' W030STATE'S 01801108033 msea 0092939010 am.
8311 sail-09001406 101' a00.10%..- . 300119135, wmn;8990m 827309001406 20': , $90817?! 100331.23. wgnra;amsea comm: 10 10/19/99, 91 27 M 9:30an
0.1:- munan man's 019:1.05021: no
car mm mm's nxsmosm:msea 119933030 10 mm. sonar
cm can 38 0'3

9/»! PAGE 00':



11/30/22 mum COURT or mum
EASE 199163042 52 c 3231), am

out: mm mm {(0024 was / m!EVENT DATE
cow 102199..
C05!!! 102899
COW! 110999
COMM 111899
COMM 112299
COMM 112299
CM 112299
60!" 11229.9'
com 112499
com 1201994
001%! 120159
'COM'J IZOIOS"
COW 120199
002424 120199'
coma 120399 '

SCAD 120399
com 120399'
com 120499am 120859 1 081' 927;.0930;406,'J'l' ;

122252011. Emsday.. we 30,. 2022

case INQUIRY. 12:24
328334 can N 0%! c 060399

OMEN:
cat 205m tom-mp. or m mm 4�271 WXWS m
car mDzD 's'rmavs nrsczpsmam
on: WEED sma's Dzscwuaa min
53? AMENDED STATE'S DISCLOSUREFILED
COO 1333 BAR";MOTION FOR TEE 188W 02' A SUBPOETUL FOR
(:30 TANGIBLE EVIDENCE-SEWER TRIAL 6 Mmmum RELIB ED
CEO ORDER OF COURT GRANTING ex PARTS HDTION M THE
'C30 185%" OE' ASUBEOENA FOR TANGIBLE EVIDENCE PIT-SD
cs: AMENDED state's Dxscnosm FILED
mac-21am: nmoN mu was ;ssmca or a scam ranmam
ca: EVIDENCE BEETLE TRIALm OTHERREPROPHTATE' BELTS! EDD
Scar m, m
can nor-x051 £13 A JURY VIEWING or THE CRIME SCENE.
CED QUERIES PT72'7, 10-03-99

JUDGE

assmum STATB'S DISCLOSURE FD
CRT 1'27;09001406'-;JT ; ;Com';
cur 113337 on 12/07/99 21-27ammo» sjmrs's DISCLOSURE FILED

:cour; :QUAms, wnmmsns

,'QUARLES , WIlLIA; 8119

PIN PAGE 007



12225209..fiadnesday'. member 30; 2022

11/10/22 01111411121 000111 01' 9211111022 01132 11100121 12:21
£999 199103042 81" c. 9120. mm 920334 con 11 0011 0 090399
911291 0219 02911 22111- 21111: 110014 ms I mm 00104991
00104 120899 car 1101; 01211 20111915211990
00104 120999 car com: 0911:. 12/09/99
c0101 120899 c111 0211 was 1101 9011.11!
9021. 120.929 1 st: 227,0930-105 .02 5 :COM; 100210119. 1111;019:929
00101 120999 9c: new 231151. 3110211 on vain 0199.: 0091 9910311». am. $2212 '5
00101120999 so: 110111011 2'9; 922909. 222210 11110 0211190 c151: 1102 0011010030 10
001114 120999 sca mm on 12/10/99. 2': 27 2'2 '2: 00 211. 0291 21.21: 1102 001121
21:21. 121099 1 sea 1221-,093111406- .02 ; .0021,- 1003111125. 111101210219
00104 121099 .992 sun's 11011011 20251900191911101: 029112110:0992 0002.10
00104 121099 9911 10 12/12!" 91' 27
2021. 121999 1 9'00 22710930,106 .01 3 -:;c0N,1'= 100210.95. 1131;111:929"121399'303Dmmmmfi
2021. 12149911.san-,227 0930:4106 :J'r ; :CONT; "20112125, mummm
c0101 121499 391-00111. 10' 12/15/99 pr 27
com 121599 , 992 0911'. 14021019 9011 14191-3111 99120 AND GRANTED/MOVE 1'0 ADMIN.
001414. 122.599 9811 00021
C012! 121599 SBA no! Glmfl"! than ENT..RED
00121 121699 c211 21:91:: 29
00101 123099 (9911 2119110190 51112215 nrscmsugz 1-11.20

M PB? P/N PAGE 008



MM'

"12:25:01imduesay. 1mm "30,4022

11130/22 031111331. 0003': 03 331313033 C333 INQUIRY 12;2'
0353 153103042 83 c 5130, AM 923334 ten 3 0014 0 060395--

311330 01113. 0333 233.3 m: ROOM 3335 I mm
com 010700 03': 1101103 It: means 10' 2301.003 51361111031 or 33mmmags 31.0
00102 010100 .03! 0331's 301103 303. 11332101 3303133 3130
3031. 011000 1.03: 309:0930;339 1.7111 1.10081: name, m3 33:11:17
0010': 011000 031! mm 303 33001151033113.1051 03 3011. 33330 mail: com
100101 011000 031' we 01111100 3109
0031420111004 (:31 3133 IN 00m
3031. 011100 031' 309,09303339 in 3 gown.- mm, men 332337
00113 011100 031'Menen 301; 33.000310331131011 03 {3311. 33330 330 0311130
com 0111-00' car (as: 533. 3'03 33131. 01/10/00 9109
com 01-1300 $83 sun-3's 0930311103 10 3331'. 39011011 FOR 11 33301 3333130 m:
00:01 011300 3'83 Sam's 033031110330 0331:.M303 13 31mm: we 3301.303
00m 011300 303-139 or same» war-1's- m:
3031. 011400 1 car Boa-0900:339 .301 ; :OONT; mam, WANDA 10:,- 837
00104 011400 cur 303.103 IN 1.111133 we 311121.003 TESTIMONY 05' same»: wa'rws
00005011400 (:31 33330 3110 331.0 sun�CURIA
,emm 011000 3110-1103 303 310101 BEARING 331130 a 33m sun-c0313
00201011300 13:33ZORDERIMQEION :0 1.131213 33 AND 15 3311331 0331.330 UNDER TERMS
00:04 011300' 'SBA as mmm wsswrn we HER PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS or 03m.
0000: 011800 5'83 ONLY/011033 mm THE MOTION FOR BRADY HEARING Is DENIED

P/N PAGE 009



12:25,:012fiefiwday; "November: 30.9 .2022

11230/22 mm com or 30001303: crass 1000111! 12:24»
0952 199103042 31 c 511:0,me 920330 000 n 0014 0 060399mime mmrwmmm/mm

coma 011000 sen pm, man am
00101 011000 503' 3211090190014 02111100 m
00m 011300 30A manna sun's 0130008032 211.00
mm, 01:!100_1 sea pas;0930;339 517'! ;'. mom; , :fizm. mm 53:13:37
001024 01:2100' :30;mm 0 30310119 010153 mmas not- GUILTY; JURY mm
00m 01.100 sea amen am swans 00 van man. pm pm 9301' 0011.01um 012400 1001' 209:0930:339 :02 ,, mom, 192m.mm @1337
can: 012400 cm am WED m swam
0010; 012400 «cm 000717 10 01/27/00 2209
00104 012400 002.0311" ELEms nor scum
3001.012100 1w 1209;093:3939 :Jr ::Cour; :man.mp»521037com 0127001020110" 70 320029121! WITNESS 21233921100
c0101 012700 car CASE com To 01/23/00 9109
com 012700 car can mms nor GUILTY
c0104 012700 cm DEPP'S 31:90:51 To DISKISS PANEL am» 5 020130
com 012700 cu'r DEFT'S 1401100 TO HAVE my REVIEW cams 3cm HEARD a
coma 012700 cn'r RESERVED �

c0104 012700 cu'r FILE IN coca-r
HCAL 012000 1 cm 909,-0930;339 ;J'1' ; won-r: :nsmao, mun Kmam

NEXT PAGE PIN PAGE 010



12:25: 02 'fiednbsday; Tubmaré'so ,0 2022

11/30/22 cnmm com 0? mamas CASE 130018! 12104-
0053, 199103042 8'! c 6100, Am '

920336 .000 N 00!! '0 000309
3021110313 0020 9011111013 200143235 IBYEMBUWN'!com 012800 031' 01152 000! 110 01/31/00 2009
001051012000 car me 13 comum 013100 1 car 20930930;339 :01 ; rm @1837
new 013100 03'! 0383 0031 10 02/01/00 0109 31' 9:30 Mm 013100 ' car 0125'! Pam 110'! G011!!! .

3031. 020100 1 031' 00930930839 :01' 16031;. 133.300..m XENB'I'
coma 020100 03'! 0083 008'! 10 02/02/00 3105 "

coma?! 020200 800 0081. 1'0 02/03/00 2'! 09 0551'. 01.3.1 801' GUILTY
020400 car 033: 0081 10 02/00/00 2109

00101 020400 031' 001'! runs 30'! 0011-1!
3001. 020000 1 03: 00320930;339 301' 100111; #32030. M K3303?
00201020000 cfir MOTION in 13mm: 1'0 mambo: ASKING ABOUT E121. van-m
COMM 020800 01-11 HEARD & GRANTED � NO FILE: IN COURT
HCAL 020800 ca'r PO9:0930;339 :01 .' mom; :HEARD, WANDA ":83?
com 020800 (:31 DEFT PLEAS NOT GUILTY -

RCA]. 020900 1 CH1 909:0930;339 ;J'1' ; :CONT; HEARD, WANDA ":83?
COMM 020900 031' MOTION FOR MISTRIAL HEARD AND DENIED
00201 020900 CRT MOTION 11m DEFT NOT BRING UP POSSIBLE MISTAKES 1N FRONT
com 020900 03'! OF JURORS HEARD AND DEuIED

Ram PAGE PIN PAGE 011



11/30/22 mm com or nun-mas
CASE 199103042 52 c 3130, m
EVENT DATEm 020900
COW 020900
SCAI. 021000 I CST 20950930:335 n}! a

com 021000
001.01'021000,
{CAL 021000
COMM 021000
00004. 021000
001194 021000'
emu 021000
BCAL 021100

cow 021100

car 9'093093'0: 339 N! :2

:38! 209:0930:339 :62 t: #00011;'68: MOTION '10: SAVE HR mucr'as'371118355 BEARD a

utzs;vniwmy. mam-2022
CASE INQDIRY 12:24

920334 ("D N m C 060399
022:: PAM .1343 magmas/ms: 00W:
CST HOTION 1'0 WK NRNARANONITB TESTIHONY BEARD AND DENIED
CNTWRQMSI'OBEWDNITHALT 51-3m} mm, WANDA ":83?
CBTISOTIONTOWOFDISWSEARDE DENIED- aIFTRZRE
CRT ARE ANYNOTES {SET SHOULD HE BROUGHT TO THE 0000's. NC:00": .'EEARDr m 13:33?
CST MOTION TO 002501003 WINES OUTSIDE OF HR. ERICK "£53310!
CST (V028 OISE) 01' RON NITNESS 50'1- mUNSEL. BEARD 5 DENIED:
CMWTION TO SAVE MR BRICKTQ BENADEAWSSm TEE DEFENSE
CRT HEARD AND new UNTIL DBPENSE GIVES 5WD REASON FOR ACTION

ISEARD, RANDA 137337
02m]: -

ONT WION TO HAVE NOTES OE POLICE INTERVIEW DOKING NON-9
CST RECORDED INTERVIEW BEARD & GRANTED '-

COMM 021100
COW .021'100
COW; 021100

-GBT MOTION 1'9 STRIKEMR WILD'E 2mm BEARD8 DENIED -021100
cur m m can tame-up .casnnmrro ~mn- �

ea? u'n. was 3810 32Waist: 10 as 1022? mi: :11me
car 1501100110330: vipso ram-.0910: musMainstream
ea: hm! warm 0006's as; 0299250001 m0 5 swim -

cm 021100
W.021100

021100

Pix. MES ma



11/30/22 cam 0002': OF BALTIMORE
CASE 199103042 3! C MD, ADM
EVE!!!" DATEm 021100
00:21 021100
COW' 021100.
00204 021100
was 021100
00w 021100CM 021100'm 021100CW 021.100
com 021100
CM! 021100
361131321400
00004 021600'
com 021600'
RCA!- 021500
001021 021500'com 021.500
0020: 021500am. 021500
22302222:

12225302 may", Ravénbét 30,~ 2022

can:mum 12:24
920334 :90 N 0:2: 0 060399

OPERPEBTTMWREES/EVENTWNT

031' GO! HIS m.m MOTION05' 12.0mm IN THE 0m OF 00351!me 00 HR W'ms
'002 209;0'930.'339 :02 ;

0921mmmnmmmsovmmwmsmmmarmqsmnemnonwoaavnmwxmma-rocomzumna
enumeowaowsnnwnaamnmnnasmrmm2womwmmspm2ommnsmmmmszarmamn- mxmmnmmmmmamcmavsuamnanmxzo- mxoumuwwn'az': 20 sax 032m
$22112: mmmnmmoshsannaenaum- (EAMMGE)mmrmommmmomrmmmwmmmwumem-
G"? LAWYER

:CO'NT; "HEARD WANDA K5383?
03,? MICK TO 'BLIKINATE THE LINE OF QUESTIONING ABOUT THE
002; mun mm mm 02101250. 210
002 20900930: 339 :02 ;
'cnr Cass com- 20 02/16/00 2209
:cm 0222's MOTION IN LIMINE TO PRECLUDE ANY QUESTIONS ALOT
0:02.00
"(:02 209-0930;339 :02 :

2'CONT; .HEARD. WANDA RE: 337

PUSATERI HERD AND DENIED
.'CONT: F'HEARD, WANDA K'E:BB7

NMWSEYBYJ"
PIN PAGE 013



'12125:03'~Hadnnsday, 0mm 30,. '2022

11/30/22 02mm £0031 01 303218083 cm 11100121 12:24
0080 199103042 01 c 011:0. ADNAN ,

920330 .000 N 002 0: 060399m 0012 02:11 2231 mm 100112203 / 30m 001040111
00101 021500 001 02.11.5 0101108

mmbxum;1o
222610020 1:D. 01 1010: 011 was

com 021500 001 P3088 man-1010
am 021600 1 ca: 00910930.- 523 :01 : 10013111312311. mm 1001017
00104 021600 cm case0021' 10 02/17/00 2109
0010: 021600 , 001 0311 21.205 1101 0011.22 , , 4 . ,

11021. 021100 1 601 009209301523 :01 ,, 100111: -102200, 101002 88:507.
0010: 021700 cam case0001 10'- 02/10/00 0109
mm. 021800 1 car 209:05'30:339 :01 3 10001- mam), 1010011 131087
00104 021000 car at 1'3}: 200 as- sun's case unri's 1001100 mwqunmnr 01'
001111 021000 :01 110001321111. 02230 a 02mm
0010: 021800 1:21 0253 0001 10- 02/22/00 2109 .- 0511 21.203 110': GM?!
ym:1222001 cm- 20911193011139.101 ; .-com; mm, mm m, 007
00104 022200 001 31010'-s 1101100 IN mums an: PRIOR couvxc1100s or m saunas
00101 022200 01111100102111 3x30150123 HEARD s. GRANTED IN PART 0 DENIED IN PART
001m 022200 (:01 01213' 5 3011011 In LIMINE 10 zxcmoz 9/7/99 vzoso TAPE 00220
00m 022200 cm mm. 01001100 -.- STATE'S 14011011 10 nxcmmz 1351:1100! or
00101 022200 (:01 211223010 001.1211 HEARD AND DENIED �

00204 022200 001 025330001 10 02/23/00 0109 AT 9-30 m -

0.00:. 022300 '1 0111 "9.0930239 :01 ; :cou'r; :KEARD, WANDA KE;837

m M PIN PAGE 014



12225éoazw¢dnesday. maintain. 2022

11/30/22 CRIMINAL COURT 03' 883111083. CASE INQUIR! 12:2'
CASE 199103042 8'! c 5133,.501'133 §28534 COD 8 D04 I: 060399
EVENTDMS ozmymmzmjum-lfimm
coma 022300 CST smz's 2002100 :34 2mm: 20 3:400:30: 201-: 530m
002124 022300 cm- or 24420051254 mmm0 M0 GRANTED
00404 022300 000 case 0040' 20 02/24/00 0209 � nan ems 1400: can?!
seat. 022400 1 cm 209:0930;339 :02 .; :com; 333030, m 13.887
com 022400 car a? m cm or was 0mmm 03:?3 W9 44072024m
0040: 022400 car 0006500442 02'. 1400012250 0320 mm 01444120
mm' 022400 car cast»: 0002 '00 02/25/00 0209
cm! 022,500 at 01520 321.0 sun-mmcm 022500 car 205m 202 04/05/00 2209
coma 022500 05:: 15900 0142:. 0020- mm m coma-1')
3011:. 022500 1 881' 20350930;335 4018?. 313.8036: sum mm; 3:337
3631: 022300 36! 20910900; 400 501' ;J'r;SVBC; 7m. «0:400 "583'!
com 030200 4:05:user 20.014 00032 0001022 022500. LS
com 030600- 3311 44071034 200.m TRIAL FLD
00421040500 sen 4209:0930; 339 ',01sp, :POST;xrzmmn, mm KE. 837
00404 040500 s03 030:. 4:00:00 to 5mm: ms APPEARANCE 02 M CHRISTINA
cam 040500: 883» GUITERREZ new: 1400 GRANTED/ESE? :-o ROG/OSIOO 22 09
cm 040500 302 1251 mass!m 052300 (:00Musical 02" moms: AND 0003mm}: INVESTIGATION

am 3393' PIN PAGE 015



12125303r Wednesday, Ndvenbaz'fatl.' 2022

11/30/22 0111mm com 02 311mm
c1133 139103042 stc 521:0,m 920331 can a 0014 c' 06039:mm 01113 0,333 FRET mmm was I EVENT smut

110111. 060600 1 c111 5109:0930,-339 :Dxsv;as;ms- alum, mm 333037

03531800111! 12:24

cans 060600 cm' cuss. CLOSED - an. 000315 01020320 0226
con: 060600 cxs ".tn'tassrmn mm 300111-11er max-00: 8-5-00
mm: 060600 ens WIAPF030606003WC
cca's 060600 (:43 CASE c1052» 922-7
8001 060600 , CNN P KG 20000225.'0 6

2000022533
20000606;'2 LIFE

3001 060600 cm 8 1999022833? :5 36Km 060600 1 SC? 209,;09003600 30'! 300315096; :ma'n 1010103031: 887

a

"it!"

3030 060600 .3371. 0013WR0132 0900 :szmufiooomm-acw FOR FURTHER EEOC
B001 060600 '8}!!- P'NGV20000225;,V' 8

2000022553
200006063? LIFE; CW8001 060600 SM. 3 ' :SP

. new, (160300" SM}. 002314030531 0999 f'm3200W00650m FOR $087388 PM
COMM 070600 1038 RECEIPT tamWING FOR 555's N0. 0297.0
00104 072000 635 3013108 503 MODIFICATION 0? WSMENCE (83330 0)
00!!! 080200 C30 ORDER/DEFT5 MOTION FOR WIBERATION OP SWG
0010' 080200 C30 1'! IS 028D DAY OF M16082, 2000; ORDERED Tm THE MOTION
COW 000200 CED FOR RBCONSIDERATION OFW33 BEWARE BEBE" DENISE!)m 000200 C30 253 JUDGEm KEYSNEAR!) FILED
001m 080300 035 WE? OF PMC3201118 DRIVES 1-10-00 AND 6-0-00m

am 2m 0;...



11/36/22 cam com or 33112110023
case 199103042 3: c sap, mm

12:25:04 'WmdaYI mm 30: 2022

0351119100111: 12:24
920334 con '-u but c 060399mm: atmrmrummamslm

00124 080300
ACAE 082800«
cans

0:220:mm o 2 0
dorm 082000
cam 082000
00104 100300
com 103000
cans 122800
dam 122000
001414 021501m 021501
can; 033001
cam 042001
COIN 042001
COIN 051401
09104 113001
COMB 120301
CM! 130391

Mm

COMM
CNS DEIDRBS BAYOEHCAE COURT REPORTER-AMOUNT 3232 50.
045 ACTIVATED FOR ERROR CORRECTION
CNS CASE CLOSED � ALL CODNTS DISPOSED 0226
EMS 9220;301:3311. 1'0 COURT SPECIAL APPEAL FILED
ORE *'**"EBITRY 0? APPEAL. PILEO OBI 3-23-00 18 INOORREECT.
CNS CORRECT DATE APPEAL FILED IS 5-5-09 -u...
EEG CHRISTOPRER METCALE, TORBIED IN TRANSCRIRTS FOR THIS CASE.
ICES TRANSCRIBT CF PROCEEDINGS RATED 2~9,10,1-v'00
'CSG EXTENSION OF TIME TO 1'le TRANSCRIPT RITE Gum ON 12-25-OO
usemo TRANSIQITmeow, 3! 02�10-01
ass mmszou 0? 1m '10 211.1:.1113sz firm! was: crab-1241"
(:39m to 2mm:mm 3': 03-20-01. muse, max or com
-CK$ EXTENSION OE' THE 6-23-01. CRADE'Z, CLERK CT.
C33 TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS DATED 112-14-99) m CHARLES
CNS MADDEN OFFICAL COURT REPORTER; WRIT $1140. 00.
C86 PATRICIA TRIKERIOTIS.TURNED IN A TRANSCRIPT FOR THIS CASE
CKS EXTWSIOBI OF TDIE 12�3-01. GRADET. GEEK CT
CKS ORIGINAL PAPERS {POWDER TOWER-VIA CERTIFED 2431.13 ,

ORE IOOO OSOO- 0022' A693 3985. "1900 DECO 0022 4693 3985, 10(10'

2h! sacs 121.?



etc5933N15

031130010mm«3800
'1;'o'

1533:3331onanaanN:ama'mnusaa5:1838013830up
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12:25:05'fledmday, um: .30. 2022

11/30/22 00mm 00011: 0: 000111100: 0000 100010? 12-24
0110:. 10910304231'0 8100, 1101001 920334 000 N 00-1 0 060399
mam-0mg 0mm01nmmm0/mrm
00104 052010 0:11 00010100 009. taut-00110101100 021.120' 1-1000 BY 00mm:
00104 052010 0:0 0110:1101: 00910432 '

00104 061010 .000m: 01100000 011014 0001090010 0? $3
00104 001410 000 1:01:00 10 01324153 205':- 001101011011 9001:1011 MD 0:500:01:
00101 061010' as man a! 000' 50111-0.
00204 061710 0.10 ass'mcsa .1000: WIN 001.00 02. 000001100 :00 mm 10 :10:
00,140 "mm 0.1:001» 01.311101 00010: 6/17/10 02'-
001114 052010 0511 0001110020001011101. an: 1010 90 011.: 1-0 .1000: 001.011..
00104 012310 001'. csm 20 2 210; 12/20/10: 011. :00 000�021.00011
00104 101-410 000 more .10 52111. 011.00 av 0020000110 mm 0110 0000113020
00104 101610 "000 10 00000 001.00
00010010151'0' cm MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION THAT AN 001'OF STA?! 01:10:33
00104 101510 cm IS 000020 IN nus 5101': 011.00 32 0301211011111 01-1-0000!
0104 101510 000 1010 0000111020 10 .1000: 021.00.
001414 102610 000 MOTION :00 50:90:00 000 11100101.: avmauc: 011:0 02
00:04 102510 000 THE sum: mun 0010010000 10 .1000: 001.00.
00104 102710 $8M TRANSCRIPTS 0000000 00014 ARCHIVES
cow. 102910 5814 TRANSCRIPTS RECEIVED mom mamas ( 2 00x05)
com 110410 cm 00000; 11- IS 1015 151 my or NOVEMBER, 2010. arm: 00321-01.
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11/30/22 CRIMINAL COURT OE ERLTIIORZ'
CREE 199103042 81'C SYED, 'BDNBN

EVEN: DATE
cam 110410
com 110410m 110410
com 110419'
dam 110416m 110610
com 110410-
com 110410
no»: 110010
com 110410-
COMK 11041.0
com ncuo
comm 1:04:10
com 110410
com 110410
(31041119410
corn none
can; 110410
com $110419.

12 :25: os~Wsm.- anew»: smaaozz

CflSEI INQUIRY 12:24
928330 COD N 00!!C 950399OPERPRRTTIMEMREBSI-EVQCTW

CF! CONSIDERATION OE' TEE RETITIONER'S MOTION FOR CERTIFICATION
CFH TERI OWE-STATE WITNESS IS NEEDED IN TKIS SIRE. ORDERED
cm Tm TEENOTICE IS HEREBY GRANTED) END IT IS FURTSER OREEREE?
cm TEST TE CLERK OE THIS COURT SHALL ISSUE WHITE 11

cm CERTIFICME UNDER am OE THIS COURT CERTIPYING TO THE
CFH WRSEINGTON COUNTY. OREGON, IN OREGON'S JDDICDIL DISTRICT,
BER TENT ASIA WIN OF 2328 NH 'DONCABTER T888303, HLLSBORO
CE}! OR 97124. 15 RW WITNESS IN THE RBOVE-CRPTIONED CASE
ICES AND THATHER mm B3 R WITNESS" THEPOST-CONVICTION
CVS CERTIT'ICBTE TO SECURE THE mm OF 88 OUT-'OS-STRTE
-"CVS WITNESS FILED.
CV5 THIS IS TO CERTIP'Y' TC CIRCUIT COURT FOR WASHINGTON COUNTY
CV5 OREGON, rm: 1. PET. IN ABOVE CAPTIONED CASE WAS CONVICTED
CV5 OF HER. AND 535 FLD A POST CON. PET THE HEARING ON THAT
CV5 POST CON IS SCHEDULED 12/20/10 2 ASIA MCCLAIN IS A
CV5mum NIT. FOR THIS HEARING. IN MARCH OF 2000,MS MCCLAIN
CV5 SIGNED A AFFIDAVIT, WITNESSED BY AT LEAST 2 INDIVIDUALS.
CV5 STRTILNG THAT SHE WAS WITH DEF WHEN MGR. OCCURRED, BUT SEE
CV3-WES NEVER CONTACTED BY DEFENSE. SHE ALSO WROTE MULTIPLE
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12:25:052'masam November 30. 22022

11/30/22 CRIMINAL CODE'E OF mm C1132! $110013! 12:2'
c353 199103042 31' c 31720. new 920334 con 11 Dan 6 060393moms 0Pmmmmam_lsvmm00m 110410' cvs 1.2113113 20 DB? SWING 5115 11001.0 31-: [11111116 1'0 HELP Is 1113
coax 110410 cvs 1:115,- 11' 0111.: 50112301)! mu m Dams 3001.0 00mm HER.
00104 110410 cvs 3; 11113183333251035 A! 2423 1mman man. 311133080
com 110410 cvs 013., 57-121. 4. Wmss mu. mo 10 BE 9mm?'10 73511?! M
06104 110410 'cvs 12/20/10.5. DEFENSE counsel. :1! Wmrom crass tint. as
com 110610' cvs RESEONSIBLS m an. insomnia 35113311551; um! mint-:55 Imam
001114 110410 cvs 6. ms 05' an, AND AM. 3111125 111361163 513161! ms «11.101! 33
com: 110410 cvs 115901320 1'0 PASS; 11111. ($1173 10 m 211013011011 m8 mums:
com 110410 015m 1-33 smwrcx: OE cum. mm mm PROCESS. 1 a! bang-.11
W1104'10 cvs or 1113 we mm P.. 1:311:11. .100: OF 133 cm. 01.0? .

com 110010 cvs ma. an", 011mm,. Is WED 901180311! ID was 0111201114m
com 110910 cvs To $3603.? was arTDNDANCE orWITNESSES PROM wrraot'r H 5mm '

com 110410 cvs In cum. PROCEEDINGS, TO ISSUE AN APPROPRIATE ORDER
0010: 110410; cvs WDM In SUMMONSING or SAID WITNESS TO THE TRIAL IN
com 110,410 cvs Inamm�CAPIIoNED CASE ON on ABOUT 12/20/10. wrmsss: THE
0010: 110410 cv's 3080111131.: man 9. szca, JDG or 11-13 cmcurr com-r FOR DAL-r
com 110410 cvs an. ms 13! DAY or nov, 2010, JUDGE: MARTIN WELCB.
c0814 110410 VGI C83? 35118: 318; 11/29/10; VGI (m ADD ON PER Lw CR 61)
001m 110910 CMS 1310. 502033: or BRICK 31110335 W/TRANSCRIPTS.ETC. DELIVERED TO
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11/30/22 cum 00032 05' mTJMGRB
CBSB 199103042 SE C SYED, mmm nus

0009: 2.10910
00:05 111710
09:04 111710am 112910
com 112910
cam 120210
com 120210
m120210'
com 120210
qom 120210
60:04 120210
dam 126210
00124 120210
com 120210
00W 120210
00266-120210
70020! 120710
0010! 121010m 1.2201'0

12:25:06 Wednesday, umtiiso, 02022

0252 muxnir- 12:20

.920334'
con0 OCH 0.060399.om Pm nus m was / mas whenMs' mamas-

cm ssnwrousa's assabuss20Mm's Hanoi son 503mm
ci'asoswm mmzrnsoMmmmwmmsm
sew 010;ozoo.230 mm; :owsi: :wxum. mm 2:022
.592 mum 02mm we as 153080
cm 011033; IT IS wars aowit:my orman. 2010, 2151102100 A
askWe ml was 220033, wasswim-3's Honor: IS HEREBYmmon In pm. I! BEING so ammo: warm Is To 230va an:
003 20321035 orm use imbimm- n: 0321521015 (mums: m
cm In CONNECTION mm was INVESTIGATION m0 mum 2011 52323 v.
02:8 mm»: 5230, cm m=190103042-040. 20101.me we'ousms,cm neonates. mmmras mw'r'i arm TANGIBLE names wares
crs 302902: was mrrlonsn's mmcawzons as 52-: roars :10 ms
cm 'r'swtwzox'sws as saw roars IN HIS PETITION Fox 205':�
cm commas miss. 0201010023 IS 00 COMPLY WITH nus ORDER
cm on on 33000:: many 15, 2011 PER JUDGE WELCH.
Gssismvsn PC 12-20 mm asuovm. m LAWCLERK 55.
V61 6831' EC' 1 918; 08/08/11; VGI (FR ADD ON PER LW CK GI)
'css ina-,0200- 230 .PC : :Posr- cm,m:1.cs. MARTIN 2:632
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11/30/22 mm COURT OF 3813121032cm 199193012 52 c 5230; 39mm
31131:? DATEam 061311
90124 061311
com 0613,11cm 052711
com 062111
36:11. 939911-
»m 090911
com osmu
com 09091;
com 990911
'99192 092911
99m 9925127-
cum 101311
cow 10131.1m 102011
00834 111511am 11151.};
99m: 012012
com 012012 -

1 CAT 36870200: 228 :20 :

12i32suosmadxiasaay, handset 30, 2022

ens:mm 12:21
2 . 322334 999 u 993 c 9603§9am mm 2% 110033235 lEVENZW

(11533193222355 292222 com20'gamma, IPANYRBHAS,wswnynzsammszomommruommor2azs
ms case. WHICH :
eta 6923;311:112 20 33.212193 m 3032' 99312321911 £31.23? map 32
cm 933339222 moms! AND W39 29 911993 mama.

mom: :wmzu,mm 9:922
922 c133 CONTINUED29 10/20/11 91132 68, 25302 WM? 20 99¢
92: 3932 ac ;_ 218'; 10/20/11: cw (ma'.s-a-11/m. 98)as c5132 2': :213: 02/06/12; (:38; 333 non�93 913/11cm 9332 3c ; 213; 03/06/12;calf: ERR ADD-ON 9/8/11
c311 3022011 20 9189932232 90131331.AND3333932135 33119332991;
{:33 o?m m5!) BY DEFENDANT ATTORNEY m 203311111023 :0 6. Wm
.Cfli. 'SI'A'IZ'S 'RESPONSE TO PETITIONER'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
(:33 9993332. nun AND sonwmzo 20 JUDGE wcncn.
(GEM 2182119301223 :PC ; :POST;CAN;WELCE, MARTIN P;8A2
cm PETIT'IONER'S NOTICE: 05' EXPERT WITNESS 2352:1101!!! FILED
era 32 9333119132 122031232 mm FORWARDED 20 JUDGE WELCH.
as Emu ASA- 3029112, KATHLEEN , ESQ 599924
93352312215 3022011 20 zxcLooz smrz-z's mono" ro swam-z 311.30.
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11/30/22 631mm (:DDRT DE RALTmoRE

12:25:07 .flaanésday. Mania: 30-. .2022
BASE INQUIRY 12:24

CASE 199103012 ST 1: 52110; AW 928331 con N am E 060339
EVERTDAE DRERDARTTDRERDDMREAs/mmm
new. 020 12 sea 213:0200:228' :PC :z' :01": "came. MARTIN 9:352
00104 020612 sca Rnntom's norms 1:0 019mm?! ASA R.c War IsW
cow 020612 865 BEARD s:DENIED: ss-ATE'S zoo-11019 To wads TEE mm
com 020612 scB W's 1mm? Is HERBS! BEARD 9mm: sma's Mo-
c020: 020612- see 1108 10 Panama mnzoum rm mum'sWM RHRESS :03com 020612 sca mama OPINIONS 15 HEARD DENIED
com 021412 CPI! ORDER} IT IS mus 13TR DAY or Emmy, 2012, ORDERED
com 021412 cra DETITIDRER'S M01165! To Drsquma'! mum 13' HEREBYcm 021412 CF! DENIED. STATE-'5 mum 20 Exam; IS GRANTED :8 RARE, . '

001411 021412 tn :3 TEA: remnant '32 PETITIONZR '3 men 28928:. 201mm
c0101 021612 cs3 mm szxcwm arm's 21011011 to mm
50191. 021412 C!!! 125 mm"1!! PART", "m:1ammrrrm's REFERENCES To

1769021 021412 c211 2013631128 EVIDENCE ORALLY AND IN WRITING SHALL NOT BE
00104 021412' GET! 51mm may THE RECORD IN THIS MATTER. STATE'S MOTION
com- 0.21412 era 10 mm 15 DENIED IN PART. IN THAT PETITIONER s NOTED
0mm 021412 cram. MARGARET MEAD, sum. NOT BE PRzcLuozo mu
com 021412 cm Tsunamis REGARDING LIKELY PLEA OFFERS m cases SUCH As
cum 021412. cm was HERITIQRER'S TRIAL PER JUDGE WELCH.
cam 030512 = vs: REMOVE 2311'm CLERK FR JUDGE W'LCH GI)

.
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121-25201 Rednesday. November 30, 2022

11/30/22 0310110111 00031: 02' 31111110013 case 1000110;- 12:21
case 199103042 320 5220. 30333 2.20334 000 0' 0011 '0 060399mm 0111': man 2m 11143110004WM -/ mam comm
0031. 030612 v01 21!-0200;220:131: .'v 12031;(:30;WE, 10mm 2:002
00001030612 Ga 083': 2c 1 2'10; 01/26/1210:: {11002011 to. 233 Law cam:
00211 030512 020 0022 2:: :218; 03/09/12-020 (100�00 1'0. 203m CLERK)
00011 030612 503 2;: 3213106 205220020, 2035': 146-12 21'. 10; ISSUE00':m1.
com than can 0:320 201218: 10/11/12, can. as 100.011 7/12I12
00501 011212 cm can 2;: : 210: 10/25/12: can; 223 200-03 7/12/12
00124 071012 01-1. ms 02 1/26/12 25110020 223 cm or 0001021 11000051 9021420
0031. 012612 021. 21010200.-223.--Pc ; :mémm-man, mm 2-012
com: 012512 s'ca 3mm
nan. 080912 0211' 21,0,-0200.228 :20 .' :wzmgm. mam 2:012
11001; 101112 1802 210102001228 .96 1 1010111; mam, 1019.1132:002
0000! 101112 1302 11120111116 mum 10/15/12 11'! em a e 2100 2.11. - 1m
0010: 101112 saw 000 m1 - 211.: 11! 00011
82:11:. 102512 1 501* Pie-0200:2211 .20 .03;3030'; 1W mam-2
00101 102512 301 mm m0 30300111», 21:30:00 03111231: 10210- 213.2"11/122 0122:
2000 010610 000 2051' oglm'cfidfimzau,

was 010610 cm 0031: 010530 0327
00104 010711 .021 0010 3202220 1/5/14, 0 0208830 12/30/13. 14010001111008 02111100
cm: 010714 0231 100 011053: 030m» 1031 an. 0? 2511171002116 1100011025 ms
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11130122 mm 0903': b?mmrnwnscase 139103042" 01- c smnmm
-0223 PART 1m! 00044 miss I m 00EVENTDATE

COMM 042315
000144042315
00!!!! 042315
00!!!! 042315
0050! 042315
COM! 042315'
00w 042315
0mm 042315
cow 042315
004410042315
COW {162315
com 042315om 042315
00W 042315
CORD! 04 3015.'
002424 043015
com 043015
00!!!! 043015m 043015

w-m

12:125:O&€§sduusdayigNmar 30. '2022

Q58 MEIR! 12: 24»
' 928334 000 N OCH C 060359
mam

18¢ ORDERED TNT TRE CLERK0]? TE CIRCUIT COURT FOR meORE
15¢ 6111' 32 AND REESE? Is DIRECTED"T0'TRANS!!!T TO THIS OOURTION
13c DR BEEORE APRIL 30. 2015, THE TRANSCRIPT OP TAB TRIAL 881.0
1sc TRON JANUARY 21, 2000 00' FEBRUARY 25. 2000; AND IT 15
13c EURTEER ORDERED THAT TBE_CLERK OF THE CIRGUIT COURT FOR
15¢ BALTIMORE CITY33 AND HEREBY Is DIRECTED TO TRANSMI'! TO THIS
18¢ COURT. ONOR BEFORE 32241:. 30. 2015. m TRANSCRIPTS FROM THE
180 POST CONVICTION HEARING CONDUCTED ON 29; 2010:
13c FBBRDARX 6'. 2012, 0;:1'0323 11, 2012 AND OCTODER. 25.l 2012 AND
isc ALL EXHIBITS ADMITTBD RT 1'33 POST CONVICTION EWING; AND IT.-
186 SORT-HER ORDERED rm.- UPON RECEIPT IN T3351 COURT OF THE '

13k; trans sar- mun ABOVE. rum rm! 9m am as mus PART or
15c THE RECORD ON- APPEAL IN THIS CASE. PER PETER B. mussn.
18C. CRISP JUDGE.
18CORDER TO SUPPLEMENT, DOCKET ENTRIES, AND (27) TRANSCRIPTS
180 (4) NNV 95" EXHIBITS FORWARDED 'ro COSA VIA FED ax TRACKING
186 0075 1493 0742
'ISC-TRRNSCRIPTS DATED 11/29/10, 2/6/12. 10/11/12, AND 10/25/12
130 mm 1091' RECEIVED m was CLERK'S OFFICE.
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11/30/22 01111410201, com 05' 8313118938
c1131: 199103042 31 C 5120. 10m

EVENT ME
00104 042315
00104 04231.5
00104 012315
00100 042315
00001 042315
00001 012315
001414 042315
00104 042315
00m 042315

' 00101 042315
00101, 042315
00201 042315
00004 042315
00001 062315
cam 043015.
COIN 043915m 043015
Com 043015
001m 003015

12:25:00 Wednesday. 'Mamber: 30. 2022

(2252 1000111 12:24
928334 con N 0014 c 050359o'PBRPARTrmmm/mcm

150 00031120 11m 100 01m02'm 01110017 00,037 you 001mm
150 0:01 a: m was: 15' 01320130 00 1101001110 00 mars00000, on
15: on 331001»: 1121121. 30, 2015, m 0101030019001- 00: raw. m0
130 0300 mm 21, 2000 111 92310113! 25. 2009;m I? Is
150 mram 00001150 0mm: 01,200: or ran mm 000001103
130 mam-111003 cm: as my may 13 01mm to mm? 120 ms.
150 000111. 011011 am 11201:. 30, 2015, 1111: 010105001015m m:
130 ens-r 00110100101: 051210;: 0011000000 00 00W 29, 2010.
1.50mam a; 2012. 00000011 11, 2012m 00203311 25, 2012Am:
'1scm mum's 201010230 3': mm 9031' 0011111memm;mm t'r
18¢ 20020011 W. WT. INTBIS NWOEtSE
130 Imus as: son-:0 m, m: 0011 sum em 02 mt: 9m 0?
18¢ THE 3300110 01: APPEAL IN 0315 c1155.. PER PETER 3. 101110323,
136 G313? JUDGE.
15¢ ORDER TO SWEEMENT, DOCKET ENTRIES, AND (27) TRANSCRIPTS
18!:M) WV 05' MIBITS FORMEDED T0 COSA VIA FED EX TRACKING
15C 8075 74930742
13C TRANSCRIPTS. DATED 11/29/10, 2/6/12, 10/11/12, AND 10/25/12
18": m: m MD IN TBS CLERK'S OFFICE.
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11130/22 camnm. cm' or 1111111110115
CASE 159103042 SI C 51150, ADNANWINE
com OSOTJSv
00531 050715-CM 061615'
50511 061615
COW 061615'
00511 061615
com 05151.5
com 061615
51114141161615
cam 051615
00151 051615
coma 061615
501111 061615
0111411 061615
001510616115
00145 061615
001111 051515
com 06151.5cm 061615

12:25:55 5555955511. 56m: 30. 52022

121155 11155151: 12:21-
, 928334 can u out c 060399ozmtmummms imm 50151555

can 11555151 505 1511115125151 05 556055 55cm 1 516550 52 1.. 51151511
(:85111.555.6055:- 05 55551111. 1315551119.,
(:33 0111151155 52111515 51 00511 15111 555 5555115 IS. 515155 1155 m1
cs? 11? '3 13300551 50511 man 10 1:15:51: 150551 15 5511111515
cs;m 155 c115555 5551111555 10 CIRCUIT com macaw mxmcz
56.1 on 5511555111. 1'65555 51155055 354' 1511111 In W 05555.
(15.1 55555511 5-15-151-5111 5115 55555111115 55111.1. 551.5: 515 5011011 19'
cs: 1'0 55505511 1:55 510555 95518 ogxvxcwx'ox 551155551115 1111:5111
13.1 4'5 111,125 55 9355 111115 or 1515 55555 11115 15 55 111115
(3': 1'6 Db99, 555 3111!: 55111.1. 51: 115155 1155 (9155 5111 5503511cs: 511-5 155- 5555111 5115051 1155- 5555551155 '10 an couszDmm'Iou 01'
C313 0? 1'53APPWMT'S 1305515515111 1'6 APPLICATION FOR LEAVE m
(3517APPEAL OR ANY DOCUMENTS 1:01 PRESENTLY A PART OF THE: CIRCUIT
can1105515 5500115. 55111555 0555555 111111 1151511 TAKING my ACTION
C817 1?DEEMS "MERIAI'E, THE CIRCUIT COURT SHALL EORTR'WITH
C511 lib-WSW» THE RECORD TO COSA FOR FURTHER PROCEEDINGS.
59.1 c5155 55555 mussn, JUDGES 5005111155 11115 5111551
CS1? 3031' CONVICTION FILE, 28 TRANSCRIPTS, 5 SUV. OE' EXHIBITS
83- AND 2 BINDERS ARE IN THE POST CONVICTION FILE AREA W/FRANK
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12:25:09115033100600. 110701012022, 30,. i202:

11/30/22 cumin. 00022 or 32122122002 02221000111! 12:24
0312199103042 s2 0 3200, 20020 920334 000' 0 0w 0 060399
2110220200 oemtm-rmnpofimns 1mm
cm"; 062915 can 21220220- 01mm,. 2012010120220 . 050927010
00204 052915 020 2102100 00 am 02 2222222200: 211.00
00201 063015 cm 002100 '20 02-0200 2030 00001021010 22002501005 2m m
90143 063015 0011 1121021102 20110132
0014217052015 020 0. 2100500. 022110225 025 001.0 2021'm ctm=s 022202 on:
0010131153015 022 20001110 1402100 =20 200m 2002 0000102100 mamas.
0022 09071.5 as 02020 02 00022 02220 200002 0, 2015, 02005220250 1100032 7.
cm 000715 0145 2015. 82va 2001211120100 2002210 02052 B! 000 00021 or
00101000715 cus $200101. 2220200 200 222 2102100 20 112�02221 2052 CONVICEIOH
00101 000115 qas 20002001005. 12 Is 1-1110 610 DA? 02 200032, 2015, 0110011315,
0004000715 0143 0112': 2111s 0232220.15 25510000 00 00000 2120210 2. 02.000
com 080715 0213 (MT. CIRCUIT COURT FOR 22122210112 CITY}. PIERSON J
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SOY son sszcm AMSSION D? ctr-Dsvsms Aflr :3ms was
SO! SAMANTHA 6.321110; 1.159.. 18 591mm,?mum so assassm
sat was Dan m was ABOVE-CAPTIONED cuss. (ass ORDER) areas, a"
scv (cc: cones 5w: mm cams) (cc: econ! mmssa'rom
Sc: sun's RESPONSE To mszDNma RELEASE
(:81! A cost OF 2's}:manor:as am, DELIVERED so JUDGEvanes.
.0311 01116111111. MOTION son mass saunas Arms. m HAND
cs'o DELIVERED so mNI' OPP-ICE.
can sssb's ham: m SUPPORT or WION EON mam nsmuss
can mo ammo ":0mar. men
5c? momma OPINION MOTION EOE RELEASE PENDING APPEAL)
5c!are ssuuPBD a ORDERED 12/28/16, UPON CONSIDERATION or
19c? Pawn-10115333 MOTION FOR PENDING APPEAL, was srm's's
sc!mama so NOMON son mass, AND SYED s REPLY IN
9c! 502901: 0s 86mm: sou PRETRIAL RELEASE THERETO, AND FOR
set was REASONS ss-r FORTE-2 IN THE MEMORANDUM OPINION son THE
scar ABOVEmum cuss, 11' IS ORDERED THAT PETITIONER'S

001m '11'1916
C058 111816

122816
COM! 122816

122816
COW 122815
CGM 122816
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11/30/22 CRIMINAL COURT OF EDI-TIM
CASE 195103042 31' (2 m0. ADM"!

OPDR m TIDE ROOM RES I m coma:
28¢! MOTION FOR RDLDRSD PENDXHGW IS 32"! DENIED.
SD!M, J (CC: an. PARTIES)

mm DAT:cm 122816cm 122815
cam 012317
COMM 012311-
cozm 012311
cam 0.12311
005111312317
com 012317
com 012:311-
WW 012317
com 012317-

00»! 011111

1m 9m,

12:15:15 Way; xwm'an. 2022

6332 INQUIR!_12:-'24
923334 COD. N Dad C 060395

(180 ORDER: 0908 DDNSIDDRDTION H0? 1'33» $TATE'S ADELECNI'IOH'DO!
650' IIDAVD 10 RPM NO. 3.335, 5822.281!!! 2036; EDNA}! 'SYDD'S
38!! {3080111031311 APPLICATION NR LENS TO CROSS APPEAL: AND THE-
C50 sm's. CONDITIOMB REPLICA?!" E'DR LIMITEDMD; I! IS
CSU THIS 1818; DAY OF MARY, 2017; BY TEEDOOR! OF SPECIAL
1:30 "PM, ORDERED THAT THE ABOVE CAPTIONBD C3838 32m
'CSU HEREBY ARE' CODSOLIDATEDAND TDD STAY ENTERED m 1104 2519.
'CSU SDPT was, 201.3 DEAND HEREBY 15' LISTED: END 1! ISmm
.650 ORDERED THAT TED STATDPS REPLIWIOH -FOR 183% 10mm m
can no. 1.336, 3'32: mm, 2015 an m 1151123115mm m:
csd ram Isms: (l) WHETHER TEE POST-CONVICTION cam
(:50 330529 rrs DISCRETION IN REOPENING THE POS?-CONVICTION
08!.) 930033111116 10 CONSIDER SYED'S CLAIM THAT HIS TRIAL COUNSEL' s
can mm 20 caALLENGE rm: RELIABILITY or was CELL moms
(:30 LOCATION Dam. EVIDENCE, BASED on THE can. PHONE 11014323
«30Mum'sS'DISCLAIMER" ABOUT 1111: 01335111132111! 01' momma
can Dams m3 iocmrou magmas, VIOLATED SYED'S 31x13 AMENDMENT

m 012317
com 012317

012317
012317W 012311
012317
032317
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11/30/22 camm COVE! OP ERLTMRE
OISE. 199103042 51' C SYED. mm

QPZR PART m R90" 8853 / EVENTzvzm but.
cant 012317
comm 012317
com 012317
06m 012.3131
cam 012317-
com 012317»
995 012317
cow 012317
calm 012317
com (112317
00194112317

12:25:15 Mom. mismanao. 2022

case: I'mnzgv- 12:24!
928334 can u.m c 060399,WWW

C513 81631" to 133 EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OP COOKS". {2} m
6811 1'83 POST-ewe?!" COURT ERRED IN FINDING 1'"?8m 1130 801'
C80 WVED 318 CLAIM 8863313186W COUNSEL'S FAILURE- TO
680GEAR-EN" THE "Wm OF 133 CELL 2m LOCATION DATA;
C80 2.03 meomm CHIS BY MEG TORAISE IT EARLIER.
csu c3) mrm m roar-Warren com 2mg Inmam arm
can sums mm counsu's mm '10 mm 1112 mats dam.
can no»; Luca-tron ma mount. Mo on was can; 2mm:
csn.paw1_osn-s"oxsmman,vtoman sm's sxxrnM
can RIGHT to was smacrwa asszga'm orWSW.
csu 11' :3 mm o'nnzazprm 'sjzzn-s counsrrdm "ELIMION
can 268GOSFRPPEN': IN 80. 13964.$32!. wean 2016 3!: 5813mm?:5!) 13 emit-3:133 {[0 was tom'a' 133m: (1) Wm
cSu mfrcouvxémma: com am In nimmc ran!sysn-s m
can 00mm mum Tomum 1 mm 111.13: wmmss
csu mam-award) on: 710mg 'sxzn's smaWm near to
est: m5 smcrivzmanna: or Comm. {2,mm m poss�
(=81? cowzarmlmount momentHum 115 aka-moms simmers
Can an was 32.13: mm Issue "to was arm.or 4mm wfixm's

emu 012317cm 012317
com 012317
COMB 012317
(10:11 01231?
CO!!! 012311
COME' 01231?
cm! 012311

BIN ma: {us



11/30/22 CRIMINAL COURT OF BALTIMORE
CASE 159103042 51' C 5130 $0M

COMM 012711
00121 012711
001051012117
-00101 012717
00101 012711
CO!" 01271?
COW 012717'~
C0204 012117'CW 01-2717

312'! .9161

12:25:16 :ednbsday,rudvm 30. .2022

DIN 12:24:35: 139
929334 COD 3.0c: 0 050399

0:33 :13: m: 3003 32134217311 60101131
050 131-: 5111313 moss�3333113: 31mm 51111. 3.3 31030 03 03 83:03::cs: 10311. 28. '2011 203 153133 a. 33111503,c3121.1606:
630 1311156313150: PROCEEDINGS 011:0 02-03-10,02�.04-16,
$0 02-05-15,02-08�16.{11 5:11.30 W0: 03130 02-09-15,
csu 02-09-16 13135031030 3: 1060563133: 1313563131103 svc-
:65!) 1: m: 130031.05 $8.225.-0'0.050 03033 '10 5015911113351; 006331 3313135. (1) 5:11.:0Mp2:
020 11:13:13: 011: 01 02�0916. 1' (53 TRANSCRIPTS 31's 5:31'10
-050 0033 v1.1 31.0 :3 131m #8161-9426�9966
sex 011': 3133920 0 .0305320 1/26/17. 133 0003': 3111136 601161.003::ch rm 1 3031103 0: .1 3313136 111 urns 131108 11051" a: 5:11.30,
scar n- 18 6302320 ran-r :32 320030 or 23023201305 :3 031's.-mm»
SC! 03 12330132 3. 2016, COMMENCING 11 4 35 P3.130 CONTINUING
.56! 03111.. a. 4's 2.3. $311.1. 0: 5311.30, 1110 SUBJECT 10 ACCESS BY
'30! 132 233803 113111. 3031133 03033 or comm-.311". .1 (cc:
SC? momr-»s- 03.313030 & c0031 330031-33)
can 12101632103 :03 LEAVE 10 199311. 033111 or 301-103 103 301.215:
1380 PM APPEAL FLD. PER. AMY. C. JUSTIN BROh'N OF BROWN 5
650 01:10. 1.1.: cnzcx #1220 m 11: 130031 or $121.00. on: To

0033' 012311W 012317
012717
012711
012717m 012317

COW 0127.17
com 01211":

012717
COIN 012717
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11/30/22 mama. Conn:- 052
casz 129103042 50 c 3710. 3.0000

12:25:16 Wednesday. Nomi 30. 2022

BAMIMORE CASE IHQUIRY_12:24
928334 .COD N 061' C 060399

EVBN'I'DAI'B MRWTmmmS/WWT
.0000; 012317
c0104 012317
com 012717
com 012717
00014 012717
0000 012717
00101 012717
com 012717
00204 012717
00104 012717
com: 012717
cam 012717m 012717
com 012717
cow 012717m 0127170m 012717cow 0127111
00201» 012717

m PASS

(:50 '25: sun's moss-022111.11 2311: 5mm. 21 111.10 00 on 025021
C80 22m 28, 2011 PER PETER B. WKRAUSBR CHIEF JUDGE.
c'su mackms 02 PROCEEDINGS 00110 02-03-16.02�04�16.
can 02-05-16.02-00~16.(1) 50.01.80 10731.02: 011110 02-08-16.

~ C80 02-09-16 TRANSCRIBEB B! SOCUSORIBBSWSCRIPIION SVC.
C30 IN 1'88 AMOUNT OF 38.225. 00.
0311 ORDER 10 5022130301, W ENTRIES, (l) SEALED m3
050 WITH 1'83. DATE OF 02-008-16. a (5) IRANSCRIHS HAS 3m to
850 908A VIA FED EX TRACKING .8104-43426-9946
'56? m3WED E: ORDERED 1125/17. THE COURT SAVINO CONCLUQEQ
SC? 1211'A PORTION 02 A "BAKING IN THISMICK "03'! 33 532.000.,my I! Is 0302.320 mar Tim RECORD or 2806381311165 :0 rats 1125-1160
'56! 08 FEBRUARY 8, 2016, COMMENCING AT 4.35 P.M. AND CONTINUING
3c: mm 4:45 2-.u. sun. as SEALED. AND summer 1'0 access 2!
sq!m 2111500 007111. FURTHER ORDER 02 COURT. 771200, J (cc:at! 1117930276, 00 RECORD 5. COURT REPORTER)
can APPLICATION FOR LEAVE To 122101. DENIAL or 001100 FOR RELEASE
05:: 2100105122111; 21.0.2111 ATTY. c. ans-rm snow or BROWN a
can mam, LLC enacx 21220 10 was AMOUNT or $121.00. DUE TO

PIN PAGE 047



10a

02mmsomaonaaa-commmaniac"oso aaoao'motomassxmamo;amsmM-saaxabofiaao
121.0119;dammom:am350::30Monxssnaoooouo

no:'0:mm:a'sns's'x3mmooo
moanmazeommmso;nona'onaaamomzaoooo

stoz'mWas'95:?asoo=mm ~snmosms011.com:"53.1mm031'mmmwoes-9190as:
~21?!"9W!»8:033mvooopl03333468103.mastWHO98:!

nusoomixmoot02933!30ultimoas.

mcm;

'LiSOv'TflG-Inalrmafia:mcanoso.
anV8030'!3mMsomosnm(5))3um:(maHall!353
Rammass(I)'Siw$333306WNWJDS01.W080

'3A8NOLHINDSNYII.sac-mosnooaXEammoSYNago.
"18358";Y831MzoomW5CUCRY9!�60~ZO'9T.*80'-Z_03813'
91-50-747'91'70'20'912'80'20031W3331033308330SMIWRYNI093

'331533INDY!31H.OIM333mSYNLIFE-ID63mK183
WWWSWOSMSOMQYCNY3WWROIWDSJ .101318311maaa013amWN0134Y31'166YEll-I.503503Y053'

.yumuoaubuwhmOJ-GmDISSY'M'ouamomo'LT�SZ-EO$315M053

6620903amEl(103VECBZE
-382'!$3105"!3533

I5338H008mamlm3330
RECY-'CI'BIS3532903016613533

-380111133830$8303MIRIYDZZ/OS/1T

.zzoz""oogem-49s.'fflflpsemga31192521:

303'

-1.28080um
1.19090W 1.13090W £19090W Lt'sooomoo
1.19090moo
LIBzEO:'moo
crazedmoo
Lteozomo'
'L'coozomoo
Ltsozomoo
Ltsozomoo,
Luozomoo
LtLozomoo
LtLozomono
Lnozomoo
Lttozotom
Luozomoo
'LILZIOmoo
ammo-am JMWOO



11I30I22 cnmm 09m 02' 331313032
CASE, 199103042 51' 0 5330,3021"

OPERPWTmmMREfiSIBVENTCOHMBNTEVENT DATE
0010! 080817
C0104 080017
APPL 080817
00811- 080817
com 050013
00104 050018:
00104 050418:
0010! 050018.:
00104 051718
90m 051718
00104 051718''00?" 053013 '

-000114 053013:''CW 060613m 060513
0010! 060613
com 060618
'oomt' 060618
96:42: 050619:

12:25:12, Runaway. . November' 30.7 2022i

0052 INQUIRY 12: 20
928334» COD N 0014 0 060399

csuzcmz'mmxsmmmmsssumumma
csu APPEAL
csu aprmzmm "to coax!52m sums man
csu mm STILL ransom amen 01-27~14,08-01-'16,00�11�16'
cut; Mars: 0055 $1355. szrmmsa 23m, 2016
and 031mm: Jam Mum-:0. 0032 my.) mum war. on:
CBC ALI. masts.
cncmm 15511159: 13-30-13
cso 390,219: 13 may mm or A 913nm»: 503 mu: or
csu ask-Hogan rm In was ABOVE 1mm]: casz-m 3353:: u.
csu (mm, mm cornu- or new
100 worms 20" SEC!» ADMISSION 0!." 001'OP�BTATE 5mm
I'co CATHERINE B. sra'rson FILED cc: JUDGE PHINN
(:98 mmmm mo ORDERED 5/5/13 THAT THE "MOTION FOR SPECIALcmmssxou or our-or-srnra ATTORNEY CATHERINE s s-ra-rson" 15
cm "mainmm IT Is warm-:3 ORDERED THAT CATHERINE n. sra'rsozv
(:93 18 95cm! mammal) FOR was LIMITED names: or APPEARING
~CPR AS.W521. FOR PETITIONER IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED CASE
CPR COPY am To STATE COURT ADMINISTRATOR

PIN PAGE 049



12:25:11.may, 11mm: .30.. <2022
11/36/22 CRIMINAL (36011: DB DALTIMORE CASE INQUIRY 12:24
CASE 199103012 52 c 5220,11an 928334 COD N DCM c 060399
EVEN! DATE 0288- Pan TM 3008 REAS I EVENT COMMENT
com 071818 CDC ORDER: 1T 15 THIS 1213 DAY or JULY, 2018 ORDERED, BY THE
com 071818 CDC ("02" OF APPEALS OF MARYLAND, THAT THE PETITION AND THE
com, 071913 CDC CONDLTLWAL CRoss�PETITION 38, AND THEY ARE HEREBY, GRANTED,
cam 071.318 CDC AND A mm: 0? CERTIORARI TO THE COURT OF SPECIAL APPEALS
Dorm 071813 CDC SHALL ISSUE; AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, THAT SAID CASE SHALL
com 011310. CD; DE TRANSFERRED To THE REGULAR DOCKET AS NO. 24, SEPTEMBER
com 011918 CDC TERM; 2019, AND IT :5 FURTHER ORDERED, THAT THE COUNSELcm 071818 CDC ERRED PIE: BRIEFS AND PRINTED RECORD EXTRACT IN ACCORDANCE
Dom 071818 cndmrfl ED. RULES 8�501 AND a-502, PETITIONER s BRIEF AND
com; 071810 CDC RECORD EXTRACT To BE EILED oN OR BEFORE AUGUST 2- 2018;
cam 01181:. 1:09 RESPONDENT/CROSS-PETITIDNER-s BRIEF To DE FILED ON OR
com 071818 the HENRI! SEPTEMBER 20, 2018; CROSS�RESPONDENT'S BRIEF To BE
com 071818 CDC FILED ON OR BEFORE OCTOBER 22, 2018; AND IT :5 FURTHER
COMM 071818 CDC ORDERED, THAT THIS CASE: SHALL BE SET FOR ARGIMENT DURING THE
com 071313 CDC DECEMBER SESSION OF COURT. PER CHIP.P JUDGE NARI ELLEN
CONN 071313 CDC BARBERA.
ARIN 051619 csu PCAD;APPLICATION DENIED - POST CONVICTION
com 051619 csu NANDATE: COURT or APPEALS NO. 24, SEPT. TERM 2015
com 051619 CSU OPINION: JUDGMENT or TEE COURT OF SPECIAL APPEALS REVERSED.
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12:25:10 Wednesday."meumz 30. 2022

11/30/22 6311112131.. com 02 mums c1152 1110012! 12- 2.,
ms: 199103032 53 c 31:20, mm 520334 600 u 0611 0 060399
svm on; 0221211111,- 13mm.-ms lzvzm 00104201
0011:; 051619 630 0380 WED we 1101-: 00011- turn 0111300100816 REVERSE was
00104 051619" can JUDGMENT OE wasam? 0003!m BALTIMORE 011'! 101100
00104 1051613, 650 01010120 2332000er A mm mm.
com 051519 050 mm 135030: 03�08-19
00001 051619 (:0 0111011100 0102; (4) 2'0 111.55, :13) 3mm, (11 3'00 100033
00104 051619' 6'30 00035? miss, (1) swan saver/021: mm 0m 1.13:, (a)
com 051619 000 mamas «ml mrnws, m (46) 1110050111215 was SENT 10
Acom4 051619_ 650 mm noon.
com 052319- $0! 0331 a: ; 903,- 02/25/00: 36!,
00101 052315 sex can? .10 i 209; 06/06/00; 56!
0605 052313» 50! Class cmssp- m 00001-3 171520833 0325
COW 031022 6!!! TILED fish� mDW, BECKY , ESQ"2!7730
311.3. 031022- 01-11 man 090 - 501:3, ERICA J , 250 818680
00101 031022 cmMa! 01' APPEARANCE 1:11.20
201-0 031022 cm 2051 mmxon FILED
00101 031022 0:; 00m 22.111103 ma nos-r coxmc'nou DNA rasrzuc 1-11.20
com 031022 0111' 00010432
00141: 031122 '6'!!! 32003511235 ORIGINAL 3111:5(3u'nom THE 011.: ROOM.
com 031522-' 030 mm: 51011220 3/14/22, 0235320 3/14/22, ORDER son 9051'
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11/30/22 CRIMINAL 00m Oi' BAX-Tim
CASE 159103042 51' C 3m. WAN

12:25:15' mating. Novenbe: 30. 2022

CASE INQUIRY 12:24
928334 GOD N can 6 060399Ware OPS! PART QWEROONW / WWW:

com 031522
01mm 03152;:
com 031522
calm 031522,
002341331522
com 031522
coma 031522
com, 0315'22
com 0315.22
com 0312.22
coma 031522om 031522cm 031522
com 631522
com 031522
001m 931522
com 031522>
com 031522
com :031522

"car TESTING or wars EVIDENCE.
"cm 142230002052 '20 BE UTILIZBD SHALL BE: DETERMINED BY

CPR CONVICTION 'DNA TBS-TING: THE. BALTIMRB POLICE DEPARTMENT
CFH SHALL. WI'I'Hm FINESN(15)DAY8 '0? THE ENTRY OE THIS ORDER
GEE SEND BY OVERNIGHT MAIL ALL 12m ASSMIATED "1138.PROPERJ'Y
13m NBRS 93000666. 9903395. 59006672. AND 03900tfi7¢ AND
.Cfli COLLEC'DED PURSUANT TO CC'9988005801'N'1'0RENSICWHICAI.cm alum: 1214220103771 DEPOT RD.'S'1'E 493, RRYHARD. CA 54545-
cm 2761-. IKE STATE SEMI; 1221:: ALL Emma STEPS Io PRESERVE
cm THE GRAIN O]? CUSTODY IN CONNECTIQN WITH TRANSMITTING THE
(:11! EVIDENCE To mm. AND ALL DQCUNBNMION RELATING '30 In}: CW"
cm 0? comb? SHALL as PROVIDED 1'0 2821110833. PETITIONER'S
{its COUNSEL Siam ASSIST 'IN 233 mrrou' OF THE SALOMON?
crs Max:310»:row we can: m-némmz. row, m m cram
CPI-l W108 NEEDED IN CONNECTION WITH THE TRANSPORTING AND

THE SPECIFIC DNA TESTING

CPR PETITIONER'S COUNSEL IN CONSULTATION WITH FACL AFTER
Cm PKWY WHATION OE' THE EVIDENCE. PETITIONER'S
'CPB COUNSEL 8m.'CONSULT WITH THE STATE REGARDING TESTING
CPI? ":78qu BEFORE COIMNCING TESTING. THE DNA SHALL BE DONE

PIN PAGE 052



11/30/22 caIMIm com or
mmwmnzCASE 199103042 3': c- sumaum

11:25:19' Wang.. Ndvembu'SO. 2022-

CASB INQUIRY 12: 26
928334 COD R D04 C 060399

SVERTOATE opmrmwxmmnsnslwmomn:
COW 031522
COW 031522
some 031,522»CW 031522
COW 031522
com 031522.
com 031522
COW 031522
COW 031522
0033 031522m 031522
com 031522
CORR 031522m 031522,'W 031522
COME 031522
com 031522m 031522.W 031522

ORE IN ACCORDRROE HITS TBCIOIIQUES RED TESTING WT IS CBEBRAEEX
OPE ACCEPTED IE THIS SCIENTIFIC WRIT! FOR FORBESIC CRIMIRRE
OPE IDENTIFICAIIOE. m 833141.M REEWORM}: ACTIOES TO
CE'H ERBSERVEA SDFPIOIERT PORTIOE A SUFHCIM PORTION OB' sacs:
CI'B EEUUERATBO SAMPLE IT RECEIVES FOR MORB COEPIRMATORY
CPR TBSTIRC. m RIEL ENGAGE IRCOESO'MPTIVB TESTING ONLY, IF
CPR IE THE OPINION OF THE ANALYST, I? IS RECESS"? TO DO 80 IE
CE'R 0313311 TO OWN 3 mm WHY-E. RED ONE! AEIEIK- CONSULTING
CFB HIM FETIIIORBR'S COURSEE, EEO, IE TURN, SKAILE CONSULT m3
CIR THE STATE REGARDING 2335mm TESTING. mum EROVTDE
KOBE 10.m STATE 9? MARYEARD AED PETITIOREB'S COURSEE Am m
C33 MEETB COPY 02' ALE mom's, RESULTS, CASENOTES AND 133%
cm GERBRRTED IR CONNECTION WITH THE DNA TESTING OF ALL SAMPLES.
cm 1'3! TESTmG RESULTS SHALL BE MADE AVAILABLE FOR ALL FUTURE
GEE 032 IR ANY PMEDIEG OR INVESTIGATION RELATING TO ANY OTHER
CPR IRDIVIDUAIS SUSPECTED OF INVOLVEMENT IN TEE OFFENSE AT ISSUE
CBB IN THE CAPTIOEED CASE. THE COSTS OF TRANSPORTING THIS
CPR EVIDENCE BY OVERNIGHT MAIL AND ALL OTHER COSTS ASSOCIATED
C5396:13 THE WING OF THE EVIDENCE SHALL BE BORRS BY

PIN PAGE 053



11/30/22 cam com or mamas
case 199103042 99: c 3230. 15mm

12:25:19 Wedh'esday, Wt"39,. 2022

CASE INQUIAY 12:20
92533" COD N CC" C 960399

SVBNTDATE WERPARTTMROONAEAS/mm
com 031522
com 031522
com 032522
cow 032522
60m 032822
countj091¢22~
0000: 091422
COMM 09,1122-
oom 091922mm 091922
00m 091922'm' 091922
com: 091922
00009091922
COMM 09.1922-
ooms 091922
calm 091922
cam 091922com 091.922

can Parlrmk. 3230 an muss mum.
am 01911.30 cones or nus 0m: 10MI. 9mm
am arm-m ro surnames: rna naconn nun 3'! was assxs'mur
amaflomarmm manna!)mmmm Pam.
'SBT LETTER TO JUDGE mm mm "ICASMER 82: WA TESTING TILED'
'581? ONE. RESPONSE TO STATE'S MOTION TO VACATE JUDGMENT
SST FISH-D BY ERICA SUTSK CC: JUDGE maxim MIDDLETON
8C0 MOTION TO VACATE JDW- CCxJUDGE .H;MIDDLETON.
can 0mm mmmfi,2c 571:3 omveaan to am am
Sun mus sraum 09/19/22. stanza 05'. comDamn 09/17/22, 1.mammmnstummmmucasa 1s scmman "so
am. catamaran n1 com 55; (~23: WP», or re:
'51": WINGS COURTHOUSE. "LOCATED AT 111 «N CALVERT 81!...
SM. mm. MD 21202 "TEE COURTHOUSE'I. THE PRESIDING TRIAD
USNL JUDGE SHALL BE THEmom MELISSA l1. PAIN". 2 PUBLIC
SNI- INPORNATZCN OFFICER; OFFICE. OF 6W3 RELATIONS' AND
SNL PUBLIC Am, STATE gamma JUDICIARX. SHALL BE
SNI- DESIGNATED AS THE comes MEDIA LIASION EUR PURPOSES 0? THIS-
SNI. ORDER m CAN DE BEACHED AT 010"260-1489. WI.

I'IN' ttm' 059-



12:25:19 Hwy; 90200002~.30, 2022'
�.�-£

11/30/22- 09101991. 00092 0'9 0912190098 01180 1000191 12:20
0999 199103042 02 0' 9290. 90099 920330 000 0 0014 0 060399

9019020029 02992m2m90m49995/9m2001m2
00101 091922 010. 09901.91,mummrs. 00v; 299910909190009000925. -

00104 091922 301. 99901.92mm 099 99 9990990 01990212 92. 410�219-7419. 3.
00:04. 091922 900 91.1. 1490111 100019190 9991.1. 99 01990290 20 299 00099 S 99019
00911 091922 09:. 1.191909. :4. 99:. 2998009 912010 299 0009200099 9091.1. 999010
00100 091922 910. 9090902 20 .299 00002090! 1.19125 110099009122249090999
00101 091922 910. 99290910990 9! 9099129 0000190099909. SHERIFF or 2113
cm 091922 0111. 999210029 0222 91199129'9 099109 ("0999199"), 1090 can 99
00104 091922. 0019920990 92 410-396-1155. 920111. 9009999:
00194 091922 591. 0090.100990090990211410990122.000, 1010 09199 0199 99909001.-
cozoa 091922 sun 909 9012124099 0122 r2299 291999911"). 990 0:49 99 9990990 92
00101 091922 501. 410-395-5752, 90911. 9009999: 91992499999100912mm22.00v..
00001 091922 992. 5; 91.1. 29950.-vs 90299109" "2219 0009200009 59901.: 909999 20 299'
00011 091922 520. 0900912! 9900900995 as 01990290 92 291-; 9999299; mass
00101 091922 901. 2090000 9 10 99009122- 09111099: 9092412 20919 9001209112
00204091922 901. AND02999 9999029 20 Sm 9900900990 92209 0190982109 09
00010 091922 -910. 299 9099109'9 09902195: 990 9900 a 00:090019 0990922190
00101 091922 '90:. 209900912? 299909091. 0000 900099190. 20 231220110 9029!.
0012: 091922 991 ALL 9999009,.999 990080290 20 9990910 59016 99100100 910299
00104 091922 991. 9109 09 990929090 1020 2119 00092110099. 6:; 00 90010 09 01000
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11/30/22 CRIMINAL COORT or "firm
CASE 199103042 '3! C 5330, am

EVENT DATE
COME 091922M 091922'
COMM 091922
00204 051922
COM 091922.
new b91922

091922
com 091922
COIN 091922'1m 09192W 091923
com 0929.22
mm n91922
cow enszz
cow 031922m b9192é.~
com 09192
new 09192
cm! 091922.

12 :2g~:'2o Wednesdgm. flevambee'f 30. 20,22:

casaxmm! 12.2;
328334 cons m c 060399!

0253 pm run-130033535 Imar Comm
sun momma murmur, :menxm mm cums- or
sun emsnrrrms Baum am 32: 22mm 1}: was comraepsr..
Sm. may} as taevmw 1n rur'sORDER. Emmr m, um mi:
Sm. 15-203, 'm Pause»w us: an mac-meme nzv'xcs we we:
SNL scum: cam-cans, stanzasms, momma, VIDEOS. A6010
8m. momma on mmmmMom's: amenities "1mm rm:
5m. ceanrneasz. we no reason new wmémr, miss.oam magmas: brssmmm secs mac-name were 03 VIDEO
sunflceanme, Mar a's 23mm m THIS ean'sa. 1.3m
5m. mermrc n'avrees, minnows; new new trams: 10', can;
sun Psalms. Wars. game mars mm as roman 922 am In
sax.SILENT on sass? MODES) mum msxns ran commas, amass
3m. amazes 93331551011 1-3 mm mt THE:cemu', en as mean xix
sun ms cam. mm remi. mm 16-2099) (3) m. mom
sun nun ream "Emsmmmtmmuss in mm mmmcs
Sift. arm mu manta. v3202-m: We Dance
3m. inwarm mrn m memes. 6 Manama mixers
sm. AND Sammm s'eg'énr re 83 uszp on 9:91.923!) 3? mamas or
sun tan mxn marmph?mm m:emu-ummums

2/1,! m 056mm



11130122 CRIMINAL COURT or WM"
case 199163042 Sm c 3129. ADNAN

12:29:20may savanna: so. .2022

cast: manta! 12:24
92834 cm: N om c 030399murom oeaapm rimmm/

CON}! 091522'.
com 091922
com 091922
cow 091922
09»: 991922
chm 1391922
COW 091922.
COMM 091922
CON)! 09192-2
COW 091922
COW 091922
com 091922.
COW 051922.
com 091§22.
COW 091922
COW 091922.OW 0.91922-
901939991922

' COIN 091922

Wm;

EVENT W?
8N1; ESTABLISHEDUNDER MD. mg 19-607, UNLESS APPROVED BY THE
3!": COURT 9. LIMITED SEATING WILL BE AVAIIABLS IN THE GAMER!
END 0? IRS OOOBIROOM. ASDE'I'SWINED 3'! IRS ODOR? THE SHERIEB
8N1: AND TEE FIRE MARSHALL; IRE DOOR? MAY "PORTION THE
SM; AVAIIAELE SEATING. WHERE WERE: THE COOK? SHALL m
SNL 0mm SEATINGWS' IN ANO'INER SPACEWII'HIN TEE
SM. WORTHOOSE. '20 VIEW THE PROCEEDMGS VIA VIDEO DIVE FEED. ADD
3N1. PERSONS'WITHIN ANY SPACEDESIGNAQED FOR ("ERR-ON SEATING ARE
8ND SOEJEC? N THE SAME PEOEIBITIONS ON ELECTRONICAUDIO 0R
SNL VIDEORECORDINGS, AND IRE SIDE PROBIAI'BIONS ON POELICPJI'IQN
SN! OF ELECIRONIC- AUDIO OR VIDEO RECORDINGS; EXCEPT AS PROVIDED
31": IN THIS ORDER. COW S23 cmm mBWSB IE
SNI. MIME!) AS THE OW COORIROON 30'; ?§ERE SHALLBE
SNI. LIMITED, RESERVED SEATING FOR} m9 OF THE MEDIA IN IRE
'SNL COW. MEMBERS OF THE DEDIAm INDICATE THEIR DESIRE
8ND 20R.A SSA?WI?HIN TflECOMBOON B? WING THE 0009.113
3N1: MEDIA LIAISON TEE COORT'S MEDIA LIAISW MAX. unma'_sm'1's
881: BASED ON REQUES'PS RECEIVED AND SHALL W2 '30 IKE
SNL SEERI'E'F'S OFFICE THE NAHES 05' MEDIA m8 AWE!) SEARS

2/11 9352 I55"!



12:25521:,W§dnasdny,.szmr an. 2022'

11/30/22 031m (mm or: sum-moan cast: 11:00:10! 12.21
6093 199103042 92 (152:0. 3099»: -920334 can u 0m 2 050399mmsv -02mm22mnooumr,lsvmopmr

00104 091922 sun assan'vzn son 192013.291: swarms sms sum 91: mm:
mm 091922 sax. 9mm 20141219399 or 121: adage on A EMT-Miam-
00:01 091922' 9131. Sam/'90 99919. 111 992 9929192mu.- 59211911199 mcmunss 20:
0029 091922 . 901.mu 032231;? 21:29:; '10m 000112510032 m: 20 m: céuamoou
com 091922 90:. mm 21:12NEW. 09p:moss mm o:m: mm mm
camos1922 mmvzmcnmanmmsszssamm mm
cam 091922, 9111. mwmmxon c1130 mom 233 sanguz's omcs sum. 90:
com 091922_ 3011. 9391111299 11: 233 20091-90011 0031116 1112 "0029011995., 25990018
com 091922; 990'm LEAVE m: 0069120011 00319:; amiss 2110:2301sz saw. 802'
00101091922 mazmmmnmnmmmss,sxcmnsmnmaxcan 091922 881. m COURT. 12. 833835?" 3 011mm 1m INSPECT m
COMM 091922 S'N'L ELECTRORIC DEVICE A'l' AN? TIME FOR HIQUSE, AND, IT NECESSARY,
COMM 091922 SN'L CONFISCATE THE DEVICE IF IT APPEARS TO BE IN USE OR
COW 091922 SNL OPERATED IN VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER. SHERIFF'S DEPDTIES AND
com 091922 5N1. omen COURT 929909901. mu: rm 11.11919 FOR ANY DPMAGE on LOSS
com 091922 m. or awe-mom: nzvxczs conrzscmsn 9011501192 TO 1915 09999.
COMM 091922 SNL SEE MD. RULE 16-208 (B) (1) . AUTHORIZED MEIEERS OF THE MEDIA
com 091922 sun ARE pmmrzo TO use: sucx ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IN THE.
COMM 091922 SNL OVERFLOW SEATING SPACES. SUCH DEVICES CANNOT BE USED FOR
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EYENT DATECW 091922:
com 091922
«291' 091922
coma 091922
COMM 091922
com 091922
coo; 091922
cow 091922m 091922
com 091922
moo o91922

com 091922.
0mg 991922.

8322! mm

12.:255'211: Wodnosdoy; W130. 2022'

11/30/22 ammo 0008! OF MIME!
CASE 199103042 51' C SYED, mm

CASE 2 12:24
923334 GOD 8 mm C 060399

coon son mm Row am I swam comofi'z
SKI. AUDIO on vrooo omooomcon sonar. 2mm! 1:: my
son more»: to was coonaousc. is. was or was Room scoot.
son no: use cmm zooms mam coo-mono (100) FEET or
am. no monsoon booms moo» congss or pammncs. Moss
3m. mononzoo or one conni', ALI- monsoon: Dovztcas soon: on
SNL own on: DURING coon ooocsolmwcsrm ;coon'smzs
sun LIAISON sum u}: moron to am: ELECTRONICmom son
sot. my mama mssms on mom mom ARISE. 14..
Soil. no teen on pm Is ominoo n! mo, odoowm. no poo or
our. am: bronco :cmoco socooco's Coo outcome memo :5
sm. 5mm: summonmorn one couscoooso. L5; coonsummon Worm-go ImonsumRmoz-no'mmvs
son casnoooo mm on m anemones. 15. noon coonooocosm on mommamm on. coon's noonmom 3mm 31': ,

'

our. soonzoroo in com 509 connotes 0011312210033. mans or
out. w. tannin am. 22 mm or on: cosmos!) space AT no
son arm 05' cos ooocooomes BY was commsmommason. 11.
om. 2:0Moon comm; on mosawowsmomrmgs, Emu-3's.
our. onmmssos: om so cooooooon mm m coonoooso 93

091922cm 03.1922
0 91922

cow 091922
can: 091922

091922
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11I3OI22 CRIMINAL 9903!: OF SALILKORE
CASE 199103042 ST C SYED; ADNAN

12:25522 "may. W30: 2022'

case may 1-2,:24:
928336 can at but c 060399

EVENT DATE 02539831! umWW I EVENT CDMHENT
mm 091922
COW 051922
9083 091922N! 091922
COW 09,1922
'COW 091922'
COW 091922
cow 091922
COW 091922m 091922
COW 091922'«m 091922'
COED} 091922
coma 091922
CO)!!! 09192,
com 091922
COW 091922,
com 05,2922
COM 09.1922

WM

sm.mm (50) mm orm mac's 05' 1-3:. comm-30933, 'xo ,

sm. seasons Mat mm:m we on rat SIDEWALKS m tam
m. o: m: commons: on 93913111: Access to was commusa. 15-.
sun 15mmormmmmmvs mum ism drums
3m. 039155 13 magma o'a 18139930931828. rm um: mantras:
5m. mmncanoms') om IE shes 3291mm :5 mm: m mummy
'SNL TWINADVENCE'OE TEMDINGSTOPMT THEM!"
38D REVIEW TEE PROPOEED WDIFIWIOE45).19.- ANY PERSONS 50m
SNLTOBE INVIOL'ATIW OF THIS ORDER SHALL flESUBJECTTO 2
SNL REWCATION 0? M4. MEDIA: ERNILEGESm, 11'- 1298038322.?"
88L TEE CONTEMPT COVERS OE TEE COM SRERIEF'S' DENTIES ARE
5ND 33333! "THORIZED '1'0 "Pom COMPLIANCE WITHTHISpm AND
SEE. WWW ANY PERSON WHO RAILS TO CW! WITH ANY PART OF
sax. THIS ORDER. 29A WITHSTANDING ms ORDER: WHERE m
-831. may CIRCUMSMCES ARISE 03 312513, ELL INDIVIDUALS
SNL WIRE". AND ARCUND TEE CODMROOSE an: 3m '10 T83
5ND 0533683150138, INSTRUCTIONS, ANDRESTRICTIONS BSTABUSEED'TB'
3m. ADDRESS THE CIRCUMSTANCES. 21- THIS ORDER IS .SOBJECT TO
SNLWDIEICATION BY THE COURTM NW rm PER JUDGE R, CARRIORT

m was 060,.



11/36/22 mum com or DALTIMORE
cans: 199103042 51 0 sub. 1mm

12:25:22 mudayA>Row»: 30;, 2022

CASE INQUIRY 12:24
923334 COD N DOM C 060399

EMT DATE OPBR M 1m ROOM REAS / EVEN? COMENT
coma 991922
00191 991922
com 091922
com 991922
com 091922
com 091922
com 091922CW 091322'
com 091922
001491091922
002411991922
0cm 091922
com 091922
com 091922
com 091922
com 091922
0mm 09,1922
002941091922
00191091922

snz. (CC: 3L1.- PRR'EIES) corms or THE ORDER SENT mu cummzks T0
'SNL ALL PARTIES PER ORDER.
8m. Dam swmu 09/19/22, ORDER or COURT DATED 09/17/22, 1.
35m. BALTIMORE CITY SHERIFF'S OFFICE DEPUTIES (SHERIFF'S
'55": DWIES) ASSIGNED TO COURTROOM 556 ("THE COURTROOM"), 05'
SNL TBS.WNGS COURTHOUSE, LOCATED AT 111 N. CALVERT STREET
'SNL BALTIWRE, MD 21202 ("Tl-IE COURTHOUSE"), SHALL IDENTIFY, IN
SNI- CONSULTATION WITH THE COURT, LIMITED, RESERVED SEATING IN
SNL TEE COOMROOM E'OR AUTHORIZED MEDIA, ATTORNEYS AND LITIGANTS:
am. as 330330232. 'tHE passnnnc TRIAL JUDGE sum. 3: mi:
9m. 3019mm MELISSA M. 991m. 2. ALL PERSONS ATTENDING was:
31m mama m 9319 MATTER sum as suaascran to SCREENING or
9111. was!!! 239,901: mmmncmsM 132, W03920 m:
sm. 00011130083. MEMBERS:or run man 4122 Row M non
.8111. SCREENING. 3. MSW-WT TOTEE MEDIA 93010001. OEDER, ISSUED
SNL ON 532%" 17', 2022; 1'82 gamma! CITY SHERIPP'S OFFICE
SNL 5m PROVIOE' MRDPRIMZ MEDIA GEOWIAL IDENTIWCATION
SNL CARDS' 1'0 mam OF THE MEDIA. 'L SHERIFF'S' DEPUTIBS SHALL
5ND MONITOR TEE COURTROOM AT ALLms AND ARE, 88338!

EN "SB; 0:63



11/30/22 autumn count or warm
cuss 199109042 51 c9120, 2.010111

12:25: 2.1 'Fa'dnéadaYa.~Lnew. 30. 2022

IWRY' i2:24
928334 CODcash 00.! C 060399

3113910212: mememmm/Km
cam 9919220
com 091922
c0141: 091922
0010: 091923
cow 091922
com 091922
cam-z 091922
c0299 091922
may, 091922
com 4091922
00201 091922
601414.991922
00100 091922
00901 091922
00201 091922
com 091922

091922
009111 091922cm: 091922

001043111
910. 110030sz0 '00 mm moan mo VIOLA-1'25 nus sscum
am. 02029. 299 103012 mm 0010310 011130 59992149311 :7, 2022'
Sin. on 11': THE nmcrzou 02 711's 00031. 141-2019 casnz'urrm
sm'. 1091391510111on 091105 511910 3: 393010050 F9014mm 01'mt:-
sm'. mom wan mourn122530902135. ALI. vxmrons 3391.1. 9::
'sm. REFERRED 110 was 0009': :02 1129110932992 9990910113. 5.
9m. smrrt'IS 03901128 3391.1. 902 m1? mar02100213199110" 113500:
5111. 19-12 counmousz. no 0103: 593m. at Emma 00 110mm:
520.. 0095103 ma common mam 21m9990 or 1'32 22191191108)
3111. Me 991'. mask: 02" TEI$.83&RI1¢G. 91.0171on 9m 09
58295301790 mos 2m: 0001111100531 5. 093OR cmm 25132900189
99:. :9 23011191191: 02mm dun-ammo (100) ram- or 1-03
am. 000111200}: mass 90111091290 BY was c0091, ALL 3930130910
8111. DEVICES H08! in: TURNED 01's DURING c0031 PROCEEDINGS. 7.
sun 2915 830031.?! 011039 19 SUBJECT 10 MODIFICATION 9! THE
51100009122 AH! 11m: 9211 JUDGE A. CARRION. (cc: ALL 9111111125)
591. 009139 or 1111: 09059 51:91 99011 camaas To ALL PARTIES 21:9
3111. 0911211.
-5111. W,or-appznmca
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11/30/22 CRIMINAL MURT OF
WEALTWRB"CASE 199103042 51' C SYBD

12:25:ZSJ'iédnba'day'. 30;" 2022-

CASESBINQUIRY 12: 24
923334 COD N DOG C 060399

EVENTDATE mtmixmmmS/mm'r
com 091922
(30594 0919,22'
COMM 091922.
COW 051322'
00W. 091922:m 991922
com 091922
com 991922
COMM 051922,W' '091922
0019': 1191922-
Com 09,1922m 091922'
com 0319,22
com 091922
com: 991922
COW 091922,
«1394091922'
Omm 991922

3m. "LED ATV- -mm. STEVEN .1 , , ESQ 439861
sax. YOUNG LEE a normma 20919113194291 5- 0m!) EON nous:
em. 00. JUDGE Damn
spa 03959 map 919-22 AND DATE amen 9-19�22; 9309939 Tm
53¢ DEW BB EMD ON HOME DETENTION UNTIL DISPOSITION 0?
8'8: TRIS CASE cm 1'3! SUEERVISIGN OF ALERT, A PRIVATE
53;: We ROME DETENTIWmacaw AND 1'32 DEFENDANT m1
sac ALERT AT no 913-2823 Am BEGIN SERVINGm 0315322101!
SEC 08 5mm 19, 2022. -133 DEFENDANT IS- SUBJECT :0 ran
sec RULES; revues AND EROCBDDRSS- 0E SAID'FROM, INCLUDING
38¢ PAYMENT OF SUPERVISION'PE'ES.
sec; 1-: 18 m0 rum- '1'!!! 02mm.-wzra ma master:
58,6 05' 188 (20031:, HAY BE ALLOWED TIME our TEE RESIDENCE FOR THE
sac EOLLOWING 201190385: LAwmL EMPLOYMENT AND TO SEEK LAWE'UL
sec WT Ir UNEMPLOYED. ATTEND PERSONAL LEGAL APPOINTMENTS
sec 992991111my MEDICAL APPOINTMENTS. To ATTEND MEETINGS
58c WITHALERTm: PROBATION OFFICER As DIRECTED UP TO FOUR
sec HOURS PER WEEK, WITH THE PERMISSION OF THE COURT AND AT THE
sac DISCRETION OE ALERT, THE DEFENDANT MAY BE PERMITTED To HAVE

9/" PAGE 0 63



11/30/22 03mm 00031 or 31011110132
mass 199103042 8: c 5220, mm

12:25:23. Wednesdays. 001101002. 30. 2022:

$1132 ENQUIRY 12:20
920334 COD 1! mm C 060399was:W: 0233 mm TIES 110014 0305 / m'mmr

002411 091922
00101 091922
com 091.922
c0011 091922
001110 091922
001411 091922
00101 091922
10m. 091922
c0101 091522
60191 091922
COMM 091922
60201092122
COMM 092122
coma 092122
COMM 092122
COMM 092122
COW 092122
com 092122
COMM 092122

NEH PAGE

sac 9313mm.mm: 001 550201116, manuals m PERSON 320m: m»
and amounts, no mm 53022qu Is 2201111120421. Mrvxrzzs
sac m TO BE {2003me 111111 101.231 inMusm 000011311730sac 22991063111"! 001.29 91:3 0000: mm.
sac cc: mm 11°C.. 2mm WE; ASA Mr 3308? m
90c 1120 501211, 501011].
sac obnmmcoflmadou 2mm. magnum;
sun 228302003540 22212311210301; 3211mm MELISSA 3011
581. sun's xenon 10mm:W 01' common 15 2mm
51% HEARD BUDGRANTED. DEW RELEASED ON OWN WING!)
30:. M15 aorta nan-21111911 13300011 m. cm mm
321:. 0211: 31'um m 030m 0'9/19'12'2, ran: 10' run rumma- or
SNI- JUSTICE AND PAIRNfiS. THE sm's 'MOTIQN '10 W- JUDGMBm
SNL 0P CONVICTION IN 1'38 W239?mm 823)) as 20: 1110101148101
SN'L 1199103042, com 1' 14mm :0 "Pa: 151' 0343138; 0199103003,
5m. com 1 - KIDNAppm� 5001.1; 0199103000, cow 1- ROM;
sm. AND 1199103046, com 2 - m2 11123186112882.18 HEREBY
sum. GRANTED; m0 :1 19' mm: 0301:1130mm n: 0393110011 um
SNL BERELEASED oNmsmmrmczmmomm
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12:25:24 Wednesday, ummz;3c, 2022'

11130722 mwnm. com or managng 2mm 22-:ans: 199103022 51- a mu. m .. 923334 con N we a 060392
'

WME opsnmmrmmms/WWcom932122 .sm, 222222108mm 623 mnxmamamm 22.222, ms: m r: is
calm 092122 52113 FURTHER ORDERED mm mesa-m SHALL SCHEBULB. A DATE m A.
can: 092122 22:. mm mm. on 22222 mL'L2 msmu'r' 02 was: man 060223tom 032122 SNL Hum 30 DAYS 011' m2m9? ms ORDER PER JUDGE H. FEW;
com 092222 sun. (cc: am. mamas) 902125 or :22 02022 sew: mm was 29
com 992122 .SM ALI: PARTIES P2303023
COW! 092022 033 083'! am; 245; 10/19/22: C33
cqm 092822 OCR YOUNG 158' S NOTICE OF APPEAL THE SME'S mum: TO ME
com 092022 WA Flu-ED '3! SYEVEN J'. aux. DUE 130 W! 0N 11-28-22.m 092822 cm iIIOifiil-fifiiiiififitptfiththfimenap to mfififliitihtmfiififi§in
cm; 092922 sm MOTION T0 322.! m: enema c9022 2mm22 221mm
224092922 WRESOLUTION OF APPEAL '2' POINTS ! AUTHORI'I'I'BS' 111' W

00m 092922 SKW "HEREOE' FILED. CC: JUDGE PHINN
COMM 093022 SNL CSET HEAR; 228; 09/19/22; SNL
COW 100622 SKW NOTICE OF INTENTION T0 RESPOND FILED; CC: JUDGE PHINN
COMM 101122 CSB NP ENTERED IN COURT
CCAS 101122 58? CASE CLOSED - ALL COUNTS DISPOSED 9326
COD-m 101122 53? NOLLE PROS ENTERED BY THE STATE AS TO ALL COUNTS. ANY
com 101122 SBP WARRANTS RECALLED AS TO THIS CASE ONLY. DEFENDANT PRESENT
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12:25:24 Wednesday, 11m: 30. 2022

11/30/22 camm 000111 or 2101120112 (2152 111001112 12:
21'class 199103042 31 c 8120. 31010111 920331 don N ncu 1: 066399

211211201121: ommmmm/mm
c0101 101122 sap (20011).was 1011.22 802 322mm: 10 come; cum
21:01. 101122 1 582 ms. 0900:5110 128248182130361153m. MELISSA 501-1:
00191 101122 $82'cszr 21001- 24$.- 10/11/22: $215
cans 101122 532 111152. :10an 1111'. 0001113 01590320 "0326
001411 101122' c1111 110111.: 2110511001 211mm 31 1115.31112225 10111.1. cows. m
.qous 101122. can 0111111111128 1151211130 As To 1215 CASE9111.1. 11mm:- 2111152111
com 101122! can on 2.002.110 c0011 211.8.

'

21012 101222 is:W max 1111130 1003mm
com 101222 can mmamp 6 0110211811 10112122. 211A: 2111: vzcrm's 11011011mum est: :0my 12121211100003?commutes 112801116 112801011911or '

DOW 101322 €81? 2222.111. 18 BERRBY'moor PER' m: 28m; COPIES WERE SENT 20
00114 101222 0.50 111.1. PARTIES a! mans.
11:11:. 101922. csa 1546;09003540 mam-1.- ;CANC; .'PHINN, MELISSA .81".
00204 101922 0.00 cast nisrosm AND 1101.12 paossour ENTERED on 10-11-22 91:11

M10192: can 313.110 mas m coma-r.
00111 111122 01:11 01110111111. Pagans 10211211020 1'0 COSA v11 FED-EX rancmus #- 5
001m 111722- den 3175-0777-2202, 8176-0777�2187, 8176-0777-2165,
00211 111722- mans�077742113, 8176-0777-2132, 8176-0777-2198, ma A TOTAL
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Mm. case 180018! 12: 24
923334 cana pen c 060399was I m:- m

u BINDSRBMS) 22(210432) arm, (11)mm as
mam

ADD/Hg smear/cu! saws 2120003 212

334739. 040700 1007 N CALVER? STREET
BALTIMORE "D 21202

570086 110999 13009'301'1'684 ROB!)
HYYDES MD 2.1082

593824 020916 300 GOUR'IHOUSE 97531?

913950 agnzz 231 a nan-mm ismm 1102Wmmas MD 21202
333429 660299 .925 Ara-om 6321c»:mums am 21202
927010 031522 110 n cwrakrsr

summon: MD 21202
93190 020916 a r. mama! sr

.mrnmnz no 21202

5.978 2335' 337



WIS ALI, YASSAR

WIS BILLINGSLEY, PETER

WIS BUTLER, INEZ MS

WIS CEAUDRY. SAAD
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;Z:Z§:2$:Wednasday, .xovenhaz':3o; 2022

11/30/22 cannm com: 02' am
cast: 1991030¢2 s: c 3230.; W
eon mm. Jams/mWmszammv, mm
mtg-21mm". as:

was cxmmmox'. {mm EB-

um' 3030031.. gm
m mam am my.

msm. as
WIS KORELL, WITH OR

w1s ma, DONALD mas

WIS LEE, YOUR

WIS MCPHERSON, STEPHANIE
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125255 21; weanesdqy.z'n¢vdmbéié 36.. 2022

11/30/22_' murmur. Com 6!: an
casz. 199103042 51' c 5m. mam
eonmu. man/am gunman
ms manna, 0113!.

W13 "3335': 3315"
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VS. ' .. J. L.'F...cl.3l% CIRCUIT COURT

ADNAN'SYED * FOR

Defendant ' BALTIMORE CITY
* Case Nos.: 19910304246

1 a; 4c 1- * e a an as at a:

21m;

The abov'eo'captioned matter carne. before the Conn on the State's Motibn.'to Vacate)

Judgment onSeptember. 19, 2022'. _Upon consideration of the papers, in meta revicw'of'

evidence,proceedings, and oral arguments-0f counselmade upon the record..mam findsvthat

theState has proven grounds for vacating the judgment of conviotion' in the matterof Adam;

'Syed. Specifically, the State has proven thatthere was avBra'dy violation. Maryland Rule 4-

263(d)(5,) requires the State to disclose. Without request. all material or inforfnafion-in any farm

whether or not admiSSible. that tends" to exculpate the, defendant or negate Or mitigate the'

defendant-'3 guilt' orpunishmem as to the offense charge¢ Additionally, the State has discovered

new evidence that could not have been discoVered by due diligence in time for a'new trial .nndex

Md; Rule 4~331(c) and creates a substantial or significam probability that the tesult would-have

been different. Itcis this dag? of September? 2022, by the'Circuit Court-f0! Baltimore

City:

ORDERED that in the interest- of justice and faimees, a}: State's Motion to Vacate'

Judgxnent of ConVictiOIJ inthe matterof Adnan' Syed as!» indicnnent- #1991030425» count 1 ��

STATE OFMARYLAND
2022 SE? '9 PH '4: 2h INTHE

III/�



murder in the 1" degree; 13199103043, count 1 ,_ kidnapping ~ adult; #199103045, com 1
�

robbery; find-#199103046,cou11t 2 ~false imprisomnent, is heteby-GRANTED'; and it is further

champ that the Defmdant will be released on his own recognizance and placed. on

h'ome'detention 'with GPSmonitoring with ALERT, 'Inc,; and it is funher'

ORDEREDmat .the' State-shall schedulea date for a new-aid, or enter nolle'prosequi of

the Vacated counts within 30 days ofthe date ofthis Order.
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Young Lee, As Victim 's Representative v. State ofMaryland et al. , No. 1291, September
Term, 2022. Opinion by Graeff, J.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE � VICTIMS' RIGHTS � VACATUR OF
CONVICTIONS�NOLLE PROSEQUI�MOOTNESS

The State's entry ofa nolle prosequi did not render the Mr. Lee's appeal moot under
the circumstances of this case. Although the State's Attorney generally has broad
discretion, free from judicial control, to enter a nolle prosequi, this authority is not
unfettered. Rather, the courts will temper the State's authority in exceptional
circumstances, such as where entry of a nolle prosequi violates fundamental fairness, and
in at least some circumstances, where it circumvents the right to appeal.

The entry of the nol pros in this case, entered shortly before a response toMr. Lee's
motion to stay proceedings was due, and before the 30-day deadline provided by Maryland
Rule 4-333(i) for the State to either enter a nolle prosequi or take other appropriate action,
was done with the purpose or "necessary effect" of preventing Mr. Lee fiom obtaining a

ruling on appeal regarding whether his rights as a victim's representative were violated.
Under the unique facts and circumstances of this case, exceptional circumstances exist to
temper the authority of the State to enter a nol pros. The nol pros was void, it was a nullity,
and it does not render this appeal moot.

Md. Code Ann., Crim. Proc. Art. ("CP") § 8-301.1(a) (Supp. 2022) provides that,
on the State's motion, the courtmay vacate a conviction under certain circumstances. The
statute provides victims with the right to prior notice of the hearing on a motion to vacate
and the right to attend the hearing. CP § 8�301.1(d). These rights were violated in this case,
where the State gave Mr. Lee notice only one business day before the hearing, which was
insufficient time to reasonably allow Mr. Lee, who lived in California, to attend the hearing
in person, and therefore, the court required Mr. Lee to attend the hearing remotely.

Although remote proceedings can be valuable in some contexts, where, as here, a
crime victim or victim's representative conveys to the court a desire to attend a vacatur
hearing in person, all other individuals involved in the case are permitted to attend in
person, and there are no compelling reasons that require the victim to appear remotely, a
court requiring the victim to attend the hearing remotely violates the victim's right to attend
the proceeding. Allowing a victim entitled to attend a court proceeding to attend in person,
when the victim makes that request and all other persons involved in the hearing appear in
person, is consistentwith the constitutional requirement that victims be treatedwith dignity
and respect.

A victim does not have a statutory right to be heard at a vacatur hearing. The court,
however, has discretion to permit a victim to address the court at a vacatur hearing
regarding the impact of the court's decision on the victim and/or the victim's family.



Because the circuit court violatedMr. Lee's right to notice of, and his right to attend,
the hearing on the State's motion to vacate, in violation of CP § 8-301.1(d), this Court has
the power and obligation to remedy those violations, as longwe can do so without violating
Mr. Syed's right to be fi'ee from double jeopardy. We can do that, and accordingly, we
vacate the circuit court's order vacating Mr. Syed's convictions, which results in the
reinstatement of the original convictions and sentence. We remand for a new, legally
compliant, and transparent hearing on the motion to vacate, where Mr. Lee is given notice
of the hearing that is sufficient to allow him to attend in person, evidence supporting the
motion to vacate is presented, and the court states its reasons in support of its decision.
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This appeal involves convictions dating back to 2000, when a jury in the Circuit

Court for Baltimore City convicted Adnan Syed, one of the appellees, for, among other

things, the 1999 murder of 17-year-old Hae Min Lee} 'The court imposed an aggregate

sentence of life plus 30 years, and Mr. Syed filed multiple, ultimately unsuccessful,

challenges to his convictions in the years that followed?

In September 2022, the State, also an appellee, filed in the Circuit Court for

Baltimore City a motion to vacate Mr. Syed's convictions pursuant to Md. Code Ann.,

Crim. Proc. Art. ("CP") § 8-301.1 (Supp. 2022) (the "vacatur statute"). After a hearing,

the court granted the motion and vacated Mr. Syed's convictions.

Young Lee, Hae's brother, appealed to this Court, arguing that the circuit court erred

in entering judgment without giving him adequate notice of the vacatur hearing, or a

meaningful opportunity to appear and be heard on the merits of the motion to vacate, in

violation of the victims' rights provided for in CP §§ 11-101 to 11-619 (2018 Repl. Vol. &

1 We shall refer to Hae Min Lee by her first name because she and appellant, Young
Lee, have the same surname. We do so for clarity and intend no familiarity or disrespect.
See Syed v. State, 236 Md. App. 183, 193 (2018) (referring to the victim by her first name

"Hae"), rev 'd, 463 Md. 60 (2019).

2 This Court affirmedMr. Syed's convictions in an unreported opinion in 2003. See
Syed v. State, No. 923, Sept. Term, 2000 (filed March 19, 2003), cert. denied, 376 Md. 52
(2003). In 2010, Mr. Syed filed a petition for post-conviction relief, which the circuit court
denied in 2014. Syed, 236 Md. App. at 193. Mr. Syed filed an application for leave to

appeal, which this Court granted, ordering a limited remand. Id. at 194. In 2016, after
further proceedings, the circuit court granted the petition and granted Mr. Syed a new trial.
Id. This Court, in a split decision, held that trial counsel's failure to investigate a potential
alibi witness was deficient performance that resulted in prejudice, and therefore, a new trial
was warranted. Id. at 285-86. The Supreme Court of Maryland reversed. State v. Syed,
463 Md. 60, 104-05, cert. denied, 140 S. Ct. 562 (2019).



Supp. 2022). He subsequently filed, in the circuit court and this Court, a motion to stay

further circuit court proceedings. On October 11, 2022, two days before a response to the

motion filed in this Court was due, the State entered a nolle prosequi on all charges against

Mr. Syed.3 On October 12, 2022, in light of the State's action, this Court entered an order

denying the motion to stay and ordering Mr. Lee to show cause why this appeal should not

be dismissed as moot.

On November 4, 2022, after the parties filed responses, this Court ordered that the

appeal would proceed, and we directed the parties to brief the following issues on appeal:

1. Whether the appeal is moot.

2. If the appeal is moot, whether this Court should exercise its discretion
to issue an opinion on the merits ofMr. Lee's crime victims' rights
claim.

3. Whether the notice that Mr. Lee received in advance of the circuit
court's vacatur hearing complied with the applicable constitutional
provisions, statutes, and rules.

For the reasons set forth below, we conclude that the case is not moot, and the court

did not provide Mr. Lee with the rights to be afforded a victim or victim's representative

pursuant to the applicable constitutional provisions and Maryland statutes. Accordingly,

3 As discussed in more detail, infra, a nolle prosequi, or "nol pros," is "an action
taken by the State to dismiss pending charges when it determines that it does not intend to

prosecute the defendant under a particular indictment." State v. Huntley, 411 Md. 288, 291
n.4 (2009) (citing Ward v. State, 290 Md. 76, 83 (1981)). Accord Md. Code Ann., Crim.
Proc. Art. ("CP") § 1-101(k) (2018 Repl. Vol.) (defining "nolle prosequi" as "a formal
entry on the record by the State that declares the State's intention not to prosecute a

charge").
2



we shall vacate the judgment of the circuit court and remand for further proceedings

consistent with this Opinion.

FACTUALAND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

The underlying facts and proceedings have been detailed in previous reported

opinions. See State v. Syed, 463 Md. 60, cert. denied, 140 S. Ct. 562 (2019); Syed v. State,

236Md. App. 183 (2018), rev 'd, 463 Md. 60 (2019). With respect to the initial convictions,

we need not set forth a comprehensive discussion of the evidence, butwe note the following

"substantial direct and circumstantial evidence," Syed, 463 Md. at 97, previously set forth

regarding Mr. Syed's guilt:

[Jay] Wilds testified that Mr. Syed had complained of [Hae's] treatment of
him and said that he intended "to kill that bitch." Mr. Wilds claimed to have
seen the body of [Hae] in the trunk of her car at the Best Buy parking lotJ']
[Jennifer] Pusateri, a friend of Mr. Wilds, told police, and testified at trial
consistent with those statements, that Mr. Wilds told her that [Hae] had been
strangled. At the time Ms. Pusateri relayed this information to the police, the
manner of [Hae's] death had not been publicly released. Mr. Syed's cell
phone records showed him receiving a call in the vicinity of Leakin Park at
the time that Mr. Wilds claimed he and Mr. Syed were there to bury [Hae's]
body. Mr. Wilds directed the police to the location of [Hae's] abandoned
vehicle, which law enforcement had been unable to find for weeks. Mr.
Syed's palm print was found on the back cover of a map book that was found
inside [I-Iae's] car; the map showing the location of Leakin Park had been
removed from the map book. Various witnesses, including Ms. Pusateri,
Nisha Tanna, and Kristina Vinson, testified to either seeing or speaking by
cell phone with Mr. Wilds and Mr. Syed together at various times throughout
the afternoon and evening on January 13, 1999.

4 Mr. Wilds testified that, "while he and Mr. Syed were standing near [Hae's] car in
the Best Buy parking lot, Mr. Syed showed [him] [Hae's] body in the trunk and boasted, 'I
killed somebody with my bare hands.'" Syed, 463 Md. at 89.

3



Id. at 93. "The medical examiner determined that [Hae] had died by strangulation." Id. at

96. With respect to Mr. Syed's motive to kill Hae, "the State presented evidence that [Mr.

Syed] was jealous and enraged at [Hae's] new romantic relationship with another man."

Id. at 95�96.

Mr. Syed's own statements regarding his actions on the day Hae disappeared were

inconsistent. Id. at 90, 93. He told police on the night of her disappearance, January 13,

1999, that he was supposed get a ride home from her, but he got detained at school and

assumed she left without him. Id. at 90. Two weeks later, on January 25, 1999, he told

police that he drove his own car to school and had not arranged to ride with Hae. Id. A

month later, on February 26, 1999, Mr. Syed said that he could not remember what he did

on the day Hae disappeared. Id.

I.

Motion to Vacate

On September 14, 2022, the State filed a motion to vacate Mr. Syed's convictions

pursuant to CP § 8-301.1. The motion alleged that, after a "nearly year-long investigation,"

the State and the defense "uncovered BradyISl violations and new information, all

concerning the possible involvement of two alternative suspects." The motion further

alleged that the State and the defense had also identified "significant reliability issues

regarding the most critical pieces of evidence at trial." The State noted that investigative

efforts were ongoing, and it was not asserting that Mr. Syed was innocent. It stated,

5 Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963).
4



however, that it no longer had "confidence in the integrity of the conviction," and therefore,

it believed that it was in the interests of justice that the convictions be vacated and that Mr.

Syed, "at a minimum, be afforded a new trial." The State advised that, if the motion was

granted, the decision to proceed with a new trial or enter a n01 pros of the charges was

"contingent upon the results of the ongoing investigative efforts."6

A.

Brady Violations and New Information

The motion alleged that the State had developed evidence that suggested the

possible involvement of two alternative suspects. Initially, it located a document indicating

that a person provided information to the State that one of the suspects had motive to kill

Hae, had threatened to kill her in the presence of another individual, and said that "hewould

make . . . [Hae] disappear. He would kill her." The second document indicated that a

different person gave information "that can be viewed as a motive for that same suspect to

6 We note that, despite these statements and the assertion that "the State is not

asserting at this time that [Mr. Syed] is innocent," less than one week later, on September
20, 2022, then-Baltimore City State's Attorney Marilyn Mosby stated that she intended to

"certify that [Mr. Syed was] innocent," unless his DNA was found on items submitted for
forensic testing. See Mike Hellgren,Mosby Says IfDNA DoesNotMatchAdnan Syed, She
Will Drop Case Against Him, CBS News Balt. (Sept. 20, 2022, 11:22 PM),
http://www.cbsnews.com/baltimore/news/mosby-says-if-dna-does-not-match-adnan-
syed-she-will-drop-case-against-him. Ms. Mosby did not explain why the absence ofMr.
Syed's DNA would exonerate him. See Edwards v. State, 453 Md. 174, 199 n.15 (2017)
(where there was no evidence that the perpetrator came into contact with the tested items,
the absence of a defendant's DNA "would not tend to establish that he was not the

perpetrator of th[e] crime").
5



harm the victim."7 The State alleged that this information was not in defense counsel's

trial file, and it was not included in any of the State's discovery disclosures. The motiOn

alleged that the failure to disclose this alternative suspect information was material and

would have been helpful to the defense. The motion then noted in a footnote, however,

that, "[i]f this information was indeed provided to [the] defense, thenminimally, the failure

to utilize this evidence would constitute ineffective assistance of trial counsel."

The motion alleged that new evidence had been found during the investigation in

2022, i.e., that the location where Hae's carwas found, in a grassy lot behind the 300 block

of Edgewood Avenue in Baltimore City, was known to one of the alternative suspects, and

that person lived at that location in 1999. The State alleged that such information was not

available to the defense at trial, and "it would have provided persuasive support

substantiating the defense that another person was responsible for the victim's deat ."

The State indicated that it had new information that one of the alternative susPects

had been convicted of violent acts, and one of the suspects had improperly been cleared as

a suspect by a polygraph test. The State asserted that, "to protect the integrity of the on-

7 In its response to Mr. Syed's motion to disqualify the Office of the Attorney
General as counsel for the State of Maryland, filed in this Court on October 25, 2022, the
State, through the Attorney General's Office, stated that, despite a "nearly year-long"
investigation, the State's Attorney never contacted the Attorney General's Oflice or the
person who prosecuted the case and authored the notes that were "subject to multiple
interpretations."

6



going investigation, the names of the suspects, which suspect in particular, and the specific

details of the information obtained will not be provided at this time."3

B.

Reliability ofTrial Evidence

The State then alleged that, although the Brady violations justified the grant of a

new trial, a review of the evidence gave the State additional concerns contributing to its

conclusion that it no longer had faith in the integrity of the convictions. It discussed

consultations with two expert witnesses who "called the reliability of the State's testimony

at trial [regarding the cellphone location evidence] into question." It alleged that new

information regardingMs. Vinson's schedule on January 13, 1999, called into question her

testimony that Mr. Wilds and Mr. Syed came to her home on January 13 at approximately

6:00 p.m., and during the visit, Mr. Syed received a call on his cell phone and quickly left.

The State asserted that it could not rely on Mr. Wilds' testim0ny alone, noting

"concerning discrepancies" between Mr. Wilds' various statements, his testimony, the cell

phone records, and the State's timeline at trial. Finally, the State alleged that, although it

was not making any claims regarding the integity of the police investigation, it was

obligated to note the misconduct of Baltimore Police Detective William Ritz, one of the

8 CP § 8-301.1(b)(2) provides that a motion to vacate must "state in detail the
grounds on which the motion is based," but the State's motion did not identify the two
alternate suspects or explain why the State believed those suSpects committed the murder
without Mr. Syed. The note indicating that one of the suspects had motive to kill Hae is
not part of the record on appeal, and in the State's October 25, 2022 response, the Office
of the Attorney General stated that there is other information in the note that was relevant
but not cited in the motion to vacate.

7



homicide detectives who initially investigated Hac's murder and Mr. Syed's involvement

in the crime, in another case.

H.

Response to Motion to Vacate

That same day, on September l4, 2022, Mr. Syed filed a response to the State's

motion to vacate. The response alleged that the Brady material described in the State's

motion, i.e., that one of the alternate suspects threatened Hae's life and hadmotive to harm

her, was not in the defense trial file and was not reflected in any of the State's discovery

disclosures. Mr. Syed was not aware that such information existed, or that the State

possessed it in its files, until 2022. He argued that the State's failure to disclose this

information violated its discovery obligations under the Maryland Rules, the ethical duties

of a prosecutor, and the constitutional requirements of Brady. The response also alleged

that the recent revelations set forth in the State's motion to vacate "rightfully caused the

State to lose faith in the integrity of this conviction." Mr. Syed argued that his convictions

should not stand.

III.

Chambers Hearing

Two days later, on Friday, September 16, 2022, the court held an off-the-record

discussion in chambers regarding the State's motion to vacate.9 The prosecutor for the

Baltimore City State's Attomey's Office ("SAO") stated at the vacatur hearing that she and

9 We do not have a transcript of this discussion, and therefore, we merely summarize
the parties' and the court's representations relating to the discussion.

8



defense counsel met with the court and showed the court the "two documents containing

Brady information in camera last wee ." The court in its ruling also referred to its "in

camera review of evidence." The record indicates that a date for the vacatur hearing the

following Monday, September 19, 2022, also was determined during that meeting.

IV.

Notice to Mr. Lee

The prosecutor, Becky Feldman, advised the court at the beginning of the vacatur

hearing regarding her communications with Mr. Lee. On Monday, September 12, 2022,

she called Mr. Lee, who lived in California, and notified him that the State was going to

file the motion to vacate. She told him "that there would be a hearing in this matter," and

she asked whether he would like to be notified. Mr. Lee responded: "[A]bsolutely . . . let

me know if there's a hearing." Ms. Feldman "did not ask, nor did he state that he would

be present physically."

Ms. Feldman called Mr. Lee again the following day, Tuesday, September 13, 2022.

She "let him know what was happening" and "what information [they] had developed."

She also "went through the motion a bit" with Mr. Lee and emailed a copy of the motion

to him that same day. Mr. Lee responded to the email by expressing disagreement with the

State's decision to move to vacate the convictions. The motion to vacate was filed the next

day, Wednesday, September 14, 2022.

The prosecutor stated at the vacatur hearing that right after the discussion with the

court, at approximately 2:00 p.m. on Friday, September 16, 2022, she sent an email to Mr.

9



Lee, advising him that the court had "just scheduled an in-person hearing" for the following

Monday, September 19, 2022, at 2:00 p.m. Ms. Feldman advised Mr. Lee:

It's an in-person hearing, but I asked the court for permission for you and
your family to watch the proceedings virtually (if youwould like). So, if you
would like to watch, the link is below. Please let me know if anybody from
your family will be joining the link, so I will make sure the court lets you
into the virtual courtroom. . . . Please let me know if you have any questions.

Mr. Lee did not respond to the email.

Because Ms. Feldman did not receive a reply from Mr. Lee, she texted him the day

before the hearing, Sunday, September 18, 2022, to ensure that he received the email and

was aware of the hearing. Mr. Lee responded to Ms. Feldman's text message that "he was

aware and that he would attend via Zoom link."

V.

Motion for Postponement

On themorning ofMonday, September 19, 2022,Mr. Lee filed a motion to postpone

the hearing on the State's motion to vacate. In support, Mr. Lee argued that permitting the

hearing to occur as scheduled would violate the crime victims' rights of the Lee family "in

three critical respects": (l) the SAO failed to reasonably inform Mr. Lee of the State's

motion to vacate and the hearing on the motion; (2) Mr. Lee would be denied the right to

be present and heard at the proceeding if the hearing moved forward as planned; and (3)

Mr. Lee could not meaningfully participate in the hearing because the State's Attorney

failed to inform him of the facts supporting the motion to vacate.

Mr. Lee alleged that, although the State's Attorney investigated the case for more

than one year, "her office waited until the Friday before the motions hearing to notify the

10



family of the Monday, 2:00 pm. hearing." He alleged that the State's Attorney was "fully

aware" that he lived in Los Angeles and "would almost certainly be unable to fly to

Baltimore on half a business day's notice." Although Ms. Feldman previously had

informed him by email that he and his family could "watch the proceedings virtually," the

Lee family wanted to be physically present at the in-person hearing, and the "notice

provided was patently insufficient to permit that to happen." Additionally, Ms. Feldman's

email did "not even mention [the Lee family's] right to speak at the hearing, suggesting

they [had] none, though they plainly do under Maryland law."

Mr. Lee further alleged that, even if the Lee family could attend the hearing in

person, they "could not meaningfully participate and be heard" because the motion to

vacate "presents no factual basis for vacating the sentence," and the State's Attorney's

Office had not "disclosed the factual basis to the family through other means." In this

regard, the motion to vacate did not name any alternate suspects, and it failed to support

"an inference that one ormore alternative suspects exists." The motion instead "alludes to

an 'ongoing' investigation and rehashes arguments that the Court ofAppeals rejectedwhen

it affirmed Mr. Syed's conviction in 2019." 1° Accordingly, Mr. Lee requested that the

court postpone the hearing on the motion to vacate by seven days and direct the SAO to

pay forMr. Lee's travel to Baltimore using unspent victim relocation fimds.

1° At the November 8, 2022 general election, the voters of Maryland ratified a
constitutional amendment changing the name of the Court of Appeals of Maryland to the

Supreme Court ofMaryland. The name change took effect on December 14, 2022.

11



VI.

Vacatur Hearing

Later that day, the court held a hearing on the State'smotion to vacate. Ms. Feldman

appeared for the State. Defense counsel, Erica Suter, and counsel for Mr. Lee, Steven

Kelley, also appeared at the hearing.

A.

Argument on the Motion to Postpone

The court heard argument from counsel for Mr. Lee regarding the motion to

postpone. He noted that he was "not prepared to address" and did not "want to address the

merits" of the motion to vacate. Instead, he was present "strictly as a matter of victim's

rights" and "[s]trict1y on the issue of the right of th[e] [Lee] family to meaningfully

participate."

Counsel argued that, pursuant to CP § 11-102, a crime victim or victim's

representative (hereafter sometimes referred to collectively as "victim") has the same right

to be present at proceedings as the defendant. In this case, "giving a late afternoon notice

to a family of Korean national immigrants on a Friday afternoon for a motion that has been

contemplated for one year, according to the State's filings," was "patently unreasonable"

and afforded no opportunity for Mr. Lee to be present. Counsel also argued that it was

unreasonable for the State to fail "to give any kind ofnotice as to what it is that has caused

the concern on the part of the [SAO]." Counsel disagreed with the State's position that

"the victim of a crime in Maryland has no right to meaningfiilfly] participate in this

proceeding." He asserted that, under the relevant constitutional provisions, statutes, and
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rules, a crime victim or victim's representative has "a meaningfi11 opportunity to

participate." Recognizing "there are real liberty issues at stake for Mr. Syed," counsel

requested that the court grant a postponement of the vacatur hearing for "a very reasonable

amount of time, seven days" for Mr. Lee to attend the hearing in person "and to

meaningfully participate."

Before ruling on the motion to postpone, the court asked Mr. Lee's counsel: "What

is attendance, what is presence?" The court noted in this regard that, since the beginning

of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020,

we have been conducting [c]ourt in a lot of jurisdictions around the country
via Zoom.

So as far as the Maryland [R]ules [are] concerned, 4-231(e), electronic
proceedings are allowed in the [c]ircuit [c]ourt for any [c]ircuit [c]ourt. And
we do them here every day."

So if Mr. Lee, as he informed Ms. Feldman, intended to attend the hearing
today, his presence would be known here today on the Zoom.

The court stated that, based on its review of the statutes and rules, there was nothing,

with respect to the motion to vacate, that "indicates that the victim's family would have a

right to be heard." The court stated, however, that, "ofcourse, ifMr. Lee was present today

on the Zoom and he wanted to speak, [it] would allow him to speak." In this regard, the

court asked Mr. Lee's counsel:

Are you not aware that . . . by him telling us on Friday that he was going to

appear via Zoom is why we set this hearing today? Because had we known
that on Friday then, of course, we would have scheduled this hearing

'1 Rule 4-231(e) provides that a circuit court may conduct an initial appearance of
the defendant or a review of the District Court's release determination in specified
circumstances.
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according to when he was planning to arrive within a reasonable amount of
time. So he didn't do that.

The court stated that "counsel and I have been in close communication about this case

procedurally since Friday."

Mr. Lee's counsel disagreedwith the court's statement that, on the previous Friday,

Mr. Lee advised that he would appear by Zoom, asserting that Mr. Lee "did not state . . .

at any time" on Friday, September 16, 2022, "that he would participate." Ms. Feldman

then confirmed that the text message from Mr. Lee stating that he would participate by

Zoom was on Sunday, September 18, 2022, at 4:08 p.m. The court advised that, "had [Mr.

Lee] told Ms. Feldman that he didn't want to participate via Zoom and wanted to be in

person, she would have communicated that to [the court] and then we would have taken

the appropriate steps."

In response, counsel forMr. Lee argued "that's not adequate notice underMaryland

law." He stated that Mr. Lee is "a layman" who "didn't know any better," and he 'Vvas

trying to get counsel" after being "told by the State's Attomey's Office that he didn't have

the right to meaningful[ly] participate in this hearing." The court responded that CP § 8-

301.1 said "notice," but it did not say "reasonable notice." Mr. Lee's counsel stated "that

reasonableness is a standard that's been long applied," and under that standard, one day's

notice was not adequate. He expressed his belief that there was not "any appellate court

that would find this notice reasonable?"

12 Counsel for Mr. Lee then requested that, if the court denied the motion to

postpone, the case "be stayed pending appellate review." The court did not explicitly rule
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The State argued that CP § 8-301.1 "just requires notice and attendance." Ms.

Feldman clarified, however, that it was not the position of the SAO to "object in any way

to someone being present and participating if they wanted to." She noted that, although

"this is an in-person hearing," she "asked [for] this to be by Zoom" and established with

the court "this arrangement in case [ML Lee] would like . . . to observe the hearing." She

also noted that, as soon as she returned to her office on Friday, September 16, 2022, she

emailed Mr. Lee, "knowing what the new date was," and she "would never tell a victim

ever that they did not have the right to attend or make a statement."

The court denied the motion to postpone. At the request of counsel for Mr. Lee, the

court declared a 30-minute recess so that Mr. Lee could leave work and "get home" to join

the hearing in a private place where he could participate.

B.

Mr. Lee's Statement

The court reconvened at 3:35 p.m., and Mr. Lee joined the vacatur hearing remotely

Via Zoom. The following then ensued:

THE COURT: You're here today to make a statement and the [c]ourt is ready
to hear from you.

MR. LEE: Thank you, Your Honor. Thank you for giving this time to speak.

I'm sorry if I � sorry, my heart is kind of pounding right now.

on the request at the vacatur hearing, but it implicitly denied the request by proceeding
with the hearing. SeeFrase v. Barnhart, 379 Md. 100, 116 (2003) ("'[W]hi1e it is certainly
the better practice to specifically rule on all pendingmotions, the determination of a motion
need not always be expressed but may be implied by an entry of an order inconsistent with
the granting of the relief sought."') (quoting Wimberly v. Clark Controller C0., 364 F.2d
225, 227 (6th Cir.1966)).
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THE COURT: That's fine.

MR. LEE: I apologize. There was some issues with Zoom. I personally
wanted to be there in person, but Your Honor, it's � I've been livingwith this
for 20 plus years and every day when I think it's over, when I look and think
it's over or it's ended, it's over. It always comes back. And it's not just me,
killing me and killing my mother and it's really tough to just going through
this again and again and again. I believe in the justice system, the [c]ourt,
the State, and I believe they did a fine job of prosecuting Mr. Syed. And I
believe the [j]udge didmake the right decision, but just going through it again
it's living a nightmare over and over again. It's tough.

And I am not � like I said before, I trust the court system and just trust in the

justice system and I am not against � it's really � it was kind of � I was kind
of blind [sided]. I always thought the State was on my side, you know, but I
don't know where � I hear that there's a motion to vacate judgment and I

thought honestly I felt honestly betrayed, why is my � I kept thinking to

myself, why is the State doing this.

And I am not against an investigation or anything of that sort that Ms.
Feldman is doing. I am not against it at all. It just � but the motion just to
vacate judgment, it just � it's really tough forme to swallow, especially from
� I am not an expert in legal matters, in law or anything like that, but I ask
you . . . just to make a right decision that you see. But just this motion, I feel
that it's unfair, especially formy family just to live through it all and knowing
that there's somebody out there just fiee of killing my sister. It's tough.

And I just wanted to say this in person, but I didn't know I had the

opportunity, but Ijust � and it's tough. Yeah. It's tough, it's tough. This is
not a [indisoemible] for me, it's just real life, never ending after 20 plus
years.[131 Just on the thought that [indiscernible]. I just want the judge to
know like the stuff that we're going through, our family, it's killing us. And
I ask . . . that you make the right decision. That's all, Your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Thank you, Mr. Lee.

'3
Subsequent media reports indicated that Mr. Lee said: "This isn't a podcast for

me, it's real life." See, e.g., Aya Elamroussi & Sonia Moghe, The Family ofHaeMin Lee
RequestsMaryland Court to Halt Legal Proceedings in Adnan Syed 's Case, CNN (Oct. 6,
2022, 9:00 AM), http://www.cnn.com/2022/10/06/us/adnan-syed-hae-min-lee-serial-case-
family-motion/index.html.
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The court noted "how difficult" and "very emotional" the day was for Mr. Lee and

his family. It stated to Mr. Lee: "I appreciate you joining the Zoom this afiernoon to make

this statement because it is important to hear fi'om the victim or the victim's representative.

And I thank you for doing that this afternoon, sir." Mr. Lee responded to the court: "You're

welcome, Your Honor. Thank you for hearing Inc."

Counsel for Mr. Lee requested the court's permission to "just say a couple of

sentences" following Mr. Lee's statement, but the court denied counsel's request and did

not allow counsel to present any further argument. The court then found that the State had

met the notice requirement set forth in CP § 8-301.1, and it stated that the hearing would

commence at that time.

C.

Hearing on the Motion to Vacate

Ms. Feldman argued that the State was "proceeding under the second standar " set

forth in CP § 8-301.1, i.e., that the SAO received new information after the judgment of

conviction that called into question the integrity of the conviction and the interest of justice

and fairness justified vacating the conviction. She acknowledged that the procedural

posture of the motion to vacate was "unusual" because the State's Attomey's Office would

be continuing its investigation even if the motion to vacate is granted. She stated: "[The

State] will not be asking the [c]ourt to dismiss the case at this time. Instead, we are

requesting that a trial be set in."
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The SAO began its reinvestigation in October 2021. The initial review generated

"some concerns," and in March 2022, the SAO requested, and the circuit court approved,

touch DNA testing ofHae's clothing. Such testing had not previously been performed.

In June 2022, Ms. Feldman discovered documentary "Bradymaterial" in the State's

trial file, which she immediately disclosed to Mr. Syed's counsel. She stated that the

additional information indicated that there was at least one individual, other than Mr. Syed,

who "was a credible alternative suspect with a motive." The State did not move to vacate

Mr. Syed's convictions at that time because it was waiting for the results of the touch DNA

testing. It then conducted a "lengthy" investigation of the alternate suspects.

Ms. Feldman marked her signed affidavit, dated September 19, 2022, as State's

ExhibitNo. l. She proceeded to "read a few of the most relevant portions" of her affidavit

on the record. In the affidavit, Ms. Feldman discussed the discovery of the Brady material

in the State's trial file, as follows:

° Ms. Feldman started working for the SAO in December 2020, when she
became Chief of its Sentencing Review Unit.

e Ms. Suter approached the SAO regarding her client, Mr. Syed, and the

possibility of pursuing on his behalf a motion under Maryland's Juvenile
Restoration Act."

° On October 2, 2021, Ms. Suter transferred case and mitigation-related
materials to Ms. Feldman, who "began reviewing the case soon thereafter."

14 The Juvenile Restoration Act, 2021 Md. Laws ch. 61 (codified at CP §§ 6-235, 8-
110), which went into effect on October 1, 2021, allows individuals convicted as juveniles
(i.e., individuals under the age of 18), who have served at least 20 years in prison, to file a

motion with the court to request a reduction of their sentence. See CP § 8-110 (a), (b). The
State's Attorney's Office's Sentencing Review Unit "reviews and responds to all Juvenile
Restoration Act motions filed in Baltimore City."
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° Approximately seven months later, on May 12, 2022, Ms. Feldman
contacted the Office of the Attorney General, requesting the State's trial file
and in particular "any reports regarding the investigation," "cell phone
reports & records," and "witness interviews."

- Ms. Feldman does not lcnow how and where the State's trial file was
maintained between 1999 and the time when itwas delivered to the Attorney
General's Office.

° Ms. Feldman does not know when the State's trial file was delivered to the

Attorney General's Office.

- On June 22, 2022, Ms. Feldman accessed the record at the Attorney
General's Office and "was able to go through several of the boxes and

photocopied various documents." When she scanned the documents and sent
them toMs. Suter later that same day, Ms. Feldman discovered "that 2 of the
documents [she] scanned contained potential Brady material."

0 The two documents "were handwritten by either a prosecutor or someone

acting on their behalf." They were "detailed notes of two separate interviews
of two different people contacting the [SAO] with information about one of
the suspects."

° One of the interviews occurred in January 2000, approximately one month
beforeMr. Syed was convicted ofHae's murder. The information relayed to
the SAO was that one of the suspects was "upset" with Hae and "he would
make her . . . disappear. He would kill her." The other interview, which
occurred in October 1999, waswith a different person, who relayed "amotive
for that same suspect to harrn the victim." Both documents were difficult to
read because the handwritingwas poor. The handwritingwas consistentwith
that in other handwritten documents in the State's trial file.

° Based on the information fiom those interviews, Ms. Suter and Ms.
Feldman "conducted a fairly extensive investigation." Based on the

investigation, the State believed "that this suspect had motive, opportunity,
and means to commit this crime." That investigation "remain[ed] ongoing"
at the time.

- The two documents that Ms. Feldman discovered were not in the defense

attomey's trial file, "norwere there any notes that resembled, in any way, the
information that was contained in the State's notes." The information "also
was not contained in any of the disclosures made by the State during the
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trial." Ms. Feldman and Ms. Suter "were both shocked to see these
documents."

° Due to "the concerning nature of the Brady material," Ms. Feldman "re-
reviewed all ofthe boxes" over the course of two days, on July 29 and August
11, 2022, at the Attorney General's Office. She did not locate any other
"potential Brady information."

° Ms. Feldman had no personal knowledge regarding what parts of the file
were made available to other attorneys.

The court subsequently admitted Ms. Feldman's affidavit into evidence as State's Exhibit

No. 1.

Ms. Feldman stated that there were "an abundance of issues" that generated

"overwhelming cause to question the reliability of [Mr. Syed's] conviction." She stated

that there was "new evidence" regarding the location of Hae's car, and one of the

alternative suspects "was not properly cleared as a suspect based on the incorrect use of a

polygraph examination." Ms. Feldman asserted that the "cell site evidence," i.e., the "cell

site records" of incoming calls toMr. Syed's cell phone on the date ofHae'smurder,which

was "a critical piece of information at tria ," was unreliable. Another consideration

regarding the reliability of the investigation conducted in this case was "past misconduct"

of Detective Ritz in a prior case "that resulted in an innocent man serving 18 years in

prison."

Ms. Feldman expressed concern regarding "the reliability of JayWilds," noting that

he gave different versions of events in different statements. She stated that it was

l

"extremely difficult . . . to rely on his testimony alone without sufficient corroboration."
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She then discussed concerns with the corroborating testimony of Ms. Vinson and Ms.

Pusateri.

Based on these issues, the State questioned the reliability ofMr. Syed's convictions.

Ms. Feldman noted that "[t]he State's duty, in this case, was to ensure [that] the person or

persons responsible for [Hae's] death were brought to justice. The State's defective

investigation of [her] murder failed to properly rule out at least two suspects who had

motive and opportunity to kill [Hae]." She asserted that the "faulty investigation" ofHae's

murder developed evidence against Mr. Syed that was "not reliable," and the motion to

vacate "acknowledges [that] justice has been denied to [Hae] and her family by not

ensuring [that] the correct assailant was brought to justice." Ms. Feldman then stated in

conclusion, as follows:

I understand how difficult this is but we need to make sure we hold the
correct person accountable. Our solemn duty, as prosecutors, is to seek

justice over convictions. The [SAO] believes that we are morally and

ethically compelled, at this moment, to take affirmative action to rectify the

justice that was denied to Mr. Syed.

The State has lost confidence in the integrity of his convictions and believes
that it is in the interest of justice and fairness that his convictions be vacated.

It is our promise that wewill do everything we can to bring justice to the Lee
family. This means continuing to utilize all available resources to bring a

suspect or suspects to justice and hold them accountable.

Ms. Suter then addressed the court. After expressing sympathy to Mr. Lee and his

family, she stated that Mr. Syed was innocent.

The only evidence admitted at the hearing was Ms. Feldman's affidavit and a letter

written by Mr. Syed's original defense counsel, M. Cristina Gutierrez, dated January 6,
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2000. This letter requested Brady material from the State, stating that, "[d]espite [ML

Syed's] multiple requests for disclosure of such material, exculpatory or mitigating

information within the State's possession continues to come to light as this case proceeds."

Ms. Suter proffered that the documents that the State referred to as Brady material

"were not in the defense file." She further proffered "that previous post-conviction counsel

in this case would also state to the best of his knowledge and recollection, he has never

seen these documents." She asked thatMr. Syed's convictions be vacated.

D.

Circuit Court's Ruling on the Motion to Vacate

The court then issued its oral ruling from the bench, finding that, "[u]pon

consideration of the papers, in camera review of evidence, proceedings and oral arguments

of counsel made upon the record," the State had "proven grounds for vacating the judgment

of conviction in the matter of Adnan Syed." The court found that the State had "proven

that therewas a Brady violation." It also found that the State had "discovered new evidence

that could not have been discovered by due diligence in time for new trial under Maryland

Rule 4-331(c)," and such information "create[d] a substantial and significant probability

that the result would have been different?"

15 We note that, although CP § 8-301.1(f)(2) requires the court to "state the reasons

for" its ruling, the court did not explain its reasons for finding a Brady violation. See State
v. Grafton, 255 Md. App. 128, 144 (2022) (Brady violation requires proof that: (1) the

prosecutor suppressed or withheld evidence; (2) the evidence was favorable to the accused;
and (3) the evidence was material). It did not explain how, or if, it found that the evidence
was suppressed, despite the lack of affirmative evidence that the information had not been

disclosed, and the statement in the motion to vacate that, "[i]f this information was indeed
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The court stated that, "in the interests of justice and fairness," it would grant the

State's motion to vacate Mr. Syed's convictions for first-degree murder, kidnapping,

robbery, and false imprisonment. It ordered that Mr. Syed be released on his own

recognizance, subject to home detention with GPS monitoring. It further ordered,

consistent with Maryland Rule 4-333(i), that the State "schedule a date for a new trial or

enter a [nol] pros of the vacated counts within 30 days of the date of this order?"

The court then instructed security to "remove the shackles from Mr. Syed." The

court stated its understanding that "the State and all counsel will hold a press conference

outside the courthouse this afternoon," and it excused the press from the courtroom and

directed those who were not members of the press to remain seated. A person in the

courtroom applied an ankle monitor to Mr. Syed and stated that the necessary paperwork

would be submitted later. The court then told Mr. Syed that he was free to leave and told

"the people on the phone" that the hearing had concluded. That same day, the court issued

a written order memorializing its ruling.

provided to defense," the failure to utilize it would be ineffective assistance of counsel.
The court also did not explain how the notes met the Brady materiality standard.

Additionally, the court found that the State discovered new evidence that created a

substantial likelihood of a different result, but it did not identify what evidence was newly
discovered or why it created the possibility of a different result.

16 Maryland Rule 4-333(i) provides, in part: "Within 3O days after the court enters
an order vacating a judgment of conviction . . . as to any count, the State's Attorney shall
either enter a nolleprosequi of the vacated count or take other appropriate action as to that

count"
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E.

Subsequent Appeal and Entry of a Nolle Prosequi

On September 28, 2022, Mr. Lee filed a notice of appeal, pursuant to CP § 11-

103(b), regarding the court's September 19, 2022 order." The next day, September 29,

2022, Mr. Lee filed in the ciICuit court a motion to stay the proceedings pending appeal,

asking the court to rule on the motion by the close of business that day. On Wednesday,

October 5, 2022, after no ruling had been issued in the circuit court, Mr. Lee filed in this

Court a motion to stay the circuit court proceedings pending appeal. He argued that all

proceedings in the circuit court should be stayed pending the resolution of this appeal in

order "[t]o preserve this Court's appellate jurisdiction and to avoid irreparable prejudice to

Mr. Lee's right to appeal." 0n Thursday, October 6, 2022, Mr. Syed filed in this Court a

notice of intent to respond to the motion to stay.

At 8:55 a.m. on October 11, 2022, prior to the time a response to the motion to stay

was due, see Md. Rule 8-431(b) (response to motion shall be filed within five days after

service of the motion), and eight days before the 30-day deadline to enter a nolle prosequi

or take other appropriate action under Rule 4-333(i), the State appeared in court and

17 The right to appeal generally is limited to a party. See Md. Code Ann., Cts. &
Jud. Proc. Art. § 12-301 (2020 Repl. Vol.) ("a party may appeal from a final judgment
entered in a civil or criminal case by a circuit court"). CP § 11-103(b), however, provides:
"Although not a party to a criminal or juvenile proceeding, a victim of a crime for which
the defendant or child respondent is charged may . . . appeal to the [Appellate Court of
Maryland] from a final order that denies or fails to consider a right secured to the victim
by [various statutes]." Accord Md. Rule 8-111(c) ("a victim of a crime" is "not a party to
a criminal or juvenile proceeding"). It is undisPuted here thatMr. Lee had a right to appeal
the court's September 19, 2022 order on the basis that, in granting the State's motion to
vacate, the court denied or failed to consider "a right secured to the victim."
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indicated that it would be entering a nol pros ofMr. Syed's vacated charges. The court

stated that the nol pros was "entered."

On October 12, 2022, this Court, in response to the State's action, denied the motion

to stay and orderedMr. Lee to "show cause in writing, within 15 days from the date of this

Order, why this appeal should not be dismissed asmoot in light of the nolleprosequi filed"

the previous day." The parties filed additional written submissions. On November 4,

2022, this Court issued an order that "the provision of this Court's October 12 Order

directing the appellant to show cause is deemed satisfied. This appeal shall proceed?"

DISCUSSION

In his briefs filed in this Court, Mr. Lee lists multiple concerns about the vacatur

proceedings. Initially, he contends that the State and the circuit court violated his rights to

"reasonable notice, to appear, and to be heard." He further asserts that the court held "an

improper, clandestine, in camera preheating," which neither he nor the public knew

occurred. He argues that the on-the-record vacatur hearing was a "farce," where no

evidence was produced and there was "a predetermined outcome decided in the closed-

chambers preheating." Mr. Lee challenges the validity of the State's assertion that there

was a Brady violation, and he asserts that the court did not properly issue findings

18 That same day, the circuit court denied Mr. Lee's motion to stay the proceedings
pending appeal on the ground that the State's nol pros rendered the motion moot.

19 This Order also denied Mr. Syed's motion to strike the State, represented by the

Attorney General's Office, as a party to the appeal.
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explaining how there was such a violation. Mr. Lee argues that "the circuit court conducted

neither a full nor tranSparent review of long-since discounted evidence."

We share many ofMr. Lee's concerns about how the proceedings were conducted.

The scope of our review in this appeal, however, is limited to whether the court denied Mr.

Lee rights to which he was entitled as the victim's representative. Thus, as indicated in our

Order that the appeal should proceed, the issues before us are: (1) whether the appeal is

moot; (2) ifmoot, whether we nevertheless should address themerits of the appeal; and (3)

did Mr. Lee receive the rights to which he was entitled as a victim's representative.

Mr. Lee contends that this appeal is not moot and that the court violated his

constitutional and statutory rights to reasonable notice, to appear, and to be heard. He

asserts that the court "erred by endorsing inadequate notice, relying on secret evidence, and

entertaining only perfunctory input from Mr. Lee after it had predetermined its holding."

Before we address those issues, we set forth a brief discussion of victims' rights and the

vacatur statute and corresponding rule.

I.

Victims' Rights

This Court recently noted the "clear public policy" in Maryland "to provide broad

rights to crime victims in [the] trial and appellate courts." Antoine v. State, 245 Md. App.

521, 539 (2020) (quoting Lopez v. State, 458 Md. 164, 175 (2018)). In 1994, the voters or

Maryland ratified Article 47 of the Declaration of Rights, which provides:

(a) A victim of crime shall be treated by agents of the State with dignity,
resPect, and sensitivity during all phases of the criminal justice process.
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(b) In a case originating by indictment or information filed in a circuit court,
a victim of crime shall have the right to be informed of the rights established
in this Article and, upon request and ifpracticable, to be notified of, to attend,
and to be heard at a criminal justice proceeding, as these rights are

implemented and the terms "crime , criminal justice proceeding", and
"victim" are Specified by law. �

(c) Nothing in this Article permits any civil cause of action for monetary
damages for violation of any of its provisions or authorizes a victim of crime
to take any action to stay a criminal justice proceeding.

Md. Const., Decl. of Rts., art. 47. Article 47 "represents 'the strong public policy that

victims should have more rights and should be informed of the proceedings, that they

should be treated fairly, and in certain cases, that they should be heard."' Hoile v. State,

404 Md. 591, 605 (2008) (quoting Lopez�Sanchez v. State, 388 Md. 214, 229 (2005)),

superseded by statute on other grounds, 2013 Md. Laws ch. 363, § 1 (codified at CP § 11-

103), as recognized in Antoine, 245 Md. App. at 541�42.

The General Assembly has passed a number of statutes to implement those rights.

For example, CP § 11-1002(b)(1) and (3) set forth guidelines for the treatment of a crime

victim or victim's representative, including that they "should be treated with dignity,

respect, courtesy, and sensitivity," and that they "should be notified in advance of dates

and times of trial court proceedings in the case and . . . of postsentencing proceedings."

We will discuss other statutes, as applicable, infi-a.

II.

Vacatur of Convictions

The General Assembly has provided for various rights for victims depending on the

proceeding involved. This appeal involves victims' rights in the context of a proceeding
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pursuant to CP § 8-301.1, which became effective on October 1, 2019. See 2019Md. Laws

ch. 702.

CP § 8-301.1 provides that a court may vacate a conviction on a State's motion to

vacate a judgment of conviction (or a probation before judgment) on either of two grounds:

(1) there is "newly discovered evidence" that "could not have been discovered by due

diligence in time to move for a new trial under Maryland Rule 4-331(c)," which "creates a

substantial or significant probability that the result would have been different"; or (2) after

the entry of the conviction or probation before judgment, the prosecutor "received new

information" that "calls into question the integrity of the probation before judgment or

conviction." CP § 8-301.1(a)(1)(i)��(ii). The State here advised the court that it was

proceeding under the second prong.

If the State meets its burden of proof to show either of these grounds, see CP § 8-

301.1(g), the court must find that "the interest of justice and fairness justifies vacating the

probation before judgment or conviction." CP § 8-301.1(a)(2). The court shall hold a

hearing if the motion filed satisfies the requirements of the statute, unless "the court finds

that the motion fails to assert grounds on which reliefmay be granted." CP § 8-301.1(e).2°

With respect to the notice required to be given to the victim regarding such a

hearing, and the victim's right to attend, CP § 8-301.1(d) provides, as follows:

2° CP § 8-301.1(b) provides that a motion to vacate shall: "(1) be inwriting; (2) state
in detail the grounds onwhich the motion is based; (3) where applicable, describe the newly
discovered evidence; and (4) contain or be accompanied by a request for a hearing."
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(d)(1) Before a hearing on a motion filed under this section, the victim or
victim's representative shall be notified, as provided under § 11-104 or § 1 1-
503 of this article.

(2) A victim or victim's representative has the right to attend a hearing on a
motion filed under this section, as provided under § 11-102 of this article.

In ruling on a motion, the court may "vacate the conviction or probation before

judgment and discharge the defendant" or deny the motion. CP § 8-301.1(f)(1)(i). The

court shall "state the reasons for a ruling . . . on the record." CP § 8-301.l(f)(2).2'

Maryland Rule 4-333, effective January 1, 2020, implements CP § 8-301.1 and

provides further requirements when there is a motion to vacate a conviction. With respect

to notice to the victim, Rule 4-333(g)(2) provides:

Pursuant to Code, Criminal Procedure Article, § 8-301.1(d), the State's
Attorney shall send written notice of the hearing to each victim or victim's
representative, in accordance with Code, Criminal Procedure Article, § 11-
104 or § 11-503. The notice shall contain a brief description of the

proceeding and inform the victim or victim's representative of the date, time,
and location of the hearing and the right to attend the hearing.

Rule 4-333(h) addresses the conduct of the hearing. Rule 4-333(h)(1) provides that,

if the victim or victim's representative entitled to notice is not present at the hearing, "the

2' The legislative history of CP § 8-301.1 indicates that the statute was enacted, at
least in part, in response to criminal activity by members of the Baltimore Police
Department's Gun Trace Task Force, which potentially affected many convictions in
Baltimore City. SeeMd. Gen. Assemb. S. Jud. Proc. Comm., Floor Report, H.B. 874, 2019
Leg., 439th Sess., at 4�5 (2019). The legislative history also reflects an intent to allow the
State to move to vacate crimes based on acts that are no longer a crime, such as use or

possession of less than 10 grams of marijuana. See H.B. 874, Committee
Recommendation. This history suggests that the statute was intended to be used when
there was no dispute that the convictions should be reversed, although its ultimate language
does not include any such limitation.
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State's Attorney shall state on the record the effortsmade to contact that person and provide

notice of the hearing." Rule 4-333(h)(3) provides that, afier a hearing, "[t]he court shall

state its reasons for the ruling on the record." As the parties note, following subsection (h)

of Rule 4-333, the following cross-reference appears: "For the right of a victim or victim's

representative to address the court during a sentencing or diSposition hearing, see Code,

Criminal Procedure Article, § 11-403?"

Rule 4-333(i) adds an additional requirement in a vacatur proceeding. It provides

that, if the court enters an order vacating a judgment of conviction pursuant to CP § 8-

301.1, the State's Attorney, within 30 days of the entry of the order, "shall either enter a

nolleprosequi of the vacated count or take other appropriate action as to that count."

III.

Mootness

Before we address Mr. Lee's contention that his rights as a victim's representative

were violated, we must address whether his appeal is pr0perly before us. Mr. Syed

contends that it is not, asserting that the State's entry of a nol pros after Mr. Lee filed his

appeal rendered the appeal moot, and therefore, we should dismiss the appeal.

"Generally, a case is moot ifno controversy exists between the parties or 'when the

court can no longer fashion an effective remedy.'" D.L. v. Sheppard Pratt Health Sys.,

22 CP § 11-403(b) provides that, in a sentencing or disposition hearing, which
includes the alteration of a sentence, "the court, if practicable, shall allow the victim or the
victim's representative to address the court under oath before the imposition of sentence or
other disposition." In CP § ll-403(a), "disposition" is referred to in connection with a

"juvenile court proceeding."
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Inc., 465 Md. 339, 351�52 (2019) (quoting In re Kaela C., 394 Md. 432, 452 (2006)). "It

is well settled that '[a]ppellate courts do not sit to give opinions on abstract propositions or

moot questions, and appeals which present nothing else for decision are dismissed as a

matter of course." Cottman v. State, 395 Md. 729, 744 (2006) (quoting State v. Ficker,

266 Md. 500, 506�07 (1972)). "The test ofmootness is whether, when it is before the court,

a case presents a controversy between the parties for which, by way of resolution, the court

can fashion an effective remedy." Adkins v. State, 324 Md. 641, 646 (1991). "In other

words, 'mootness prevents review of an issue only when the court can no longer fashion

an effective remedy."' Tallant v. State, 254 Md. App. 665, 682�83 (2022) (quoting

Hawkes v. State, 433 Md. 105, 130 (2013)) (cleaned up). AccordMd. Tobacco Growers'

Ass 'n v. Md. TobaccoAuth., 267 Md. 20, 25-26 (1972) ("[W]hen the chronology of a case

makes it apparent that nothing [the court] could do could undo or remedy that which has

already occurred," then "the case must be dismissed as moot").

Mr. Lee contends that the State's entry of a n01 pros did notmake this appeal moot.

He asserts that this Court can provide him with "an effective, tangible form of relief,"

namely, "a redo of the vacatur hearing with the proper procedures and safeguards." He

argues that the entry of the nolle prosequi did "not moot the right to a compliant hearing

because the State had no authority to [n01 pros] but for the deficient vacatur hearing," and

"once this Court took jurisdiction of this appeal, any actions that would interfere with

appellate adjudication were invalid."
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The State similarly contends that this appeal is not moot. It argues that a valid

vaca'tur hearing was a prerequisite to the ability to enter a nolle prosequi, and because it

was entered "in the wake of the defective vacatur hearing," the nol pros was a legal nullity.

Mr. Syed contends that this appeal is moot "[b]ecause the underlying case was

ended by the entry of a nolle prosequi subsequent to the filing of the notice of appeal," and

"following the State's dismissal of the charges against [him]," this Court can provide Mr.

Lee with "no effective relief." He argues that "[i]t is uncontroverted that the State acted

lawfully in entering the nolle prosequi," and because Mr. Lee cannot challenge that action

on appeal, the dismissal of the charges is not subject to appellate review.

It is this latter contention that is critical to the mootness issue, i.e., whether the State

"acted lawfully in entering the nolle prosequi." To assess whether the entry of the nol pros

here rendered this appeal moot, we consider the nature and effect of a nol pros, both

generally and in this case.

A nolle prosequi is "an action taken by the State to dismiss pending charges when

it determines that it does not intend to prosecute the defendant under a particular

indictment." State v. Huntley, 411 Md. 288, 291 n.4 (2009) (citing Ward v. State, 290 Md.

76, 83 (1981)). Accord CP § 1-101(k) (defining "nolle prosequi" as "a formal entry on the

record by the State that declares the State's intention not to prosecute a charge"). Maryland

Rule 4-247(a) provides that "[t]he State's Attorney may terminate a prosecution on a

charge and dismiss the charge by entering a nolle prosequi on the record in open court."

The entry of a nolle prosequi eliminates the charge, leaving the defendant in the

position he would have been in if he had never been charged and convicted. See Blackston
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v. State, 93 Md. App. 567, 570 (1992) (When the State entered a nolle prosequi of charges,

"it was as if the charges had never existed"), cert. denied, 329 Md. 336 (1993). Accord

Curley v. State, 299 Md. 449, 460 (1984) ("Normally the effect of a nol pros is as if the

charge had never been brought in the first place."). Upon entry of a n01 pros, "the matter is

'terminated' at that time; and the accused may be proceeded against for the same offense

only under a new or different charging document or count." State v. Moulden, 292 Md.

666, 673 (1982) (quoting Barrett v. State, 155 Md. 636, 637�38 (1928)). Accord In re

Darren M., 358 Md. 104, 112 (2000) (nol pros "is not an acquittal or pardon from the

underlying conduct that served as the basis of the original charges").23

As indicated, Mr. Syed contends that, based on the entry of a nol pros on October

11, 2022, the case was ended, there is nothing for this Court to review, and this case is

moot. Under typical circumstances, Mr. Syed would be correct, and the State's entry of a

nol pros of the charges would end the case against the defendant and render an appeal of

prior court proceedings on those charges moot. See Mitchell v. State, 369 P.3d 299, 307

(Idaho 2016) (when charges were dismissed, the appeal by the victim asserting that his

rights were violated was moot); S.K. v. State, 881 So. 2d 1209, 1212 n.6 (Fla. Dist. Ct.

App. 2004) (when nol pros was entered, appeal by victim's representatives alleging that

their rights were violated was moot).

23 If the nol pros is entered after trial has begun, however, jeopardy attaches, and a

subsequent prosecution on the same offense would violate principles of double jeopardy.
See Ward, 290 Md. at 97. Accord Boone v. State, 3 Md. App. 11, 25�26 ("If entered
without the consent of the defendant after trial has begun, jeopardy attaches because it
operates as an acquittal." , cert. denied, 393 U.S. 872 (1968).
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In this case, however, Mr. Lee contends that the n01 pros was invalid and a nullity,

and therefore, it did not render his appeal moot. For the reasons set forth below, we agree

that, under the unique circumstances of this case, the n01 pros was void, and therefore, it

was a nullity.

As a general rule, the State's Attorney has broad discretion, fi'ee fi'om judicial

control, to enter a nolle prosequi. State v. Simms, 456 Md. 551, 561 (2017); Ward, 290

Md. at 83. This authority, however, is not unfettered. The Supreme Court of Maryland

has made clear that there are exceptions and boundaries to the State's discretion. Simms,

456 Md. at 562. AccordHook v. State, 315 Md. 25, 35-36 (1989) (The State's power to

n01 pros charges is "not absolute" or "without restraint"); Ward, 290 Md. at 83 n.6 ("There

is authority . . . suggesting that the court may or may not permit the entry of the nolle

prosequi in. order to prevent injustice").

The Supreme Court, in several circumstances, has limited the State's power to enter

a nol pros to prevent injustice. In Curley, 299 Md. at 462, the Supreme Court held that,

where the State enters a n01 pros that has the purpose or necessary effect of circumventing

the defendant's right to a trial within the ISO-day time limit ("the Hicks rule"),24 that nol

pros is treated as a nullity for purposes of theHicks rule, and if the State files new charges,

the ISO-day period for trial is calculated based upon the initial prosecution, rather than

beginning with the second prosecution. Accord Huntley, 411 Md. at 293 (when

circumvention of the Hicks rule is "(1) the purpose of the State's nol pros, or (2) the

24 State v. Hicks, 285 Md. 310 (1979).
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necessary effect of its entry," the 180-day period for trial "begins with the triggering event

under the initial prosecution").

Another limit to the State's authority to enter a nol pros is in the situation where

"entry of a nol pros undermines a fair trial." Simms, 456 Md. at 562. The concept of

fundamental fairness "requires that the entry of a nol pros conform[] to 'the rudimentary

demands of fair procedure' and cannot violate 'the civilized standards for [a] fair and

impartial trial."' Id. (quotingHook, 315 Md. at 41�42).

In Hook, 315 Md. at 32-33, the defendant was on trial for first-degree and second-

degree murder. Hook confessed that he shot the victims, but he presented an intoxication

defense, which, if accepted, would have downgraded the first-degree murder charge to

second-degree murder. Id. at 29, 38, 41�42. At the close of its case, the State, overHook's

objection, entered a nolle prosequi on the second-degree murder count. Id. at 37. The

Supreme Court reversed Hook's conviction, stating:

When the defendant is plainly guilty of some offense, and the evidence is
legally sufficient for the trier of fact to convict him of either the greater
offense or a lesser included offense, it is fundamentally unfair under
Maryland common law for the State, over the defendant's objection, to nol

pros the lesser included offense. . . . In short, it is simply offensive to
fundamental fairness, in such circumstances, to deprive the trier of fact, over
the defendant's objection, of the third option of convicting the defendant of
a lesser included offense.

Id. at 43�44. The Court held that the "exceptional circumstances" in that case "present[ed]

a rare occasion calling for a tempering of the broad authority vested in a State's Attorney

to terminate a prosecution by a nolle prosequi" because the State's use of the nol pros was

"inconsistent with the rudimentary demands of fair procedure." Id. at 41�42.
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In Simms, 456 Md. at 575�76, the Court addressed another limit to the State's

authority to n01 pros charges. In that case, the defendant appealed his convictions, arguing

that the evidence was insufficient to support the convictions. Id. at 569. While the appeal

was pending, the State entered a nolle prosequi of the charges. Id. at 555. As in this case,

the State argued that Mr. Simms' appeal was thenmoot. Id. The Supreme Court addressed

the appeal on its merits, holding that the State did not have the authority to enter a nol pros,

and it was "simply a nullity, 'improper' and therefore 'ineffective."' Id. at 576 (quoting

Friend v. State, 175 Md. 352, 356 (1938)).

The primary basis for the Court's decision in Simms was that "the State does not

have the authority to enter a nol pros after a final judgment has been entered against a

defendant in a criminal case." Id. at 575. That rationale does not apply in this case. Once

the circuit court vacatedMr. Syed's convictions, the ruling, although a final judgment, left

Mr. Syed with no final judgment of conviction.

The Simms Court, however, went on to discuss another reason that the State did not

have authority in that case to enter a nol pros. The Court stated: "Once a case reaches final

judgment in a proceeding, and a party appeals that judgment, the issue 'comes within the

exclusive jurisdiction of the appellate court."' Id at 576 (quoting Irvin v. State, 276 Md.

168, 172�73 (1975)). The Court held that the State lacked the authority to n01 pros "to alter

the final judgment or to eliminate the appellate process initiated by Mr. Simms." Id. at 578

(emphasis added). "Because Mr. Simms appealed his conviction and sentence, the trial

court had no jurisdiction to alter the conviction or sentence by relying on the State's nol

pros authority." Id. at 576. The Court held that the State could not attempt "an end run
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around the appellate process" by seeking to erase a conviction and sentence, and therefore,

"the n01 pros entered in the trial court as to the charge underlying the conviction and

sentence was simply a nullity, 'improper' and therefore 'ineffective."' Id. (quoting Friend,

175 Md. at 356)."

These cases stand for the proposition that the State does not have unlimited authority

to n01 pros a case. Rather, the courts will temper the State's authority in exceptional

circumstances, such as where it violates fundamental fairness, and in at least some

circumstances, it circumvents the right to appeal.

Although Simms, 456 Md. at 576, discussed the impropriety of the State attempting

"an end run around the appellate process" by entering a nol pros afier an appeal was filed,

that case involved an appeal from a judgment of conviction, which this case does not. Other

jurisdictions, however, have held that, even in a situation not involving a final judgment of

conviction, the prosecution cannot enter a nol pros while an appeal is pending, and a nol

pros entered in that circumstance is invalid.

In Sanders v. State, 869 S.E.2d 411, 415 (Ga. 2022), the defendant was indicted for

murder and other offenses. The trial court denied her motion to dismiss the indictment,

and she appealed. Id. at 416. While the case was pending on appeal, the State reindicted

25 The Supreme Court noted in State v. Simms, 456 Md. 551, 568 (2017), that, in
Hooper v. State, 293 Md. 162 (1982), it previously addressed a situation where the State
nol prossed the case while it was on appeal from the dismissal of indictments against the
defendants based on its filing of new charges. The State then sought to withdraw its entry
of a nol pros, but the Court held that the State did not have such authority. Hooper, 293
Md. at 171. The Simms Court stated that Hooper was inapposite because the procedural
posture of that case was different, and the sole issue on appeal was the authority of the
State to withdraw the entry of a nol pros. Simms, 456 Md. at 568�69.
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Sanders, and the court then granted the State's motion to nol pros the indictment pending

appeal. Id. The Supreme Court of Georgia rejected the argument that the entry of the nol

pros mooted Sanders' appeal. Id. at 417. It held that the nol pros "was a nullity" because

"[a] notice of appeal generally divests the trial court of jurisdiction to alter the judgment or

order that is being appealed," and in that case, "Sanders' notice ofappeal deprived the trial

court of the authority to enter an order of nolle prosequi" on the indictment "while th[e]

appeal was pending." Id. at 416�17.

In Commonwealth v. Hudson, 92 A.3d 1235, 1237 (Pa. Super.), appeal denied, 106

A.3d 724 (Pa. 2014), the Commonwealth appealed from an order granting Hudson's

pretrial motion to suppress. After the appeal was filed, the Commonwealth requested the

entry of "a voluntary nolle prosequi withprejudice" on Hudson's charges, which the court

granted. Id. The Superior Court of Pennsylvania declined to quash the Commonwealth's

appeal, noting that the nol pros was entered "after the appeal Was filed." Id. at 1240

(emphasis in original). Because the trial court lacked the "authority to proceed any further

due to the pending appeal," the "filing of the nolle prosequi and the subsequent order

[entering the n01 pros] were nullities." Id. at 1241.

At first glance, Sanders andHudson supportMr. Lee's argument that the State's nol

pros, entered after the appeal was noted, was a nullity. In Maryland, however, unlike the

above cases, trial courts "are not stripped of their jurisdiction to take post-judgment action

simply because an appeal is pending from that judgment." Cottman v. State, 395 Md. 729,

740 (2006). "[A]bsent a stay required by law, or one obtained from an appellate court,"
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the trial court "has the authority to exercise the 'fundamental jurisdiction' which it

possesses." Id. at 740�41 (quoting State v. Peterson, 315 Md. 73, 81 (1989)).

The courtmay not, however, exercise that discretion "in a manner that affects either

the subject matter of the appeal or the appellate proceeding itself�that, in effect, precludes

or hampers the appellate court from acting on the matter before it." Jackson v. State, 358

Md. 612, 620 (2000). AccordPeterson, 315 Md. at 82 n.3 ("a trial court ordinarily should

not proceed with a hearing in the circumstances here, thereby mooting an issue before an

appellate court"). If a trial court does interfere with the proceedings on appeal, however, it

"'may be subject to reversal on appeal, but it is not void ab initio for lack of jurisdiction to

enter it.'" Cottman, 395 Md. at 742 (quoting Jackson, 358 Md. at 620).

In Cottman, 395 Md. at 736�37, after the defendant was convicted and his appeal

was pending, the circuit court granted him a new trial. The Supreme Court determined that

this action did not interfere with the subject matter of the appeal, but even if it did, it was

not void. Id. at 741-42. The grant of the new trial eliminated the judgment of conviction,

there was no longer a judgment for the Appellate Court to review, and the appeal wasmoot.

Id. at 743.26

26 Although the Supreme Court's opinion in Simms, 456 Md. at 576, expressed
concern about the fairness of the entry of a n01 pros while an appeal was pending, holding
that the n01 pros in that case was a nullity when it was entered while an appeal was pending
from a final judgnent of conviction, the Court recently stated that it did not read Simms
"as a retreat fi'om those cases that have discussed a circuit court's continuing fundamental

jurisdiction during the pendency of an appeal." State v. Thomas, 465 Md. 288, 300 n.9

(2019).
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Thus, in the ordinary case, the noting of an appeal would not deprive the State from

entering a nolle prosequi. This, however, is not an ordinary case.

As indicated, the circuit court granted the motion to vacate on September 19, 2022.

Based on Rule 4-333(i), the State had 30 days, i.e., until October 19, 2022, to "either enter

a nolleprosequi of the vacated count or take other appropriate action as to that count." On

September 28, 2022, Mr. Lee filed a notice of appeal.

Mr. Lee appeared to anticipate the possibility that the State would enter a nolle

prosequi of the vacated charges prior to having his appeal heard by this Court. The day

after he filed his appeal, Mr. Lee filed, in the circuit court, a motion to stay further

proceedings "to avoid irreparable prejudice to . . . [his] right to appeal." On the following

Wednesday afternoon, October 5, 2022, after no ruling had been issued in that court, Mr.

Lee filed a motion to stay in this Court." On Thursday, October 6, 2022, Mr. Syed filed

in this Court a notice of intent to reSpond to the motion to stay, which would be due on

Thursday, October 13, 2022.28 At 8:55 a.m. on Tuesday, October 11, 2022, the State

entered a nol pros ofMr. Syed's vacated charges. The court stated that the n01 pros was

"entered."

27 As indicated, the circuit court had not ruled on Mr. Lee's motion to stay at that

point, and it did not do so until after the State entered a nol pros of the charges, at which
time it denied the motion, stating that the State's nol pros rendered the motion moot.

28 The motion to stay was filed on October 5, 2022, and a c0py of the motion was
served on the parties that same day. Thus, because October 10, 2022, was a court holiday,
a response to the motion was due by Thursday, October 13, 2022. See Md. Rule 8-431(b);
Md. Rule 1-203(a).
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The timing of the entry of the nol pros is important. It was entered soon after the

filing of the motion to stay in this Court, on the morning of the third business day after Mr.

Lee filed the motion. At that point, there were only two days before the reSponse to the

motion to stay was due, after which this Court potentially could have granted the motion

to stay. The nol proswas filedwith eight days still remaining before the 30-day time period

provided by Rule 4-333(i) required the State to "either enter a nolleprosequi of the vacated

count or take other appropriate action as to that count."

Under these circumstances, we conclude that the nol pros was entered with the

purpose or "necessary effect" of preventing Mr. Lee from obtaining a ruling on appeal

regarding whether his rights as a victim's representative were violated. See Carley, 299

Md. at 462; Simms, 456 Md. at 576. This action conflicted with "the State's interest in

procuring justice," which requires it "to ensure that the constitutional rights of crime

victims are honored and protected." State v. Casey, 44 P.3d 756, 764 (Utah 2022). By

entering a n01 pros while a motion to stay was pending, and while the State still had more

than a week before Rule 4�333(i) required action, the State violated the requirement that

the entry of a nol pros conform to "the rudimentary demands of fair procedure," seeHook,

315 Md. at 42, and it resulted in an injustice to Mr. Lee. Allowing a nol pros in this

circumstance gives the State amechanism to insulate a defective proceeding from appellate

review, and it prevents victims from receiving the rights to which they are entitled.

To be sure, as Mr. Syed points out, the prior circumstances tempering the authority

ofthe State's Attorney to nol pros have involved injustice to the defendant, and the injustice

here is not to the defendant, but to Mr. Lee, the victim's representative. Nevertheless, the
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State of Maryland has given constitutional and statutory rights to crime victims, and the

State's Attorney should not be allowed to thwart those rights in the way that happened in

this case. The nol pros entered under the circumstances of this case violated Mr. Lee's

right to be treated with dignity and respect. See Md. Const., Decl. of Rts., art. 47(a); CP §

11-1002(b)(1).

Under the unique facts and circumstances of this case, where the State entered a nol

pros two days before the response to the motion to stay was due, the deadline for the State

to "either enter a nolleprosequi of the vacated count or take other appropriate action," Md.

Rule 4-333(i), was eight days away, and permitting the entry of the nol pros would result

in injustice to the victim, we conclude that exceptional circumstances exist to temper the

authority of the State to enter a nol pros. Accordingly, we hold that the nol pros was void,

and the circuit court erred in accepting the n01 pros at the court proceeding on October 11,

2022.29

Because the nol pros was void, it was a nullity, and it does not render this appeal

moot. Accordingly, we proceed to address the merits of the appeal, i.e., Mr. Lee's claims

that his rights to notice, to attend, and to be heard were violated.

29 We recognize that Article 47(c) of the Maryland Declaration of Rights states:

"Nothing in this Article . . . authorizes a victim of crime to take any action to stay a criminal
justice proceeding." It is not clear, however, that a prosecutor's action in entering a nol
pros is a "criminal justice proceeding." See Barnett v. Antonacci, 122 So. 3d 400, 404�06
(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2013) (a decision to n01 pros a case is not a stage of a criminal
proceeding within the constitutional provision relating to rights of crime victims), rev.
denied, 139 So. 3d 884 (Fla. 2014). By entering a n01 pros before the response to the
motion to stay was filed and this Court made a ruling on the motion, the State prevented
this Court from deciding whether a stay could be granted to prevent the nol pros.
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IV.

Right to Notice

Mr. Lee contends that the State violated his right to notice in several ways. First,

he argues that the State was "woefully deficient in notifying [him] before moving to

vacate," asserting that, although vacatur had been "in theworks for nearly a year," the State

first notified him of its motion to vacate on September 12, 2022, two days before filing the

motion on September l4, 2022. Even then, it "disclosed no relevant details and did not tell

Mr. Lee that there would be a hearing." Second, he contends that he was "excluded from

the exparte proceeding held on Friday, September 16," and he did not even know about it

until the vacatur hearing. Third, he argues that the State notified him on Friday, September

l6, 2022, that there would be an "in-person hearing" on Monday, September l9, 2022,

advising that he could watch via Zoom, but not advising that he had a right to participate.

He argues that this did not constitute reasonable notice, and "he could not travel cross-

country on such short notice."

The State agrees that Mr. Lee did not receive sufficient notice of the Monday,

September 19, 2022, vacatur hearing, "which led to the denial of his right to attend the

hearing in person, as contemplated by law," and "unfairly compromised his ability to be

heard on the impact of the vacatur decision on him and the rest of the victim's family." It

asserts that "Friday notice of a Monday hearing to a victim representative known to be in

California was not reasonably calculated to afford [ML] Lee his right to attend the vacatur

hearing in person."
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Mr. Syed contends that "the State's victim notification complied with the applicable

constitutional provisions, statutes, and rules." He argues that, although it was not required

to do so, the State advised Mr. Lee of its intent to file the vacatur motion, emailed a draft

of the motion, and advised that there would be a hearing. It notified Mr. Lee as soon as

practicable after a hearing was scheduled, as required by the statute and rule. Mr. Syed

asserts that the State complied with the notice requirement "by calling, emailing, and

texting [Mr. Lee] to notify him of the hearing, the date, time, and location, and facilitating

his attendance by providing a Zoom link."

As indicated, CP § 8-301.1(d)(1) addresses victims' rights to notice in vacatur

proceedings, as follows: "Before a hearing on a motion filed under this section, the victim

or victim's representative shall be notified, as provided under § 11-104 or § 11-503 of this

article." CP § 11-104(f)(1) provides:

(f)(1) Unless provided by the MDEC system, the prosecuting attorney shall
send a victim or victim's representative prior notice of each court proceeding
in the case, of the terms of any plea agreement, and of the right of the victim
or victim's representative to submit a victim impact statement to the court
under § 11-402 of this title if:

(i) prior notice is practicable; and

(ii) the victim or victim's representative has filed a notification request form
or followed the MDEC system protocol under subsection (e) of this section.

CP § 11-503(b) provides that, after conviction and sentencing, "the State's Attorney

shall notify the victim or victim's representative of a subsequent proceeding in accordance

with § 11-104(f) of this title" if the victim or victim's representative submits a notification

request form. A "subsequent proceeding" includes, among other things, "a hearing on a
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request to have a sentence modified or vacated under the Maryland Rules" and "any other

postsentencing court proceeding." CP § 11-503(a)(2), (7).3°

Maryland Rule 4-333 further provides:

Pursuant to Code, Criminal Procedure Article, § 8-301.1(d), the State's
Attorney shall send written notice of the hearing to each victim or victim's
representative, in accordance with Code, Criminal Procedure Article, § 11-
104 or § 11-503. The notice shall contain a brief description of the

proceeding and inform the victim or victim's representative of the date, time,
and location of the hearing and the right to attend the hearing.

Md. Rule 4-333(g)(2). If "a victim or victim's representative" is "entitled to notice"

pursuant to Rule 4-333(g) and "is not present at the hearing, the State's Attorney shall state

on the record the efforts made to contact that person and provide notice of the hearing."

Md. Rule 4-333(h)(1).

With that background, we will address Mr. Lee's three claims of inadequate notice

in this case.

A.

Filing ofMotion to Vacate

Mr. Lee first contends that the State was "woefully deficient" in notifying him that

it would be filing a motion to vacate. He cites no authority, however, that supports the

proposition that the State is required to give notice ofmotions that it is filing. Although it

3° As discussed in more detail, infia, CP § 8-301.1(d)(2) provides: "A victim or
victim's representative has the right to attend a hearing on a motion filed under this section,
as provided under § 11-102 of this article." CP § 11-102(a) provides: "If practicable, a
victim or victim's representative who has filed a notification request form under § 11-104
of this subtitle has the right to attend any proceeding in which the right to appear has been

granted to a defendant."
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may have been good practice to have given more notice in that regard, the statutes require

notice only of court proceedings, not the filing of a motion.

B.

Chambers Discussion

Mr. Lee's next claim is that the State did not give him notice of the Friday,

September 16, 2022, chambers discussion. He argues that this hearing violated the First

Amendment to the United States Constitution and the "law that court hearings be open to

the public." As we have noted, however, the issues in this appeal are limited to whether

Mr. Lee's rights as a victim's representative were violated. In that context, he cites no

authority in support of the proposition that the State was required to give him notice of this

event.

This Court has not addressed whether a victim or victim's representative has a right

to notice prior to an off-the-record chambers conference. In Brown v. State, 272 Md. 450,

479�80 (1974), however, the Supreme Court held that a defendant does not have the right

to attend such a conference. The Court explained:

We are fully cognizant of the necessity of conferences between the court and
counsel�either before or during a trial�for the purpose of discussing
scheduling, other collateral matters of procedure, to hear arguments of law
on evidentiary rulings, to confer on proposed instructions to the jury, and the
like. . . . [S]uch conferences have not been held to be a part of the trial. To
require that all such conferences be conducted in open court, or that the
defendant be present in chambers, or at a bench conference, on each occasion
would create administrative burdens, diminish the decorum of the

proceedings, and in many instances involve security risks�none of which
can be balanced by any gain from the defendant's presence.
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In State v. Damato-Kushel, 173 A.3d 357, 366 (Conn. 2017), the Supreme Court of

Connecticut held that a victim did not have the right to attend an off-the-record, in

chambers conference pursuant to a constitutional right to attend "court proceedings the

accused has the right to attend." Noting that the conference in that case was "conducted

informally and off the record," the court stated that it was hesitant to call such a conference

a "court proceeding." Id. It ultimately concluded "that the victim has no right to attend off-

the-record, in-chambers disposition conferences because the defendant herself has no right

to do so." Id.

Although these cases involve the right to attend, a similar analysis would apply to

notice because the notice requirements facilitate the right to attend. In Maryland,

constitutional and statutory provisions address the victim's right to notice in the following

contexts: a "criminal justice proceeding, as those rights are implemented," Md. Const.,

Decl. of Rts., art. 47(b); a hearing on a motion pursuant to CP § 8-301.1; each "court

proceeding in the case," if prior notice is practicable, CP § 11-104(f)(1); "trial court

proceedings" and "postsentencing proceedings," CP § ll-1002(b)(3); and a hearing on a

request to have a sentence modified or vacated, CP § 11-503(a)(2),(7). We construe those

provisions to refer to a formal, on-the-record court proceeding. We hold that a victim's

rights to notice, and to attend, court proceedings do not apply to off-the-record, in-

chambers conferences. We note, however, that, if there is an in-chambers conference, the

judge should put on the record what was discussed in chambers. See Poole v. State, 77

Md. App. 105, 120 (1988) (at the conclusion of a chambers conference, the court should
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announce on the record, "at a very minimum," what was agreed to during the discussion),

a 'd, 321 Md. 482 (1991).

C.

Vacatur Hearing

With respect to the Monday, September 19, 2022, on-the-record hearing on the

motion to vacate, there is no diSpute that the State was required to give Mr. Lee notice of

this hearing pursuant to CP § 8-301.1(d)(1). Although the record does not contain a victim

notification request form, and at oral argument, counsel for Mr. Lee stated that he had not

been able to ascertain whether such a form had been filed, this Court made clear inAntoine,

245 Md. App. at 545�46, that a failure to file the statutory notification request form was

"no barrier" to asserting a violation of a victim's rights if the parties and the court were

aware of the victim's interest in being heard. That clearly was the case here, andMr. Syed

does not argue that any failure to file a victim notification request form precludes review

ofMr. Lee's claims on appeal.

There also is no dispute that the prosecutor gave Mr. Lee notice of the hearing. The

question here is whether the State's notice to Mr. Lee was sufficient under the statute and

Rule 4-333. This presents a question of law, which we review de nova. See Wheeling v.

Selene Fin. LP, 473 Md. 356, 373 (2021) ("Where questions of law and statutory

interpretation are presented, this Court reviews them de novo, without deference to . . . the

circuit court's . . . analysis"); Otto v. State, 459 Md. 423, 446 (2018) ("Interpretation of

the Maryland Rules presents a question of law, reviewed de nova to ascertain whether the

trial court was legally correct in its rulings."); Bray v. Aberdeen Police Dep't, 190 Md.
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App. 414, 437 ("Whether the notice provided to appellant was sufficient was purely a

question of 1aw."), cert. denied, 415 Md. 39 (2010).

The record reflects that the prosecutor, Ms. Feldman, sent an email to Mr. Lee on

Friday afternoon, September 16, 2022, right after the chambers hearing, which the parties

represent is when the Monday, September 19 hearing date was set. As indicated, notice

clearly was given. The question is whether that notice complied with the intent of the

statute and the Rule.

Although the parties focus on the actions of the prosecutor, our review as an

appellate court is on the rulings and actions of the trial court. Walls v. State, 228 Md. App.

646, 668 (2016) ("Our function is not to review conduct of counsel, the parties, or witnesses

for error. We focus on the rulings of the court, some ofwhich may be made in response to

conduct of the lawyers, parties, or witnesses"). Thus, the question we address is not

whether the prosecutor acted as soon as possible in providing notice, butwhether the circuit

court erred in determining that the notice requirement had been satisfied before proceeding

with the hearing. We conclude that the court erred in making that finding here.

CP § 11-103(e) "makes courts responsible for enSuring that victims' rights are

honored, and authorizes them to fashion appropriate remedies if not." Antoine, 245 Md.

App. at 533. Amendments to this statute enacted in 2013, see 2013 Md. Laws ch. 363,

expanded the ability of courts to give relief to victims deprived of their rights. The statute

provides, in part, as follows:

(e)(1) In any court proceeding involving a crime against a victim, the court
shall ensure that the victim is in fact afforded the rights provided to victims
by law.
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(2) If a court finds that a victim's right was not considered or was denied, the
court may grant the victim relief provided the remedy does not violate the
constitutional right of a defendant or child respondent to be free from double
jeopardy.

(3) A court may not provide a remedy that modifies a sentence of
incarceration of a defendant or a commitment of a child respondent unless
the victim requests relief from a violation of the victim's right within 30 days
of the alleged violation.

CP§ 11-103(e)(1)�(3).

Rule 4-333(h)(1) also indicates that the court must ensure that victims' rights are

honored. It provides that, "[i]f the defendant or a victim or victim's representative entitled

to notice under section (g) of this Rule is not present at the hearing, the State's Attorney

shall state on the record the efforts made to contact that person and provide notice of the

hearing." Md. Rule 4-333(h)(1). Thus, the Rule envisions that, when the victim or victim's

representative is not present, the State must advise of its efforts to notify the victim, and

the court determines whether the notice requirements have been satisfied.

Here, when Mr. Lee was not present for the hearing, the court asked the State about

its efforts to notify the victim. The prosecutor advised that, on Friday, September 16, 2022,

the State emailed Mr. Lee with the time and date of the hearing on Monday, one business

day later. The email stated that the hearing would be in person, but Mr. Lee and his family

could watch via Zoom. Mr. Lee did not respond to that email, so the State reached out

again on Sunday, September 18, 2022, and Mr. Lee indicated that he would watch the

proceeding on Zoom.
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Counsel for Mr. Lee advised the court at the beginning of the hearing that Mr. Lee

wanted to be there in person, and counsel requested a postponement of seven days so that

Mr. Lee could arrange to take leave from work and fly from California to be present in the

courtroom, in the same way that the court and the parties were present. The court denied

the requested postponement and proceeded without Mr. Lee in the courtroom. He was

permitted to give a statement on Zoom, with only 30 minutes allowed for him to go home

from work to get on Zoom and prepare what he wanted to say.

In determining whether the court erred in finding that the notice given was sufficient

under CP § 8-301.1(d) and Rule 4-333, we must interpret the word "notice." In construing

the statute, we note well-settled rules of statutory construction:

The cardinal rule of statutory interpretation is to ascertain and effectuate the
real and actual intent of the legislature. A court's primary goal in
interpreting statutory language is to discern the legislative purpose, the ends
to be accomplished, or the evils to be remedied by the statutory provision
under scrutiny.

To ascertain the intent of the General Assembly, we begin with the normal,
plain meaning of the statute. If the language of the statute is unambiguous
and clearly consistent with the statute's apparent purpose, our inquiry as to
the legislative intent ends ordinarily and we apply the statute as written
without resort to other rules of construction. We neither add nor delete
language so as to reflect an intent not evidenced in the plain and
unambiguous language of the statute, and we do not construe a statute with
"forced or subtle interpretations" that limit or extend its application.

We, however, do not read statutory language in a vacuum, nor do we confine
strictly our interpretation of a statute's plain language to the isolated section
alone. Rather, the plain language must be viewed within the context of the
statutory scheme to which it belongs, considering the purpose, aim, or policy
of the Legislature in enacting the statute. We presume that the Legislature
intends its enactments to operate together as a consistent and harmonious
body of law, and, thus, we seek to reconcile and harmonize the parts of a
statute, to the extent possible consistent with the statute's object and scope.
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Where the words of a statute are ambiguous and subject to more than one
reasonable interpretation, or where the words are clear and unambiguous
when viewed in isolation, but become ambiguous when read as part of a

larger statutory scheme, a court must resolve the ambiguity by searching for
legislative intent in other indicia, including the history of the legislation or
other relevant sources intrinsic and extrinsic to the legislative process. In
resolving ambiguities, a court considers the structure of the statute, how it
relates to other laws, its general purpose and relative rationality and legal
effect of various competing constructions.

In every case, the statute must be given a reasonable interpretation, not one
that is absurd, illogical or incompatible with common sense.

State v. Bey, 452 Md. 255, 265�66 (2017). Similarly, "'[t]o interpret rules of procedure,

we use the same canons and principles of construction used to interpret statutes."' Hoile,

404 Md. at 608 (quoting State ex rel. Lennon v. Strazzella, 331 Md. 270, 274 (1993)).

Here, the circuit court stated that CP § 8-301.1 provides that "notice" must be given,

not "reasonable notice." It is true that Maryland's statute, unlike other jurisdictions'

victims' rights provisions, provides only for notice, not reasonable notice. Compare CP §

8-301.1(d)(1) ("[b]efore a hearing on a motion filed under this section, the victim or

victim's representative shall be notified"), with 18 U.S.C. § 3771(a)(2) (granting crime

victims "[t]he right to reasonable, accurate, and timely notice of any public court

proceeding . . . involving the crime"), Cal Const. art. I, § 28(b)(7) (granting crime victims

the right "[t]o reasonable notice of all public proceedings, including delinquency

proceedings, upon request, at which the defendant and the prosecutor are entitled to be

present"), N.C. Gen. Stat. § 15A-830.5(b)(1) (granting crime victims "[t]he right, upon

request, to reasonable, accurate, and timely notice of court proceedings of the accused"),

and Neb. Rev. Stat. § 81-1848(l)(b) (granting crime Victims the right "[t]o receive fiom
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the county attorney advance reasonable notice of any scheduled court proceedings and

notice of any changes in that schedule").

Nevertheless, in determining the intended scope of the term "notice," which is not

defined, we apply "'the language's natural and ordinary meaning, by considering the

express and implied purpose of the statute, and by employing basic principles of common

sense, the meaning these words intended to convey.'" 75-80 Properties, L.L.C. v. Rale,

Ina, 470 Md. 598, 645 (2020) (quoting Gofiv. State, 387 Md. 327, 344 (2005)). Thus, we

must construe CP § 8-301.1(d) and Rule 4-333 in light of the constitutional and statutory

mandate that crime victims "be treated by agents of the State with dignity, respect, and

sensitivity during all phases of the criminal justice process,"Md. Const., Decl. of Rts., art.

47(a), CP § 11-1002(b)(1), as well as the legislative intent that a victim has the right to

notice and to attend the vacatur hearing. Clearly, notice to a victim in California that there

would be a hearing in Baltimore a minute later would not be sufficient to comply with the

statutory objectives, a point which Mr. Syed's counsel conceded, appropriately, at oral

argument. Similarly, the State's notice here, an email one business day before the hearing

onMonday, September 19, 2022, was not sufficient to reasonably allowMr. Lee, who lived
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in California, to attend the proceedings, as was his right." The court erred in finding that

Mr. Lee received sufficient notice pursuant to CP § 8-301.1(d) and Rule 4-333."

The dissent's conclusion that the notice given was sufficient is based on the

conclusion that the notice was sufficient to allow Mr. Lee to appear at the vacatur hearing

by Zoom, which was sufficient to satisfy Mr. Lee's right to attend the hearing. As

discussed below, we disagree that requiring Mr. Lee to attend the hearing remotely, when

he wanted to attend in person, satisfied Mr. Lee's right to attend the hearing.

V.

Right to Attend

As indicated, CP § 8-301.1(d)(2) addresses victims' rights to attend vacatur

proceedings as follows: "A victim or victim's representative has the right to attend a

hearing on a motion filed under this section, as provided under § 11-102 of this article."

CP § 11-102(a) provides: "If practicable, a victim or victim's representative who has filed

a notification request form under § 11-104 of this subtitle has the right to attend any

proceeding in which the right to appear has been granted to a defendant."

Based on these statutes, Mr. Syed agrees that Mr. Lee had the right to attend the

Monday vacatur hearing. Mr. Syed asserts, however, that Mr. Lee's right to attend was

31 Ms. Feldman emailed Mr. Lee on Friday, September 16, 2022, but we do not
know when he received the email. The record reflects only that he knew by Sunday
afternoon, when he texted Ms. Feldman.

32 The General Assembly may want to revisit the notice provisions in CP § 8-301.1,
and other victims' rights statutes, to expressly provide that reasonable notice is required,
to prevent what happened here from happening in other cases.
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satisfied because Mr. Lee attended the hearing "via Zoom," and "attendance at hearings

via Zoom is commonplace since the COVID pandemic."

Mr. Lee and the State argue that Mr. Lee's right to attend the vacatur hearing was

not satisfied here. They argue that the vacatur statute envisions attendance in person, as

opposed to Zoom, asserting: "Even after the experience of the COVID-19 pandemic,

remote hearings are the exception, not the rule. And it was against the backdrop of open,

in-court hearings that the General Assembly enacted the vacatur statute." As explained

below, we agree thatMr. Lee's right to attend the vacatur hearing was violated.

To be sure, since the COVID-19 pandemic, we have all learned to adapt to Zoom

and other virtual platforms, and we have conducted proceedings by Zoom, as necessary

and desired. See Tallant v. State, 254 Md. App. 665, 688 n.17 (2022) ("Zoom is an online

video platform, which has been used to facilitate remote hearings because some court

hearings have not been able to be held in person due to the COVID-19 pandemic."). Indeed,

for a period of time during the COVID�19 pandemic, proceeding by Zoom was necessary

to allow courts to administer justice while at the same time protect the public health in this

State.

This case, however, does not involve a virtual hearing due to COVID-19 health

concerns. The vacatur hearing in this case was an in-person proceeding where everyone

involved, except Mr. Lee, was present in person.

The parties have not cited, and our independent research has not revealed, any case

directly addressing the issue presented here, i.e., whether a victim's right to attend a vacatur

hearing means a right to attend in person or whether remote attendance satisfies that right.
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The language of CP § 8-301.1 and the legislative history similarly do not shed light on the

issue. We note, however, that CP § 8-301.1 was enacted in 2019, before the COVID-19

pandemic and the general acceptance and use of Zoom to conduct a wide range of court

proceedings. Accordingly, we conclude that the intent of the General Assembly in giving

crime victims the right to attend vacatur hearings was to give them the right to attend in

person.

We recognize, however, that the lessons we learned during the pandemic about the

availability of technology have value going forward, now that the COVID-19 risk is

decreasing. Attendance by Zoom may be appropriate in some circumstances. That does

not, however, take away from the value in attending a proceeding in person, when desired,

particularly when all other individuals involved in the proceeding appear in person. Here,

although § CP 11-102(a) provides that the victim "has the right to attend any proceeding

in which the right to appear has been granted to a defendant," Mr. Syed was allowed to

attend in person, but Mr. Lee was required to attend via Zoom.

In March 2022, with the COVID-19 risk decreasing, then-Chief Judge Getty issued

an administrative order addressing the use of remote electronic participation in judicial

proceedings. He noted specific rules of civil procedure that were "intended to take

advantage of the technology that allows for reliable interactive communications to provide

more efficient access to the courts without sacrificing the required fairness in judicial

proceedings in circuit court civil proceedings." Administrative Order on the

Implementation of Remote Electronic Judicial Proceedings at 1, Tl 2 (March 28, 2022). We

discuss two of those rules, which we find instructive in this case.
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Rule 2-802(a), which addresses non-evidentiary proceedings in civil cases,

provides that a court "may permit or require one or more participants or all participants

to participate in a non-evidentiary proceeding bymeans of remote electronic participation,"

with some exceptions. (Emphasis added). Rule 2-803(a), by contrast, provides that a court,

"on motion or on its own initiative, may permit one or more participants or all participants

to participate in an evidentiary proceeding by means of remote electronic participation,"

under certain circumstances. (Emphasis added).

Although this is a criminal case, not a civil case, and there are no specific rules

addressing remote proceedings in this type of proceeding, principles from these rules

inform our analysis. The civil rules provide that, in both an evidentiary proceeding and a

non~evidentiary proceeding, the court may permit, in some circumstances, a person to

participate in a proceeding remotely. There certainly might be situations where a person

would prefer to attend that way, due to travel distance, personal health, or other reasons,

and utilizing technology to accommodate that preference, in appropriate circumstances, is

valuable. In a civil evidentiary proceeding, however, the court does not have the authority

to "require" a participant to participate via Zoom or other remote electronic proceeding.

We are of the view that, similar to the rule preventing a court from requiring a

participant to participate remotely in an evidentiary proceeding in a civil case, a court is

not permitted to require a victim, who has a right to attend a vacatur proceeding, to attend

the proceeding remotely, in the situation where the defendant and other participants are

permitted to attend in person. Nevertheless, that is what the court did here, in what

indisputably was (or should have been) an evidentiary hearing.
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IfMr. Lee wanted to attend the proceedings virtually, permitting him to do so would

be fine. Mr. Lee advised through counsel, however, that he wanted to attend the hearing

in person with the other participants, but he was not given sufficient notice to be able to do

so. He asked for a postponement to be allowed to attend in person, but the court denied

the request, despite there being no showing that itwas necessary to hold the vacatur hearing

that day, as opposed to granting Mr. Lee's request for a seven-day postponement. Under

these circumstances, we conclude that the court erred and/or abused its discretion in failing

to grant a postponement and in finding that Mr. Lee's attendance via Zoom satisfied his

right, as a victim's representative, to attend the hearing.

In sum, we hold that in the circumstance where, as here, a crime victim or victim's

representative conveys to the court a desire to attend a vacatur hearing in person, all other

individuals involved in the case are permitted to attend in person, and there are no

compelling reasons that require the victim to appear remotely, a court requiring the victim

to attend the hearing remotely violates the victim's right to attend the proceeding.

Allowing a victim entitled to attend a court proceeding to attend in person, when the victim

makes that request and all other persons involved in the hearing appear in person, is

consistent with the constitutional requirement that victims be treated with dignity and

respect.

VI.

Right to Be Heard

Mr. Lee contends that the circuit court violated his right to be heard and to

meaningfully participate in the hearing on the motion to vacate Mr. Syed's convictions.
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He asserts that the court gave him "only 30 minutes' notice to race home, gather his

thoughts without the input of counsel, and speak extemporaneously about his sister's

murder�with no information about the evidentiary basis for vacatur." He also argues that

the "court gave no consideration to Mr. Lee's statement; all indications are that it had

already made its decision prior to the hearing?" Mr. Lee further contends that we should

remand for a new vacatur hearing where he is "permitted to present evidence, call

witnesses, and challenge the [S]tate's evidence and witnesses."

The State argues that Mr. Lee's right to be heard was violated because he was not

given sufficient time to prepare a victim impact statement. It asserts that CP § 11-403(b)

provides Mr. Lee with the right to give a statement. The State disagrees, however, that Mr.

Lee has any right "to present evidence, call witnesses, and challenge the [S]tate's evidence

and witnesses." It states that "[n]o such victim's rights exist in connection with the vacatur

statute," noting that a victim is not a party to a criminal or juvenile proceeding. See CP §

11-103(b); Md. Rule 8-111(c).

Mr. Syed contends that, although CP § 8-301.1(d) provides the right to attend a

vacatur hearing, it "does not provide the victim or victim's representative with the right to

make a victim impact statement or to participate in any other way." He asserts that CP §

11-403 does not provide such a right because it applies only to a "sentencing or diSposition

33 In that regard, Mr. Lee points to the court's comments indicating that itwas aware
that the State and Mr. Syed had arranged a joint press conference, and he asserts that "the
court apparently coordinated withMr. Syed's correctional facility to ensure that he had his
property and street clothes on hand." He asserts that his "statement was, at best, an empty
ritual."
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hearing," which is not implicated in a vacatur proceeding, which involves legal arguments

as opposed to a discretionary sentencing decision."

As indicated, CP § 8-301.1(d) provides that, in vacatur proceedings, victims have

the right to "be notified" prior to the hearing, see CP § 8-301.1(d)(1), and they have "the

right to atten " the hearing, see CP § 8-301.1(d)(2). The statute does not, however, provide

for a right to be heard at the vacatur hearing.

In other sections ofTitle 11 of the Criminal Procedure Article, however, the General

Assembly has provided the victim with the right to be heard. For example, CP § 11-402(a)

and (d) provide that a presentence investigation shall include a victim impact statement,

and the court shall consider the statement in determining the appropriate sentence. CP §

11-40301) provides that, in a sentencing hearing or disposition hearing in a juvenile court

proceeding, where a sentence is imposed or altered, "the court, if practicable, shall allow

the victim or the victim's representative to address the court under oath before the

imposition of sentence or other disposition." Where language is included providing for a

right in one provision, but not in a related provision, it suggests "that the absence of

comparable language . . . was by design." Md. -Nat. Cap. Park & Plan. Comm 'n v.

Anderson, 164 Md. App. 540, 577 (2005), a 'd, 395 Md. 172 (2006). See also Harris v.

State, 353 Md. 596, 606 n.3 (1999) ("The General Assembly has created specific intent

34 Mr. Syed further argues that, even if Mr. Lee had the right to participate, he did
so via Zoom. We have already explained, supra, that his appearance via Zoom did not
satisfy Mr. Lee's right to attend pursuant to CP § 8-301.1(d). To the extent a victim has a

right to be heard at a hearing, the same analysis would apply.
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crimes, using explicit language to indicate the required specific intent. It is evident that

when the Legislature desires to create a specific intent crime, it knows how to do $0.").

The legislative history of CP § 8-301.1 also indicates an intent not to include the

right to be heard at a vacatur hearing. When enacting CP § 8-301.1, the General Assembly

was alerted to concerns that the victim should have the right to be heard at a vacatur

hearing. At a hearing before the House Judiciary Committee, multiple people testified that

the victim should have, not only the right to attend such a hearing, but also the right to be

heard. See Hearing on H.B. 874 Before the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 2019 Leg., 439th

Sess. (Feb. 26, 2019). And Scott Shellenberger, Baltimore County State's Attorney,

proposed adding language to the bill to provide that the victim had a "right to be heard at

the hearing." See E-mail from Scott Shellenberger, Balt. Cnty. State's Att'y, to Del. Erek

Barron (Feb. 25, 2019) (attached as exhibit to Letter from Del. Erek Barron to Md. Gen.

Assemb. H. Jud. Comm., H.B. 874, 2019 Leg, 439th Sess. (Feb. 25, 2019)). Moreover,

the Maryland Judiciary opposed the bill, noting: "[T]he bill indicates that in addition to a

right to notice, a victim has a right to attend a hearing but it is not clear under this legislation

if the victim has a right to be heard at the hearing." Memorandum from Suzanne D. Pelz,

Esq., Md. Jud. Conf., to Md. Gen. Assemb. H. Jud. Comm., H.B. 874, 2019 Leg, 439th

Sess. (Feb. 20, 2019).

Despite this voiced concern regarding the lack of an express provision allowing the

victim the right to be heard at a vacatur hearing, the General Assembly did not include a

right for a victim to give a statement at a hearing on a motion to vacate a conViction,

notwithstanding that such a right was included in other statutes. Although we may think it
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advisable to allow the victim the right to be heard at a vacatur hearing, particularly where

there is no one advocating for the conviction to be upheld, the statute, as written, does not

provide that right.

Mr. Lee and the State contend that, despite the lack of language providing a right to

be heard in CP § 8-301.1, another statute, CP § 11-403, provides the right to be heard at a

hearing on a motion to vacate a conviction. We are not persuaded.

CP § 11-403(b) provides that, in a sentencing hearing, or disposition hearing in a

juvenile court proceeding, where a sentence is imposed or altered, "the court, ifpracticable,

shall allow the victim or the victim's representative to address the court under oath before

the imposition of sentence or other disposition?" This statute permits a victim to address

the court before the imposition of a sentence or a di5position in a juvenile court proceeding,

either initially or when altering the sentence or disposition. SeeHoile, 404 Md. at 605�06

(CP § 11-403 addresses victims' right to be heard at sentencing hearings); Antoine, 245

35 CP § 11-403 provides:

(a) In this section, "sentencing or disposition hearing" means a hearing at which the

imposition of a sentence, disposition in a juvenile court proceeding, or alteration of a
sentence or disposition in a juvenile court proceeding is considered.

(b) In the sentencing or disposition hearing the court, if practicable, shall allow the
victim or the victim's representative to address the court under oath before the imposition
of sentence or other disposition:

(1) at the request of the prosecuting attorney;

(2) at the request of the victim or the victim's representative; or

(3) if the victim has filed a notification request form under § 11-104 of this title.
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Md. App. at 531 (CP § 11-403 "establishes the victim's right to address the court before

the court imposes a sentence or other disposition.").

The imposition of a sentence is a discretionary decision, in which a relevant factor

is the impact that the crime had on the victim. See Medley v. State, 386 Md. 3, 6 (2005)

("A sentencing judge has wide discretion in achieving the principal objectives of

sentencing�punishment, deterrence, and rehabilitation." ;Ball v. State, 347 Md. 156, 195

(1997) (At sentencing, "'trial judges must give appropriate consideration to the impact of

crime upon the victims'; '[a]n important step towards accomplishing that task is to accept

victim impact testimony wherever possible."') (quoting Cianos v. State, 338 Md. 406, 413

(1995)), cert. denied, 522 U.S. 1082 (1998); State v. Rodriguez, 125 Md. App. 428, 442

(modification or reduction of a sentence is within the trial court's sound discretion), cert.

denied, 354 Md. 573 (1999).

It certainly can be argued that the vacatur of a defendant's conviction is the ultimate

alteration of a sentence, in the sense that it sets it aside. See Walter v. Gunter, 367 Md.

386, 395 n.8 (2002) ("Vacatur is . . . '[t]he act ofannulling or setting aside. A rule or order

by which a proceeding is vacated."') (quoting Vacatur, Black's Law Dictionary (5th ed.

1979)). A hearing on a motion to vacate a conviction pursuant to CP § 8-301.1, however,

does not involve a discretionary ruling regarding whether to alter a sentence. Rather, it is

a proceeding after conviction and sentencing that seeks to vacate the judgment based on

legal grounds. In this regard, a hearing on a motion to vacate a conviction pursuant to CP

§ 8-301.1 is similar to amotion for a new trial pursuant to CP §§ 6-105 and 6-106, a petition

for post-conviction relief pursuant to the Uniform Postconviction Procedure Act, CP §§ 7-
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101 to 7-301, a petition for a writ of actual innocence pursuant to CP § 8-301, and an appeal

to this Court. In none of those proceedings is there statutory authority for the victim to

have rights other than the right to notice and to attend, and victims generally do not speak

at those proceedings.

Ifwe were to hold that CP § 11-403(b) authorized a victim's right to be heard here,

thatwould result in a huge shift in practice. We have not been given persuasive reasons to

so hold.

Mr. Lee and the State point to Rule 4-333(h), which, after addressing the conduct

of a vacatur hearing, includes the following: "Cross reference: For the right of a victim or

victim's representative to address the court during a sentencing or disposition hearing, see

Code, Criminal Procedure Article, § 11-403." This cross-reference, however, read in

context with the statutory scheme, and in the absence of specific language in Rule 4-333

indicating that the victim has a right to be heard, suggests that it is listed as a comparison

to victims' rights in sentencing hearings, where the victim does have the right to be heard.

See Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure, Two Hundred and First

Report of the Standing Committee on Rules ofPractice and Procedure, at 17 (Sept. 12,

2019) (noting that the cross-reference was "included afier section (h) to highlight the right

of the victim or victim's representative to address the court during a sentencing or

disposition hearing").

Mr. Lee argues that the Maryland Constitution gives victims rights, including the

right "to be heard at a criminal justice proceeding, as these rights are implemented." Md.

Const., Decl. of Rts., art. 47(b). The General Assembly, however, has implemented these
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rights by giving victims and their representatives the right to be heard at sentencing

proceedings, but not at a proceeding pursuant to CP § 8-301.1.

Accordingly, we hold that a victim or victim's representative does not have a right

to be heard at a vacatur hearing. We note, however, that there is nothing preventing a court

from giving a victim an opportunity to be heard at a vacatur hearing. Indeed, at the vacatur

hearing in this case, Ms. Feldman stated that the SAO would not object "in any way to

someone being present and participating if they wanted to," and the court permitted Mr.

Lee to speak, albeit on Zoom. Although a victim does not have a statutory right to be

heard, there are valid reasons to allow a victim that right in a vacatur hearing, and the court

has discretion to permit a victim to address the court regarding the impact the court's

decision will have on the victim and/or the victim's family.

VII.

Remedy

Having determined that Mr. Lee's rights to notice and to attend the vacatur hearing

were violated, we turn to the apprOpriate remedy. As indicated, CP § 11-103(e)(2) and (3)

provide that a court may grant a victim reliefwhen the victim's rights were denied if the

remedy does not violate the defendant's double jeopardy rights, and if the remedymodifies

a sentence of incarceration, the victim requests reliefwithin 30 days.

Here, Mr. Lee sought relief within 30 days by filing his notice of appeal. The

remedy he seeks is to vacate the circuit court's order vacating Mr. Syed's convictions and

sentence and order a new hearing on the State's motion to vacate the convictions, where

his right to notice and to attend be honored. We can provide that remedy only if it does
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not violate Mr. Syed's "constitutional right. . . to be free from double jeopardy." CP § 11-

103(c)(2).

The Double Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States

Constitution provides that no person "shall . . . be subject for the same offence to be twice

put in jeopardy of life or limb . . . ." U.S. Const. amend. V. "[D]ouble jeopardy invokes a

number of distinct principles and prohibitions." Moore v. State, 198 Md. App. 655, 684

(2011). When dealing with a "phenomenon such as double jeopardy, it is indispensable at

the outset to identify the particular species of double jeopardy being invoked." Fields v.

State, 96 Md. App. 722, 725 (1993).

"The United States Constitution's Fifth Amendment Double Jeopardy Clause

protects against three types of double jeopardy, derived fiom the 'three related common-

law pleas' of autrefois acquit, autrefois convict, and pardon." Antoine, 245 Md. App. at

558 (quoting United States v. Wilson, 420 U.S. 332, 340 (1975)). The plea of autrefois

acquit provides that "the State cannot reprosecute a defendant afier an acquittal." Scott v.

State, 454 Md. 146, 152 (2017). The pleas of autrefois convict and pardon provide that "a

criminal defendant may not be prosecuted twice for the same offense after conviction and

may not be punished multiple times for the same offense." Giddins v. State, 393 Md. 1,

25�26 (2006).

Mr. Syed does not contend, for good reason, that vacating the order vacating his

convictions would violate his right against double jeopardy. As explained below, we

conclude that returning this case for a new vacatur hearing does not violate Mr. Syed's

constitutional protection against double jeopardy.
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Ordering a new vacatur hearing would not result in a second prosecution after

conviction or acquittal. The result of a new vacatur hearing will be to either reinstate the

initial conviction or vacate it again. There would not be a second prosecution.

Ordering a new vacatur hearing would not result in a second prosecution after

acquittal for another reason, i.e., the grant of the motion to vacate was not an acquittal. An

acquittal requires "a resolution, correct or not, of some or all of the factual elements of the

offense charged."' Kendall v. State, 429 Md. 476, 479 (2012). A ruling constitutes an

acquittal for double jeopardy purposes if the court "depended on an evaluation of facts

bearing on whether the defendants were guilty of the crimes charged." Id. at 487.

Here, the court's grant of the motion to vacate was not an acquittal. The court's

decision to vacate Mr. Syed's convictions was based solely on whether the State

established grounds for vacating the convictions pursuant to CP § 8-301.1. The court did

not purport to be resolving any factual question relating to the charges against Mr. Syed,

includingwhether he was guilty or innocent of the offenses charged. Thus, the grant of the

motion to vacate did not trigger the protection against double jeopardy.

Additionally, the State's entry of the n01 pros was not an acquittal. It is well

established that "a nolle prosequi is not an acquittal or pardon of the underlying offense

and does not preclude a prosecution for the same offense under a different charging

document or different count." Ward, 290 Md. at 84. "[T]here is nothing inherent in the

nature of a nolle prosequi which causes its entry to operate as an acquittal of the underlying

offense." Id. at 85. Accordingly, the violation ofMr. Lee's rights can be remedied without

violating Mr. Syed's constitutional right to be free from double jeopardy.
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VIII.

Conclusion

Because the court violated Mr. Lee's right to notice of, and his right to attend, the

hearing on the State's motion to vacate, in violation of CP § 8-301.1(d), "we have the

power and obligation to remedy that injury." Antoine, 245 Md. App. at 561. Therefore,

we vacate the circuit court's order vacating Mr. Syed's convictions and sentence, which

results in the reinstatement of the original convictions and sentence. We remand for a new,

legally compliant, transparent hearing on the motion to vacate, where Mr. Lee is given

notice of the hearing that is sufficient to allow him to attend in person, evidence supporting

the motion to vacate is presented, and the court states its reasons in support of its decision.

Mr. Lee argues that, at the remand hearing, he should be "permitted to mount a

credible challenge to the evidence supporting vacatur." To that end, he requests that this

Court "appoint him as a limited-purpose party-in-interest," or alternatively, appoint the

Attorney General's Office or other suitable entity, to challenge the evidence during a new

hearing. That request is denied.

We will exercise our discretion to stay the effective date of the mandate for 6O days

from the issuance of this opinion. That gives the parties time to assess how to proceed in

response to this Court's decision.

JUDGMENT OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
FOR BALTIMORE CITY VACATED;
CASE IS REMANDED FOR FURTHER
PROCEEDINGS CONSISTENT WITH
THIS OPINION. COSTS TO BE PAID 50%
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BY THE MAYOR & CITY COUNCIL OF
BALTIMOREAND 50% BYADNAN SYED.
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I, respectfully, dissent. In my View, this appeal was rendered moot by the State's

entry of a n01 prosl following the grant of the State's vacatur motion. I disagree with the

Majority that the nol proswas a legal nullity. Nonetheless, because this case presents issues

that are likely to recur and evade review as well as matters of important public concern, l

would exercise discretion to consider themerits. On the merits, I agreewith theMajority's

analysis in Part VI of the Majority Opinion, in which the Majority held that Mr. Lee had

no right to be heard at the vacatur hearing. Where I part ways with the Majority on the

merits, however, is with respect to the notice provided to Mr. Lee as well as his right to

attend. In my view, the timing of the notice in relation to the hearing should not be

considered in a vacuum, but rather, in the context of whether the notice was adequate to

enable the victim or victim's representative to attend. I would not find a violation of the

victims' rights statute in this unique case when Mr. Lee was notified -- albeit one business

day before the vacatur hearing -- and ultimately attended the vacatur proceeding

electronically.

I. Mootness

I take no issue with the Majority's articulation of the mootness standard, i.e., that a

case is generally moot if no controversy exists between the parties or when the court can

1 "A nolle prosequi, or nol pros, is an action taken by the State to dismiss pending
charges when it determines that it does not intend to prosecute the defendant under a

particular indictment." Huntley v. State, 411 Md. 288, 291 n.4 (2009). "[W]hile a nolle
prosequi discharges the defendant on the charging document or count which was nolle
prossed, and while it is a bar to any further prosecution under that charging document or
count, a nolle prosequi is not an acquittal or pardon of the underlying offense and does not
preclude a prosecution for the same offense under a different charging document or
different count." Id. (quotation omitted).



no longer fashion an effective remedy. The Majority's determination that this appeal is not

moot is premised upon its conclusion that the nol pros was void and constituted a legal

nullity. I, respectfully, disagree that the n01 pros was a legal nullity.

As the Majority acknowledges, the State's Attorney generally has broad discretion

to enter a n01 pros. State v. Simms, 456 Md. 551, 561 (2017). Although the Supreme Court

ofMaryland (at the time named the Court ofAppeals ofMaryland)2 has acknowledged that

the State's power to nol pros is "not absolute" or "without restraint," Hook v. State, 315

Md. 25, 35-36 (1989), the actual limits that have been imposed upon the State's authority

to n01 pros are quite narrow. Indeed, it is well established that the State may not enter a

nol pros that has the purpose or necessary effect of circumventing the Hicks rule, i.e., the

defendant's right to a trial within 180 days.3 Curley v. State, 299 Md. 449, 462 (1984).

The Supreme Court most recently addressed limits on the State's authority to nol pros in

the case ofSimms, supra, 456Md. at 551. TheMajority reads Simms andHook as generally

limiting the State's authority to enter a nol pros when doing so would violate fundamental

fairness, and, in some instances, circumvent the right to appeal. In my view, as I shall

2 At the November 8, 2022 general election, the voters of Maryland ratified a
constitutional amendment changing the name of the Court of Appeals of Maryland to the

Supreme Court ofMaryland. The name change took effect on December 14, 2022. See also
Md. Rule 1-101.1(a) ("From and after December 14, 2022, any reference in these Rules or,
in any proceedings before any court of the Maryland Judiciary, any reference in any statute,
ordinance, or regulation applicable in Maryland to the Court of Appeals ofMaryland shall
be deemed to refer to the Supreme Court ofMaryland ")

3 State v. Hicks, 285 Md. 310 (1979).
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explain, the reasoning of Simms andHook do not extend to the circumstances before us in

this appeal.

In Simms, after a criminal defendant was convicted and sentenced, the defendant

noted an appeal to this Court. 456 Md. at 554�55. The defendant raised arguments on

appeal that the evidence was insufficient to support his convictions. Id. at 569. While the

direct appeal was pending, but before oral arguments were held, the State nol prossed the

charge underlying the defendant's conviction and sentence and subsequently moved to

dismiss the defendant's appeal as moot. Id. at 555. On certiorari to the Supreme Court of

Maryland, the State argued that the appeal was moot in light of the subsequent nol pros.

The Supreme Court held that the case was not moot because the State "does not have the

authority to enter a nol pros after a final judgment has been entered against a defendant in

a criminal case." Id. at 576. The Court emphasized that "[t]he State had no authority to

use its power to nol pros to alter a final judgment entered in favor of or against a criminal

defendant. Final judgment is the boundary of the State's discretion to enter a nolle

prosequi." Id. The Court, therefore, determined that "the nol pros entered in the trial court

as to the charge underlying the conviction and sentence was simply a nullity, 'improper'

and therefore 'ineffective."' Id.

The Majority also looked to Hook, supra, 315 Md. at 43�44, which held that it was

"fundamentally unfair" for the State to nol pros a lesser included offense when the evidence

was sufficient to convict the defendant of either a greater offense or lesser included offense.

The Supreme Court explained that "the exceptional circumstances of this case present a

rare occasion calling for a tempering of the broad authority vested in a State's Attorney to
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terminate a prosecution by a nolle prosequi," observing that the State's conduct in nol

prossing the lesser included offense "was inconsistent with the rudimentary demands of

fair procedure." Id. at 41�42.

The Majority asserts that the State's entry of a nol pros under the circumstances

presented in this case violated the requirement that a nol pros conform "to the rudimentary

demands of fair procedure" as articulated in Hook, supra, 315 Md. at 42. The Majority

further emphasizes that the nol pros resulted in an injustice to Mr. Lee because it prevented

appellate review and prevented victims from receiving the rights to which they are entitled.

I do not read Simms or Hook nearly as broadly as the Majority. First, I observe that the

fundamental fairness principle discussed inHook focused upon the fair procedure owed to

a criminal defendant whose liberty interest was at stake. "The State of Maryland has

expressed a clear public policy . . . to provide broad rights to crime victims . . . in both

Maryland's trial and appellate courts." Antoine v. State, 245 Md. App. 521, 539 (2020).

Indeed, those rights are enshrined in the Maryland Constitution, which recognizes a

victim's right to "be treated by agents of the State with dignity, respect, and sensitivity

during all phases of the criminal justice process." Md. Const. Decl. of Rts., art. 47(a).

Victims' rights, however, are not the same rights as those granted to criminal defendants,

and I would not extend the fundamental fairness principle articulated in Hook to the

situation presented in this appeal.

Furthermore, I would not extend the holding of Simms to the circumstances

presented in this appeal. The Simms Court held that "after a defendant has received a final

judgment in the form of a conviction and sentencing, the State may not enter a nolle
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prosequi to alter the final judgment. Upon conviction and sentencing based upon an

underlying charge, the underlying charge is no longer pending and the State's authority to

enter a n01 pros has ended." 456 Md. at 578. Unlike Simms, this case did not involve a

final judgment in the form of a conviction and sentencing. At the time the State entered

the nol pros, there was no underlying conviction. I do not read Simms as restricting the

State's authority to enter a nol pros after the grant of a motion to vacate a conviction.

I would hold that the State acted within its broad authority to enter a nol pros

following the vacatur ruling. Indeed, it iswell established that trial courts "are not stripped

of their jurisdiction to take post-judgment action simply because an appeal is pending from

that judgment." Cottman v. State, 395 Md. 729, 740 (2006).4 "[A]bsent a stay required by

law, or one obtained fiom an appellate court," the trial court "has the authority to exercise

the 'fundamental jurisdiction' which it possesses." Id at 740�41 (quotation omitted).

In my view, this case is more similar to Cottman, in which the circuit court granted

the defendant a new trial when the defendant's conviction was pending on appeal. Id at

736-37. The Supreme Court determined that the "appeal became moot the instant that the

[c]ircuit [c]ourt granted him a new trial." Id. at 743. The appeal in the instant case similarly

became moot when the State entered a nol pros. Moreover, I emphasize that Md. Rule

4 The Majority considers the out-of�state cases of Sanders v. State, 869 S.E.2d 411

(Ga. 2022) (holding the nol pros of a reindictment was a nullity when the denial of a first
indictment was pending on appeal), and Commonwealth v. Hudson, 92 A.3d 1235 (Pa.
Super.), appeal denied, 106 A.3d 724 (Pa. 2014) (holding that there was no authority to
enter a nol pros while an appeal of a grant of a motion to suppress was pending). The
Majority acknowledges, however, that in Maryland, unlike Sanders and Hudson, trial
courts are "not stripped of their jurisdiction to take post-judgment action." Cottman, supra,
395 Md. at 740.
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4-333(i) provides that "[w]ithin 30 days after the court enters an order vacating a judgment

of conviction or probation before judgment as to any count, the State's Attorney shall either

enter a nolle prosequi of the vacated count or take other appropriate action as to that count."

(Emphasis provided.) Indeed, the State acted consistently with this mandatory Maryland

Rule when entering the nol pros in this case.5

TheMajority's holding that the nol pros was "void" and a "nullity" is the basis upon

which the Majority concludes that this appeal is not moot. The Majority characterizes this

case as presenting "exceptional circumstances" that "exist to temper the authority of the

State to enter a n01 pros." I would hold the State acted within its authority to dismiss the

charges when it entered a nol pros after the circuit court vacated Mr. Syed's convictions.

The nol pros was "not void ab initio for lack of jurisdiction to enter it." Cottman, supra,

395 Md. at 742. Following the entry of the n01 pros in this case, Mr. Syed was no longer

a defendant in a criminal case. In my view, there is no underlying case in which to enter a

remand, rendering this appeal moot.

Nevertheless, I am persuaded that this appeal presents unresolved issues that are

capable of repetition, yet evading review and that involve matters of important public

concern. See In re S.F., 477 Md. 296, 318�19. Accordingly, I would exercise discretion

to undertake appellate review of the merits.

5 If the General Assembly or Rules Committee wished to provide a specific
exception to the 30-day requirement for entry of a nol pros if an appeal of the vacatur ruling
was pending, they certainly could have done so.
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H. Merits

The Majority rejects Mr. Lee's assertion that he should have been provided more

notice of the filing of the vacatur motion in this case, as well as Mr. Lee's contention that

he should have been provided with notice of and the opportunity to attend the chambers

discussion that occurred on Friday, September 16, 2022. I agree with the Majority on both

of the above points. Where I part ways with the Majority is with respect to the notice

required for the vacatur hearing on Monday, September 19, 2022. I would hold that the

notice sufficiently complied with the requirements of the statute because, critically, it

enabled Mr. Lee to attend the proceeding via electronic means.

.Md. Code (2001, 2018 Repl. Vol., 2021 Supp.), Section 8-301.1 of the Criminal

Procedure Article ("CP") sets forth the procedure by which the State may move to vacate

a judgment of conviction. With respect to notice to a victim or victim's representative, the

statute requires that "[b]efore a hearing on a motion filed under this section, the victim or

victim's representative shall be notified, as provided under § 11-104 or § 11-503 of this

article." CP § 8-301.1(d). Maryland Rule 4-333(g)(2) further provides that "the State's

Attorney shall send written notice of the hearing to each victim or victim's representative,

in accordance with Code, Criminal Procedure Article, § 11-104 or § 11-503. The notice

shall contain a brief description of the proceeding and inform the victim or victim's

representative of the date, time, and location of the hearing and the right to attend the

hearing." "If the . . . victim or victim's representative entitled to notice under . . . this Rule

is not present at the hearing, the State's Attorney shall state on the record the efforts made

to contact that person and provide notice of the hearing." Md. Rule 4-333(h)(1).
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I agree with the Majority that the notice requirement must be interpreted

consistently with the constitutional and statutory mandate that crime victims "be treated by

agents of the State with dignity, respect, and sensitivity during all phases of the criminal

justice process." Md. Const. Decl. of Rts., art. 47(a), CP § 11-1002(b)(1). I further agree

with the Majority that the notice requirement must be interpreted consistently with the

legislative intent that a victim has the right to notice and to attend the vacatur hearing. I

do not, however, agree that the notice in this case was unreasonable simply because Mr.

Lee was notified of the hearing date one business day prior to the hearing. In my view, the

notice requirement must be considered in concert with the right to attend, and, in this case,

Mr. Lee was ultimately able to attend the vacatur hearing, albeit electronically. As such,

the timing of the notice in relation to the hearing is not considered in a vacuum but, rather,

in the context of whether the notice was adequate to enable the victim or victim's

representative to attend. One business day's notice might not have been reasonable if an

electronic attendance option were unavailable, and I generally echo the concerns of the

Majority regarding the short time period between when the victim was notified and the

vacatur hearing was held. Critically, however, in this instance, Mr. Lee was permitted to

and did attend the proceedings electronically.

The Majority holds that attendance via Zoom was insufficient to satisfy Mr. Lee's

right to attend the vacatur hearing. The Majority acknowledges that Zoom hearings

became commonplace throughout Maryland during the COVID-19 pandemic, but

emphasizes that this case did not involve a virtual hearing due to COVID-19 health

concerns. The Majority further emphasizes that CP § 8-301.1(d)(2) was enacted prior to
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the COVID-19 pandemic and the General Assembly presumably anticipated in-person

attendance when it drafted the statute.

The Majority points to Maryland Rules 2-802(a) and 2-803(a), which provide,

respectively, that a court "may permit or require . . . participants to participate in a

non-evidentiary proceeding by means of electronic participation," Md. Rule 2-802(a), but

"may permit . . . participants to participate in an evidentiary proceeding bymeans of remote

electronic participation." Md. Rule 2-803(b). The Majority acknowledges that Maryland

Rules 2-802 and 2-803 are applicable to civil matters, not criminal matters. Nonetheless,

the Majority posits that principles from these rules inform the analysis in this case.

The Majority emphasizes that, at least in civil cases, the court is not specifically

authorized to "require" electronic participation in evidentiary proceedings but is

specifically authorized to "require" electronic participation in non-evidentiary

proceedings. The Majority is of the view that, similar to the rule preventing a court from

requiring a participant to participate in an evidentiary proceeding in a civil case remotely,

a court is not permitted to require a victim, who has a right to attend a vacatur proceeding,

to attend the proceeding remotely. I disagree.

Even if one were to assume that the principles of Maryland Rules 2-802 and 2-803

apply in the context of this criminal case, I find it notable that Rules 2-802 and 2-803 apply

to participants -- not to other individuals who may have the right to attend. Mr. Lee does

not satisfy the definition of "participant" under Rules 2-802 and 2-803. For the purposes

ofMaryland Rules 2-802 and 2-803, "participant" is defined as "a party, witness, attorney

for a party or witness, judge, magistrate, auditor, or examiner, and any other individual
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entitled to speak or make a presentation at the proceeding." Md. Rule 2-801. Mr. Lee, as

a victim's representative, does not fall under this definition. TheMajority held, and I agree,

thatMr. Lee had no right to be heard, present evidence, or otherwise participate in any way

at the vacatur hearing. Notably, a victim, or a victim's representative, is not a party to a

criminal proceeding. Hoile v. State, 404 Md. 591, 606 (2008) ("There are only two parties,

the State ofMaryland andHoile.") (citingLopez-Sanchez v. State, 388 Md. 214, 226 (2005)

("The victim is not a party to the proceeding . . . although vested with statutory and

constitutional rights . . . ." , superseded by statute on other grounds, 2006 Md. Laws Ch.

260 (S.B. 508), as recognized in Hoile, supra, 404 Md. at 605).

In my View, there are distinct differences between remote participation and

in-person participation that are not implicated when an individual has the right to attend

but not participate. It is conceivable that an iii-person presentation might be more

compelling to a fact-finder than a presentation made via electronic means. These concerns

are not implicated when an individual has the right to attend but not to participate. Section

8-301.1 of the Criminal Procedure Article provided Mr. Lee the right to attend the vacatur

hearing, not toparticipate. I would hold thatMr. Lee's attendance via Zoomwas sufficient

to satisfy this requirement.

The record reflects that the circuit court judge took careful steps to ensure that Mr.

Lee had been notified and was afforded the opportunity to attend the vacatur hearing via

Zoom. At the beginning of the hearing, the circuit court asked the prosecutor to explain

"specifically what notice the State gave to the victim's family in this case." The prosecutor

explained that she spoke with Mr. Lee on the telephone on Tuesday, September 13, 2022
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and informed him that the State would be filing a motion to vacate. The prosecutor "went

through the motion a bit with him" and "sent him a copy of the motion that day." The

motion was filed on September 14, 2022.

After the chambers conference on Friday, September 16, 2022, the prosecutor

emailed Mr. Lee at 1:59 p.m. to inform him of the date of the vacatur hearing. The email

informed Mr. Lee that "[t]he court just scheduled an in-person hearing for Monday,

September 19th at 2:00 PM (EST)." The prosecutor explained that although it was an

"in-person hearing," she had "asked the court permission for [Mr. Lee] and [his] family to

watch the proceedings virtually if [they] would like to watch." The prosecutor included a

Zoom link and askedMr. Lee to "[p]lease let [her] know if anybody fi'om [the] family will

be joining the link" so that she could "make sure the court lets [them] into the virtual

courtroom."

The prosecutor explained that she did not receive a response to her email, so she

followed up with Mr. Lee via text message on Sunday, September 18. Mr. Lee responded

via text. He told the prosecutor that he had received the email and stated that he "will be

joining." On the morning of the vacatur hearing, counsel entered an appearance for Mr.

Lee and moved to postpone the hearing. At the outset of the vacatur hearing, after

considering argument from the parties, the circuit court denied the motion to postpone."

The court explained that it would "give [counsel for Mr. Lee] time to . . . get Mr. Lee and

6 I shall not restate the details surrounding the argument on the motion to postpone.
I take no issue with the Majority's summary of this issue.
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have him join this Zoom." The court stated that "if [M11 Lee] wants to speak, [the court]

will allow him to speak first."

Counsel for Mr. Lee informed the court that he was "unable to advise [his] client"

because he was "atwork at this poin ." The court asked counsel forMr. Lee to step outside

of the courtroom to "call Mr. Lee and see what he wants to do." After telephoning his

client, counsel for Mr. Lee informed the court that he "was able to reach [Mr. Lee]" and

requested thirty minutes forMr. Lee to get home from work "to a private place where [h]e

can participate." The court granted this request and announced a thirty-minute recess at

2:44 p.m. The court reconvened at 3:35 p.m. Mr. Lee was present via Zoom and made a

statement? AfterMr. Lee's statement, the circuit court thankedMr. Lee and acknowledged

"how difficult" and "very emotional" the day was for him. The court told Mr. Lee that it

"appreciate[d] him joining the Zoom this afiemoon to make this statement because it is

important to hear from the victim or the victim's representative."

Therefore, not only didMr. Lee "attend" the proceeding -- albeit virtually -- as was

his right under both the vacatur and the victims' rights statutes, but the trial judge permitted

both Mr. Lee and his counsel to address the court during the proceedings, something the

Majority and I both agree neither statute requires. Indeed, in addressingMr. Lee' s counsel,

the trial judge noted that:

[Y]our client indicated that he would participate via
Zoom. I don't think Zoom is foreign anymore. I think
everyone knows what Zoom is. Participate, you know, we do
victim's rights, I do it every day on Zoom and the victims come
on and they give their victim's impact statements. And it's

7 Mr. Lee's full statement is reproduced in the Majority's Opinion.
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recorded and it's recorded in the courtroom with this blue man,
which is CourtSmart.

So they [the representatives of the victims] have every
Opportunity to participate. And, I'm giving your client, your
client the opportunity to participate now via Zoom ifhe'd like
to Speak I will hear from him.

Accordingly, the court acknowledged that Zoom was a practical and serviceable

method that courts had been using to allow remote participation in court proceedings.

Ultimately, the court provided Mr. Lee with both the attendance he was entitled to, and the

judge exercised her discretion in affording him the opportunity to participate. Under the

circumstances, I disagree with the Majority that Lee's attendance, via Zoom, did not satisfy

his rights, as a victim's representative, to attend the proceedings.

In no way do I intend to minimize the pain suffered by Mr. Lee and by all crime

victims and their families, and I recognize the important protections granted to victims and

victims' representatives under the Maryland Constitution and by statute. Nonetheless, in

my view, the procedure afforded to Mr. Lee in this case was sufficient to satisfy the

requirements of the applicable statute. I would hold that the notice Mr. Lee received was

sufficient to comply with the requirements of CP § 8-301.1 and Md. Rule 4-333 because it

enabled him to attend the vacatur proceeding electronically. Though it was not required to

do so, and would not be required to do so on remand, seeMaj. 0p. Part VI, the circuit court

permitted Mr. Lee to be heard at the vacatur hearing. In my view, it is for the General

Assembly to impose more specific requirements regarding the timing of notice to victims

and victims' representatives for vacatur hearings if it is inclined to do so. Similarly, the

Rules Committee could recommend and the Supreme Court could adopt more specific

13



requirements. Accordingly, I would affirm the judgment of the Circuit Court for Baltimore

City. For these reasons, I, respectfully, dissent.
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